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*New - Basic Christian: Downloadable - Recommended Resources (Video Downloads)
Each Mp3 or Video offers important information, encouragement or teaches an important Biblical concept.
http://basicchristian.info/videos/

Basic Christian: Downloadable - Recommended Resources (Mp3 Downloads)
Each Mp3 or Video offers important information, encouragement or teaches an important Biblical concept.
http://basicchristian.info/mp3/

*Updated: Truth & Knowledge vs. Lies & Deception (PDF)
Truth is that which exists and cannot change. The truth is the unchangeable fact. There are basic truths in
existence. We exist in physical human form on a planet called the earth. It is an undeniable unchangeable
truth that we exist. It is also an undeniable unchangeable truth that physical life exists temporally here on
earth. The truth is that all who have lived in the past have suffered physical death; they are no longer
physically alive with us on earth. Since there are truths in existence there is a truth that explains life and
death here on earth. There can be many theories about how life originated on earth, why and how we exist
and why we die, but there is only one unchangeable truth.
http://www.basicchristian.org/Truth_vs_Deception.pdf

Christian Faith Downloads - A Christian resource center with links to many FREE Mp3 downloads
(Mp3's)
Christian Faith Downloads - 1st Corinthians 2:5 That your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in
the power of God.
http://christianfaithdownloads.com/

Updated: 10 Areas and Doctrines where we can all Agree to Agree! (PDF)
As the Christian Church there are areas where we can all Agree to Agree! Over the years the Christian
Church has virtually been defined by its vast ability to disagree. In fact the quote "let's agree to disagree" can
almost be the new banner of Christianity. Some people readily point out and wonder if there really is a
Christian truth because the Church itself agrees on very few Christian tenants. But this is not really an
accurate reflection because the Church does agree on many things and is united on many beliefs. -- This is a
discussion list where we as Christians can "Agree to Agree" and then the next time someone says "the
Church doesn't even agree" well here are some areas of agreement. -- These topics are starting beyond the
already given basics of Christianity in that Jesus Christ is God born of the Virgin Mary, Himself a Godly
encounter physically among humans yet remaining consistent with the Triune nature of God the Father, the
Son Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit. Jesus is Divine and without sin. He was rejected by mankind crucified
and died. His death is the Full Payment for all of the sins of the world. His resurrection is of Everlasting Life
and provided to those who personally receive Him as God and their Savior. Jesus is the rightful and righteous
Ruler of the world and He will physically return to righteously reign, rule and judge His creation that we call
the universe.
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http://www.basicchristian.org/Agree.pdf

*New - Basic Christian: Downloadable - Recommended Resources (Video Downloads)
Each Mp3 or Video offers important information, encouragement or teaches an important Biblical concept.
http://basicchristian.info/videos/

Basic Christian: Downloadable - Recommended Resources (Mp3 Downloads)
Each Mp3 or Video offers important information, encouragement or teaches an important Biblical concept.
http://basicchristian.info/mp3/

Note: I think the Basic Christian blog Bible Study is back on track and the postings should soon
resume at the normal pace - Have a Blessed and Joyous 2010 New Year in the peace and love of our
precious Lord and Savior Jesus Christ!
Also Note: All further controversies have been postponed at least until the Book of Revelation! I don't expect
to many more controversies and I'm going to try to smooth out the study for a while so then if any
controversies do happen to arise in the Book of Revelation we will at least be rested and ready to get through
them, though no controversies are planned and I expect to be able to cover the Book of Revelation with
minimal controversy. - God bless everyone! David Anson Brown
http://basicchristian.info/wordpress/

Threshing Floor Radio Show: Spirit Uprising! by Randy Maugans (Mp3)
A sharp shift in the Spirit is occurring-a mobilization of forces which will clash in the realm of powers and
principalities. The prophetic clarion call has to do with healing, deliverance, and restoration, to those who
follow the Living God. What follows the healing is an empowerment of authority to take back ground-even the
Holy ground which has been defiled and illegally appropriated. This is about YOUR healing, YOUR
destiny…the future of YOUR generations…and the consummation of an ancient battle.
http://threshingfloor-radio.com/index.php/2009/12/spirit-uprising/

LivingWaters.com: True and False Conversion - Hell's Best Kept Secret (Online Audio)
True and False Conversion: While the other teachings in this series have special emphasis in particular
areas, this teaching is foundational, and goes hand in hand with Tape A. It is very important that you
understand it, as it will have great bearing on how you spend your time, and how you share the principles of
God's Word. If you have ever wondered why so much of the Church looks and acts just like the world, you will
love this teaching. ... Hell's Best Kept Secret: Why do 80-90% of those making a [modern] decision for Christ
fall away from the faith? What is the principle that Spurgeon, Wesley, Whitefield, etc., used to reach the lost?
Why has the Church neglected it? Don't let anything stop you from listening to this incredible teaching.
http://www.livingwaters.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=itemlist&layout=category&task=category&id=2
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calvary chapel chuck smith - Chuck Smith knowingly took Illuminati [Satanic - Skull & Bones] money
to help establish [Maranatha! Music] and bring corrupt Christian rock music into the churches Exposed by John Todd (YouTube)
Continuation of what is the Illuminati? Who leads it? The Charismatic movement / Chuck Smith / Jesus Rock
/ John Birch Society / Freemasons, purpose of Rock Music, etc!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXWhFCa2tfc

February 28, 2007: Sex and Money Lead to Break-up of Christian Talk Network [Calvary Satellite
Network] - However, in a surprise move, the elder [Chuck] Smith dropped the legal proceedings
claiming to make a "Christian gesture" saying according to the former cheeleader, Lori Pollitt, that "it
was time to turn Kestler over to Satan" {I'm guessing that Chuck Smith Sr. of Calvary Chapel, Costa
Mesa [and probably also a few of his staff members] have a lot of skill and experience in directing the
demonic realm and demonic attacks against people that Chuck doesn't exactly approve of - but then
that wouldn't be very Christian of Chuck Smith and Calvary Chapel.}
We generally cover political talk radio, usually liberal talk radio, but every once and while we run across a
story so engrossing that we expand our coverage area to include other forms of "spoken word" radio
programming. We came across such a story, this morning in Los Angeles Times. The Times ran a page one
feature story that had sex, money, deceit, and involved a talk radio network. Our kind of story! Naturally, we
jumped right on it. No it didn't relate to political talk radio - liberal or conservative. Instead it focused on the
second largest segment of the talk radio industry - Christian talk. It seems that a controversy has been raging
for some time now involving the owners of the Calvary Satellite Network. The network has about 400
low-power stations and 49 full-power stations in 45 states. Its coverage area has 22.5 million potential
listeners. It estimates its worth at $250 million, derived mostly from the value of its broadcasting licenses. The
network, which was founded by Chuck Smith, founder of the worldwide Calvary Chapel movement and his
one time protégé Mike Kestler, became the focus of costly legal battle, after charges of financial irregularities,
poor management, and sexual harrasment were directed at Kestler by Smith and his son Jeff. The two sides
have hurled accusations of lust and greed, betrayal and embezzlement. As part of the battle, Smith also
funded a lawsuit against Kestler by a former Dallas Cowboys cheerleader who said he had been fired from
her from her radio job for rebuffing Kestler's sexual advances. However, in a surprise move, the elder Smith
dropped the legal proceedings claiming to make a "Christian gesture" saying according to the former
cheeleader, Lori Pollitt, that "it was time to turn Kestler over to Satan."
http://talkingradio.blogspot.com/2007/02/sex-and-money-lead-to-break-up-of.html

The Bombshell Truth About Tal Brooke by Lisa De Witt: The Bombshell Truth About Tal Brooke and
His Connection to the U.S. Information Agency and CIA - Just two years earlier, in 1988, former CIA
Director and then U.S. Vice President, George H. W. Bush chose Harvest House Publishers to print
and market his autobiography, Man of Integrity - a book titled "Harvest" [1987] co-written with Chuck
Smith Sr. [of Calvery Chapel Costa Mesa]
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Just two years earlier, in 1988, former CIA Director and then U.S. Vice President, George H. W. Bush chose
Harvest House Publishers to print and market his autobiography, Man of Integrity. There was a photo of Bush
Sr. with the Harvest House owner, Bob Hawkins Sr. on the company website until this article was published
and that page has since been removed. The archived link is posted below in the reference section. You may
have to re-enter the link into the archive.org. wayback machine to see the page. ... Tal Brooke, who
graduated from the 1963 Class of George Mason High School in Falls Church, Virginia, has also used the
alias Tai Brooke. Brooke writes very little about his family in Avatar of Night, other than to say his father was
an American diplomat in London and an atheist. In the preface of a book titled Harvest co-written with Chuck
Smith, Brooke also wrote, "I grew up in an atheistic home." In a later interview with Dan Wooding on Brooke's
Spiritual Counterfeits website he revises his father's belief system to agnostic. In his mother's obituary on the
savannahnow.com website, Tal Brooke's father's name is listed as Edgar Duffield Brooke. According to a
National Security Files memorandum from the Kennedy Library, Edgar D. Brooke was appointed Director of
Media Content for the U.S. Information Agency (USIA) by Edward R. Murrow in 1961. This bombshell
evidence, which Tal Brooke has failed to reveal, shows Brooke's father was in charge of the worldwide
distribution of propaganda during one of the U.S.'s most racist periods in history.
http://www.saisathyasai.com/robert-taliaferro-tal-brooke/

crosswalk.com: RELIGIONS OF THE STARS [by Richard Abanes - (author 1996 book) American
Militias: Rebellion, Racism & Religion - Also in 1997, Abanes won the Evangelical Press Association's
Higher Goals In Journalism Award for his article on various religions in America - From 1998 to 2000,
Abanes served on staff as Creative Arts Director for Saddleback Church (Rick Warren) in Lake Forest,
California - wiki.com] - Saturday, March 14, 2009 Greg Laurie: New OC Bible Study {Richard Abanes
has published over twenty books mostly on the topics of Militias in America, Cults and Religion - and
has CIA asset agent written all over himself.}
Well, I was so excited and spiritually pumped this morning, I had to get up pre-6AM to write this quick
announcement about a brand new Bible study kicked off last night (7PM) by Pastor Greg Laurie (Harvest
Christian Fellowship) in the OC. It was the biggest "Bible Study" I'd ever seen on a first night. The place was
packed with all seats filled and people sitting around on the floor and standing all along the back wall. LoL. It
was most excellent and had the vintage feel of a Calvary Chapel. ... After the service I was able to speak with
Greg for about 10 minutes as he hung around to chat with just about anyone who wanted to say hello. Yeah,
this guy's about as down-to-earth as anyone can get. Both he and I agreed that there is great need in the
Body of Christ during this day for clear/sound doctrine and a better understanding of how to effectively defend
the faith and appropriately use discernment and the noble calling of apologetics. W00t! And to my great
surprise and joy, also present at the study was a long-distance acquaintance of mine - Pastor James
McDonald, senior pastor of Harvest Bible Chapel in Illinois. For those of you who read my blog, you'll recall
that I mentioned James in my article Don't Believe Everything You Read...On the Internet, and referenced his
outstanding piece Great Damage: The Gift of Discernment Used in the Flesh. James gave the opening
prayer! I couldn't believe it. I had no idea he'd be in California (coincidence?.......naw).
http://www.crosswalk.com/blogs/abanes/11600879/

GregLaurie.com: Greg's Blog - we are taking this coming Thursday, New Years Eve [2010], off from
our Orange County Bible study {Wow, Greg Laurie quotes from the highly deceptive "Message" bible
then informs his congregation [correction: bible study] that he has no intention of rejoicing in the
New Year with them in praise and worship and thanks to Jesus Christ but that he is off to an
undisclosed, secret, alternate event possibly even a Satanic mass though it wouldn't be all that
surprising to find out that Satan is Greg Laurie's master.}
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We are off this Thursday night. For those of you in Southern California, we are taking this coming Thursday,
New Years Eve, off from our Orange County Bible study. But we will back in action on Thursday, January 7.
We will be joined for our 2010 kickoff (that sounds so futuristic, doesn't it?) by Phil Wickham, an outstanding
musical artist. See you then. {Note: It's possible [unless he changes his plans] but doubtful that Greg Laurie is
going to spend New Year's at his home Church in Riverside County. Because Greg Laurie is endlessly
promoting every event that he is ever a part of so for Greg Laurie to not publically promote where he is going
to be on New Year's Eve it is a huge red flag.}
http://blog.greglaurie.com/?p=2868

What kind of message is The Message'(NavPress.com) - Written in 1993 in response to several
requests
The Message DELETES the reference to God's holy name, ADDS requests not voiced by Jesus, and
changes the meaning of other verses. Follow the link and learn more about the phrase, "As above, so below."
http://www.crossroad.to/Bible_studies/Message.html

New Age Teachings Passed of as "The Message" Bible (NavPress.com) - 'Oh! May the God of green
hope fill you up with joy' [Romans 15:13]
King James Version: Now the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, that ye may abound in
hope, through the power of the Holy Ghost. Romans 15:13. - The Message: Oh! May the God of green hope
fill you up with joy, fill you up with peace, so that your believing lives, filled with the life-giving energy of the
Holy Spirit, will brim over with hope! - Romans 15:13
http://www.alaska.net/~saai/cs/wwsample.html

Country Keepers Blog received the following email from Discipleship Journal (navpress.com) - We
note that you have posted our Book-at-a-Time Bible Reading Plan on your website, this is a violation
of copyright, and it must be removed immediately - Who sells Bible reading plans?
We note that you have posted our Book-at-a-Time Bible Reading Plan on your website. This is a violation of
copyright, and it must be removed immediately. You may, however, provide a link on your site to the page on
our site where the Plans are sold. ... Please respond with a confirmation that you are removing the Plan from
your site. Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. ... navpress.com/magazines. ... Who sells Bible
reading plans? I didn't know anyone did. Well, they certainly have the right to stand on their copyright. Praise
God that the King James Bible itself is in the public domain.
http://www.countrykeepers.com/wp/?p=2140

The Message by Eugene Peterson (NavPress.com): - Eugene Peterson's (New Age) Opinion of The
Bible - several correspondences with NavPress proves that Eugene Peterson has no Doctorate
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The research article referring to Dr. Eugene Peterson addresses the assumption many have that Eugene
Peterson has a doctorate in languages, which in many minds, would qualify his translating a Bible. However,
several correspondences with NavPress proves that Eugene Peterson has no doctorate, with the definitive
statement, "He doesn't have a PhD but he has 3 honorary doctorates from Seattle Pacific University, Messiah
and Northwestern." ... The honorary doctorates Eugene Peterson has received are discussed as well as the
teaching positions he has held, including, for example, the ecumenical Regent University, his return to the
ecumenical New York Theological Seminary, the ecumenical St. Mary's Seminary, the first Catholic seminary
in the U.S. It is owned and operated by the Sulpician Fathers, who are diocesan priests dedicated to the
continued formation of priests for the Catholic church. These teaching positions are discussed in relation to
his time spent at each and the theological positions of the various universities or seminaries. Research is also
presented concerning Eugene Peterson's Pentecostal background and his ordination in the United
Presbyterian Church, the relations that denomination has with the National Council of Churches, the World
Council of Churches and the ecumenical movement in general. It should be noted that his Pentecostal bias
concerning tongues and "private prayer language" is implanted into The Message.
http://www.seekgod.ca/messageoverview.htm

Mega Church Pastor Chuck Smith Suffers Stroke
SANTA, CA-- California-based mega church pastor, Chuck Smith, was hospitalized on Saturday evening
after having what is being described as a "mini-stroke." Smith is the 82-year-old senior pastor of the Calvary
Chapel in Costa Mesa, California. It is one of the county's largest churches with a reported attendance in
excess of 9,000 each Sunday. In December 1965, Chuck Smith became the pastor of a 25-person
congregation and in 1968 broke away from the International Church of the Foursquare Gospel denomination
in Santa Ana, California. Pastor Smith is highly regarded as a radio show host, author, speaker and teacher.
Smith has mentored many other pastors and remains close with Pastors Greg Laurie, Mike MacIntosh, Raul
Ries and Skip Heitzig among the thousands he has coached. In a statement on his web site, Greg Laurie,
wrote, "Pastor Chuck Smith was taken to the hospital and had what was described by his doctor as a
"mini-stroke." His doctor expects him to make a full recovery. Let's remember this beloved man of God in
prayer, that the Lord would touch, bless, and heal him."
http://www.crnewswire.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=siteContent.default&objectID=19052

Popular OC pastor [Chuck Smith] hospitalized with stroke - SANTA ANA, Calif. - Chuck Smith, the
senior pastor of Orange County's Calvary Chapel, has been hospitalized with a mild stroke - Smith
has been pastor of the non-denominational church [Calvary Chapel] (now) in Santa Ana since it was
founded in 1965 [Note: Chuck Smith is not the founder of Calvary Chapel he is the 2nd pastor [a
replacement pastor] of Calvary Chapel an already existing fellowship.] - His doctor expects him to
make a full recovery {Note: I hope and pray for a full recovery for Pastor Chuck Smith and I hope and
pray that he can begin to set some records straight so that Christianity is not stuck with some
preplanned, well placed in-grafted propaganda of a fantasized over achieved career story along with a
half-baked gospel and salvation message from a person of questionable integrity.}
SANTA ANA, Calif. - Chuck Smith, the senior pastor of Orange County's Calvary Chapel, has been
hospitalized with a mild stroke. Church spokeswoman Laura Jackson said Monday that Smith was taken the
hospital over Christmas weekend. Smith has been pastor of the non-denominational church in Santa Ana
since it was founded in 1965. The church says its congregation has since grown from 25 people to more than
25,000. Smith is also known for training other prominent ministers, such as Greg Laurie, founder of the
annual Harvest Crusade that fills Angels Stadium.
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http://www.mercurynews.com/news/ci_14081384

wikipedia.org: Chuck Smith (pastor) - Charles Ward "Chuck" Smith, born June 25, 1927 (age 82), is
the senior pastor of Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa - *He is widely credited as founding Calvary Chapel
Costa Mesa, though **he was the second pastor {Note: Pastor Chuck Smith Sr. of Calvary Chapel
Costa Mesa continues to perpetuate the myth and the fraud that he is a Christian pioneer and a
Christian innovator. This is the point that others have made before and that I have been making all
day. Chuck Smith Sr. apparently is a person who is willing to create a fictional scenario about his life
at any cost and the truth is more likely that he is an opportunist and a master manipulator both of
people and of circumstances than that he is an actual true honest dedicated Christian.}
Charles Ward "Chuck" Smith, born June 25, 1927 (age 82), is the senior pastor of Calvary Chapel Costa
Mesa. He is widely credited as founding Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa, though he was the second pastor.
Smith was born in Ventura, California to Charles and Maude Smith. His wife, Kay, directs Costa Mesa's
women's ministry. Smith's four children currently do or have worked in the ministry. ... There are some who
criticize Calvary Chapel churches for a perceived dogmatic approach and losing their connection to their
founding principles of the 1960s. Those defending Calvary Chapel would say that Calvary Chapel has not
changed, but as culture has become more egalitarian, it is more averse to this type of approach. Chuck Smith
is the author and co-author of several books. Titles of his books include Answers for Today; Calvary Chapel
Distinctives; Calvinism, Arminianism & The Word of God; Charisma vs. Charismania; Comfort for Those Who
Mourn; Effective Prayer Life; Harvest; Living Water; The Claims of Christ; The Gospel According to Grace;
The Philosophy of Ministry of Calvary Chapel; Why Grace Changes Everything; Love: The More Excellent
Way; The Final Act; and others [including the known plagiarized book "When Storms Come"].
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chuck_Smith_(pastor)

Note: There has been a change to the referencing for each of the Basic Christian blog Bible Study
postings - Each posting will now contain the Bible's book and chapter and will no longer provide a
reference to an alternate past study by Chuck Smith of Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa - The change is
being made out of necessity in that the teachings of the Basic Christian blog Bible Study are too
divergent from the alternate material of Calvary Chapel and therefore providing Chuck Smith or
Calvary Chapel as an alternate reference in the blog Bible Study has been causing too much
confusion within the current blog Bible Study - The re-referencing of each post will be completed as
soon as possible - My sincere apologies for any inconvenience that this has caused or might cause
for anyone studying the Bible - God bless you, David Anson Brown
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Originally the postings to the Basic Christian blog Bible Study were listed with an alternate past study of the
Calvary Chapel C3000 series by Chuck Smith however the teachings and material of Chuck Smith have
become to inconsistent and run to counter to the current teachings given in the Basic Christian blog Bible
Study and therefore there is no reason to provide a listing to an alternate Chuck Smith resource. Sadly, it has
also recently [in part through the faithful and diligent ministry of Randy Maugans at The Threshing Floor]
come to the attention of the Basic Christian ministry that there are now several serious allegations that Chuck
Smith does not have his own material but often plagiarizes much of his material from other sources [including
now New Age material i.e. his 2006 book "When Storms Come" by Chuck Smith with (later removed) portions
plagiarized from two New Age authors] and that Chuck Smith had then put his name on the material of others
as though it was his own material. In Short there was an attempt to provide a reference to some past material
as an alternate counterbalance to the Basic Christian material however it quickly became evident that the
material of the alternate teaching of Chuck Smith is filled with too many personal antecedents has too many
inconsistencies [biblical names, dates and locations] (probably from his use of too many external sources i.e.
other commentaries) and even outright biblical misrepresentations [i.e. Kingdom - eternal rewards] to the
point that the past study of Chuck Smith is incompatible with the current Basic Christian blog Bible Study and
therefore for clarity all references to any Calvary Chapel or Chuck Smith material will be removed from all of
the Basic Christian material.
http://basicchristian.info/wordpress/

CHRISTmas 2009 - 'Glory to God in the Highest' - Celebrating the Birth of Jesus Christ the Savior of
Mankind
Luke 2:1-20 And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a decree from Caesar Augustus, that all
the world should be taxed. And this taxing was first made when Cyrenius was governor of Syria. And all went
to be taxed, every one into his own city. And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of the city of Nazareth,
into Judaea, unto the city of David, which is called Bethlehem; because he was of the house and lineage of
David: To be taxed with Mary his espoused wife, being great with child. And so it was, that, while they were
there, the days were accomplished that she should be delivered. And she brought forth her firstborn son, and
wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger; because there was no room for them in the inn.
And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock by night.
And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the Lord shone round about them: and they
were sore afraid. And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy,
which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the
Lord. And this shall be a sign unto you; Ye shall find the babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a
manger. And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God, and saying,
Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men. And it came to pass, as the angels
were gone away from them into heaven, the shepherds said one to another, Let us now go even unto
Bethlehem, and see this thing which is come to pass, which the Lord hath made known unto us. And they
came with haste, and found Mary, and Joseph, and the babe lying in a manger. And when they had seen it,
they made known abroad the saying which was told them concerning this child. And all they that heard it
wondered at those things which were told them by the shepherds. But Mary kept all these things, and
pondered them in her heart. And the shepherds returned, glorifying and praising God for all the things that
theyhad heard and seen, as it was told unto them.
http://www.basicchristian.org/christmastraditions.html

The Berean Chronicles with Kelly McGinley - The Lord Jesus Christ's Birthday 2009 (Mp3)
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The Grand Conspiracy Behind Changing the Lord Jesus Christ's Birthday - There is a conspiracy by the
"religious" elite who act like the birth of the Lord Jesus was a secret. Basically, to support their false doctrine
that He will return secretly. However, numerous scriptures show this teaching is false. Kelly goes through the
recorded events in the scriptures surrounding the birth of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
http://audio.thebereanchroniclesaudio.com/podcasts09.html

Humanists aim ad campaign at Christmas - The American Humanist Association hopes to take the
Christ out of Christmas with ads featuring people in Santa Hats preaching atheism - The association's
message is "No God? No problem"
WASHINGTON, Dec. 2 (UPI) -- The American Humanist Association hopes to take the Christ out of
Christmas with ads featuring people in Santa Hats preaching atheism. The campaign starts this weekend in
Washington, where the group has purchased space on the sides of 200 buses, USA Today reports. The ads
are set to appear in four other cities this month. The association's message is "No God? No problem." Roy
Speckhardt said the ads are especially aimed at the "nones," a growing group of people in the United States
who do not claim allegiance to any religion. "Humanists have always understood that striving to make the
world a better place is one of humanity's most important responsibilities," Speckhardt said. "Religion does not
have a monopoly on morality -- millions of people are good without believing in God."
http://www.upi.com/Odd_News/2009/12/02/Humanists-aim-ad-campaign-at-Christmas/UPI-54221259807066/

Police: Auschwitz sign stolen for 'mad collector' - Investigators believe the infamous "Work Sets You
Free" sign could have been destined for a private collector who was determined to own one the
symbols of Nazi terror - Five people were detained yesterday during raids in a village near the
northern city of Torun [north-central Poland] in connection with the robbery on Friday {Dang! George
Bush Sr. how many times do you have to be told not to steal Nazi memorabilia - Oh and please give
Geronimo's skull back to his Indian tribe they keep asking for it to be returned, much thanks in
advance!!!}
Investigators believe the infamous "Work Sets You Free" sign could have been destined for a private
collector who was determined to own one the symbols of Nazi terror.Five people were detained yesterday
during raids in a village near the northern city of Torun in connection with the robbery on Friday. Police found
the inscription, which had hung over the entrance to the camp since 1940, hidden in woodland and covered
with brushwood and snow. Dariusz Nowak, a police spokesman, described the suspects as "common
criminals" aged 20 to 39, and said they would face up to 10 years in jail if convicted. Police have ruled out a
link to the far-right and said the most likely motive for the robbery was for financial gain."Robbery and
material gain are considered one of the main possible motives, but whether that was done on someone's
order will be determined in the process of the investigation," said deputy investigator Marek Wozniczka.
Authorities have also stressed that the case remains open, and that they may make further arrests.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/poland/6859774/Police-Auschwitz-sign-stolen-for-mad-co
llector.html

Pope Describes Visit to Israel's Holocaust Memorial 'Upsetting' - Pope Benedict XVI on Monday
described a visit [in May 2009] to Israel's Holocaust memorial as a disturbing encounter with [Satanic]
hatred, days after his decision to move the controversial World War II-era Pope [Pius XII] closer to
sainthood angered Jewish groups - On Monday, he recounted his May trip to the Holy Land in a
speech at the Vatican
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VATICAN CITY - Pope Benedict XVI on Monday described a visit to Israel's Holocaust memorial as a
disturbing encounter with hatred, days after his decision to move the controversial World War II-era pope
closer to sainthood angered Jewish groups. The German-born Benedict signed a decree Saturday on the
virtues of Pope Pius XII, who has been criticized for not doing enough to stop the Holocaust. The decree
means that Pius can be beatified - the first major step toward possible sainthood - once a miracle attributed to
his intercession has been recognized. The decision sparked further outrage among Jewish groups still
incensed over his rehabilitation earlier this year of a Holocaust-denying bishop, Richard Williamson.
Nevertheless, a planned visit by Benedict to Rome's main synagogue, scheduled for Jan. 17, is still on, said
Ester Mieli, spokeswoman for Rome chief Rabbi Riccardo Di Segni. She dismissed a report in a Rome
newspaper that the visit was in doubt following the Pius decision. Benedict, who was forced to join the Hitler
Youth and deserted from the Nazi Army, has repeatedly spoken out against the horrors of Nazism and
anti-Semitism, but his efforts to improve relations with Jews have not always been smooth. -- On Monday, he
recounted his May trip to the Holy Land in a speech at the Vatican. "The visit to the Yad Vashem has meant
an upsetting encounter with the cruelty of human fault, with the hatred of a blind ideology that, with no
justification, sent millions of people to their deaths," he said. Yad Vashem is "first of all a commemorative
monument against hatred, a heartfelt call to purification and forgiveness, to love," he said. Benedict's speech
during his Yad Vashem visit drew criticism in Israel, with some faulting the pope for failing to apologize for
what they see as Catholic indifference during the Nazi genocide. Others noted that he failed to specifically
mention the words "murder" or "Nazis." Some Jews and historians have argued Pius, who served as pontiff
from 1939-1958, should have done more to prevent the deaths of 6 million Jews by the Nazis and their
collaborators. A caption of a photo of Pius at Yad Vashem's museum says he did not protest the Nazi
genocide of Jews and maintained a largely "neutral position."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,580782,00.html

Garrison Keillor of the [sickening] radio show "A Prairie Home Companion with Garrison Keillor |
American Public Media" - DebbieSchlussel.com: Anti-Semite of the Day: Garrison "the Definition of
Schmuck" Keillor - {Note: Garrison Keillor wrote a December 16, 2009 colum for The Baltimore Sun
newspaper "Nonbelievers, please leave Christmas alone" by Garrison Keillor. The article is a not so
thinly disguised [unacceptable] attack on Judaism. Also Note: Garrison Keillor is one of the most
virulent spreaders of anti-Christian hate that exists on the planet. His award winning radio show is
filled with ugly potty language obscenities and anti-Christian hatred i.e. in Keillor's sick, bathroom
humor of a radio show someone is always barfing [or worse] on the Pastor. For Garrison Keillor to
pretend to be a Christian and to then suddenly attack Jews during the Christmas Holliday Season is
unacceptable! Garrison Keillor is sick [for real] as in really insane and not at all mentally there and
the fact that he suddenly masquerades as a Christian just long enough to scribble an incoherent hate
rant is proof enough that Keillor is as sick mentally as he is foulmouthed physically.
Dear Garrison Keillor: Not only are you a far-left schmuck, you are also a raving Jew-hater. Please start
packing a lot of shorts and wife-beater tank tops. Where you will end up, it's very, very hot. And my dear
Garrison, it's unfortunate you don't like the Jews and decry the many Christmas songs they've given you.
This, you let us all know in the Baltimore Sun, a paper which would never allow a Jew or Christian or Hindu or
anyone else say something similarly offensive against, say, Muslims. ... Go back to the prairie home in which
you never lived and your chintzy, fake "folksy" pretense. Or better yet, take an early trip to your hot final
destination. Actually, like you, I prefer not to mince words. Go to hell. Take your stupid Lake Woebegone and
Be Gone. There won't be any woes from me or much others. We won't notice. Because until this little Hitler
rant, we didn't even know you and your irrelevant brand of BS were still around. Regards, A proud piece of
Jewish "trash" and "dreck," Debbie Schlussel P.S. The world is a better place not because of a fake "Prairie
Home Companion" show put on by a liberal elitist snob from the snow, where he should have been buried.
Nope, it's a better place because of our "trash" and "dreck." **** UPDATE: As Janet Levy points out, this isn't
a Christan-on-Jew attack, but rather a Marxist-posing-as-a-Christian-on-Jew attack. She notes that Keillor
has previously said that born again and evangelical Christians shouldn't have the right to vote.
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http://www.debbieschlussel.com/14004/anti-semite-of-the-day-garrison-the-definition-of-schmuck-keillor/

te as to who the Christian radio call in show host was Im going to go with the first name that popped
into my head and speculate that Don Stewart who has hosted and co-hosts many Calvary Chapel
radio shows is the referred to host and my second guess at this moment is Christian Research
Institute Bible Answer Man, Hank Hanegraaff. So until we have more details or until the next
speculation, Cheers!!! - Also Note: The NKJV in John 7:8 has the word yet but it is footnoted that
other manuscripts do not have that word implying that it should not be there. As deceptive as the NIV
is known to be the NKJV [New King James Version] is possibly the most deceptive of all modern
bible versions. The deceptive NKJV should be completely avoided by everyone seeking to fellowship
with God through His holy word the Bible. ~ God bless you, David Anson Brown}
(YouTube)">***Updated: Did Jesus Lie? - "Look What's Missing" from modern [NIV] bibles {Note: I
just emailed Chick Tracts for verification on David Daniels' claim that an unidentified Christian host of
an unidentified Christian call in show made the comment "wiggle room" that Jesus might have lied.
As soon as I can locate the specific name of the show and of the host and possibly a date and time of
the show to go along with the accusations I'll post them. It's completely inappropriate to make an
accusation like that without any substantiating material. ***Updated: Now that I'm forced to speculate
as to who the Christian radio call in show host was I'm going to go with the first name that popped
into my head and speculate that Don Stewart who has hosted and co-hosts many Calvary Chapel
radio shows is the referred to host and my second guess at this moment is Christian Research
Institute Bible Answer Man, Hank Hanegraaff. So until we have more details or until the next
speculation, Cheers!!! - Also Note: The NKJV in John 7:8 has the word 'yet' but it is footnoted that
other manuscripts do not have that word implying that it should not be there. As deceptive as the NIV
is known to be the NKJV [New King James Version] is possibly the most deceptive of all modern
bible versions. The deceptive NKJV should be completely avoided by everyone seeking to fellowship
with God through His holy word the Bible. ~ God bless you, David Anson Brown} (YouTube)
Author David Daniels shares information from chapter 1 of his book, "Look What's Missing," and shows why
it's so important that your Bible is not missing anything! The book is available at www.chick.com or
www.amazon.com.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7oWuQbgmjY

!!!Two Excellent Videos by Aaron Shafovaloff - Mormon Coffee: More Reasons Why The
[LDS-Mormon] Royal Line of Sinless Saviors Just Doesn't Add Up [Only two royal sinless saviors,
God the Father and Jesus from Celestial family 'A' - but millions of Mormon Celestial gods from Adam
family 'x', why could the supposed Mormon family of Jesus only produce two gods [Jesus and the
Father] worthy of the devotion and worship of others while the human Mormon family of Adam has
produces millions of gods supposedly worthy of the devotion, (tithes) and worship of others] - *Was
Heavenly [LDS] Mother Once Perhaps a Sinner? (YouTube)
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The whole of Mormon Theology begins to unravel. If God was a sinless Savior like Jesus, then how was He
tested by the flesh so that He could earn His own godhood and be exalted? Was he special somehow? And if
we are to become gods just like he did then why aren't we all sinless Saviors too? What about the Holy
Ghost? How did He become a God without a physical body and being tried by it? What's up with that? Is He
special too? What about Jesus? How come it's possible for him to become a God without ever having fallen
into sin like us and needing to be redeemed? It seems to me that if being a sinner or being sinless is optional
then there is no need for this probationary period and the trials of the flesh. Why should we have to endure
the trials of the flesh in order to become a God if this is optional. It seems to me that if we were to become
Gods as they became Gods, then we wouldn't have had the fall in the Garden of Eden. We would have all
remained sinless and become sinless Gods as God the Father did and as Jesus did.
http://blog.mrm.org/2009/10/more-reasons-why-the-royal-line-of-sinless-saviors-just-doesnt-add-up/

October 05, 2009: Deceiving America? - Credibility of TARP program damaged after IG report finds
Treasury, Fed falsely stated that banks receiving a whopping $125B in support were sound - The nine
institutions, including JPMorgan Chase & Co. and Wells Fargo & Co., held about 75 percent of the
assets of the U.S. banking system at the time
WASHINGTON -- The credibility of the government's $700 billion financial rescue program was damaged by
claims a year ago that all of the initial banks receiving support were healthy, a new report contends. Special
Inspector General Neil Barofsky generally found that the government had acted properly in October 2008 as
it scrambled to implement the Troubled Asset Relief Program to avert the collapse of the U.S. financial
system. But the report said that then-Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson and other officials were wrong to
contend at an Oct. 14 press conference that all nine institutions receiving the first round of support -- $125
billion -- were sound. "These are healthy institutions, and they have taken this step for the good of the
economy," Paulson had declared at the time. Barofsky said that the fact that Citigroup Inc. and Bank of
America Corp. soon required billions in additional assistance highlighted the inaccuracy of that claim and
raised questions about the whole effort. In addition, Merrill Lynch, which was also in the original nine, was in
the process of being acquired by Bank of America because of its weakening financial position. "Statements
that are less than careful or forthright -- like those made in this case -- may ultimately undermine the public's
understanding and support," the report said. "This loss of public support could damage the government's
credibility and have long-term unintended consequences that actually hamper the government's ability to
respond to crises." In announcing the $125 billion in support to the nine institutions, Paulson had said that by
building up the capital reserves of these healthy institutions, it would allow them to resume normal lending to
businesses and consumers and help stabilize the financial system. The nine institutions, including JPMorgan
Chase & Co. and Wells Fargo & Co., held about 75 percent of the assets of the U.S. banking system at the
time.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/10/05/government-report-questions-bank-rescue-claims/

Iran's Mahmoud Ahmadinejad - Examining a photo of the Iranian president holding aloft his identity
card during the nation's [June] 2008 elections, the newspaper discovered Ahmadinejad's original
family name - prior to their conversion to Islam - was Sabourjian, a Jewish name meaning "cloth
weaver" - According to a London Telegraph report, his ferocity may be overcompensation ... for his
own Jewish roots {Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is probably a CIA, Illuminati, Freemason, Satanic,
UN-NWO plant however they only plant people particularly in 3rd World governments that they can
also take down relatively easily. Ahmadinejad probably has several self-destruct mechanisms one of
them being Jewish that the NWO can activate at their convince to eventually bring in another more
advance NWO mole into that position. Ahmadinejad's anger is real unlike an Alex Jones type of NWO
plant [Alex Jones is extremely likely a Bohemian Grove member and probably one of the red robed
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(human sacrificing) priests] who is actually an insider a part of the system and is working from the
outside [as a pretend outsider] to bring in the very NWO system that he is pretending to oppose while
at the same time Ahmadinejad is an outsider trying desperately to earn his way inside to be a part of
a NWO system that ultimately (doubly) opposes him [the NWO system opposes all the people
affiliated with Abraham including Jews, Muslims and Christians].}
Iranian leader Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has exasperated the world with incensed condemnations of Israel and
his insistence that the Holocaust is a hoax, but could there be another reason behind his seeming hatred for
the Jews? According to a London Telegraph report, his ferocity may be overcompensation … for his own
Jewish roots. Examining a photo of the Iranian president holding aloft his identity card during the nation's
2008 elections, the newspaper discovered Ahmadinejad's original family name - prior to their conversion to
Islam - was Sabourjian, a Jewish name meaning "cloth weaver." Ahmadinejad has not denied that his name
was changed when his family moved to Tehran in the 1950s, but he has also never confirmed what that
original name was. A note on his identification papers, when magnified from the photo, however, suggests
the man from Aradan, Iran, carried a common Jewish name from the region of his birth. "Sabourjian," the
Telegraph reports, is even on the list of reserved names for Iranian Jews compiled by Iran's Ministry of the
Interior. ... Ahmadinejad, the fourth of seven children to a man who worked as an ironworker, grocer, barber
and blacksmith, moved with his family to Tehran was he was a small child. Reportedly, the family moved to
seek better economic fortunes, but also took on the new, Islamic name. A 2007 Congressional Research
Service report lists the Iranian president's original family name as "Saborjhian," linking the name to the Farsi
"sabor," meaning "thread painter." Some biographers, including Joel C. Rosenberg, list Ahmadinejad's
original family name as "Sabaghian," meaning "dye-master" in Persian. But the Telegraph reports the name
on his papers is "Sabourjian" and cites a London-based expert on Iranian Jewry, who says the "jian" ending is
specifically Jewish. "He has changed his name for religious reasons, or at least his parents had," said the
newspaper's source. "Sabourjian is well known Jewish name in Iran." If Ahmadinejad is of Jewish ancestry,
he has done much to distance himself from his heritage. In a 2006 speech aired on the Iranian News
Channel, Ahmadinejad listed alleged crimes by Israel against Palestinians while the crowd chanted, "Death to
Israel! Death to Israel!"
http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=111871

October 05, 2009: France May Put Warning Labels on Airbrushed Photos - President Nicolas Sarkozy
on holiday in an image that the French magazine Paris Match retouched to render him slimmer
(Photo)
The drive against airbrushed photos is being headed by conservative parliamentarian Valérie Boyer, who
says the widespread use of digital technology to alter images is feeding the public a steady visual diet of
falsified people, places and products. This artificial reality leads people to expect perfection from themselves
and the world in an impossible way, she says. "When writers take a news item or real event and considerably
embellish it, they are required to alert readers by calling the work fiction, a novel or a story based on
dramatized facts. Why should it be any different for photographs?" Boyer asks. "Rules on food labeling let
consumers know the origins of the contents and the presence of things like additives and preservatives.
What's wrong with ... informing them when photographs have also been modified from their original form?"
http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1927227,00.html

Time.com: Top 10 Doctored Photos (Photos)
Photographers have been manipulating imagery since the medium was invented [in 1825].
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http://www.time.com/time/photogallery/0,29307,1924226,00.html

Wikipedia.org: History of photography - The first permanent photograph was an image produced in
1825 by the French inventor Joseph Nicéphore Niépce - Long before the first photographs were
made, Chinese philosopher Mo Ti and Greek philosophers such as Aristotle and Euclid described a
pinhole camera in the 5th and 4th centuries B.C. - For years images have been projected onto
surfaces - These early cameras did not record an image, but only projected images from an opening
in the wall of a darkened room onto a surface, turning the room into a large pinhole camera
The word photography derives from the Greek words 'photos' - meaning light and 'graphein' - to draw. The
word was popularised by Sir John Herschel in 1839. Modern photography began in the 1820s with the first
permanent photographs. A camera obscura box used for drawing images. Photography is the result of
combining several technical discoveries. Long before the first photographs were made, Chinese philosopher
Mo Ti and Greek philosophers such as Aristotle and Euclid described a pinhole camera in the 5th and 4th
centuries B.C.E, Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen) (965-1040) studied the camera obscura and pinhole camera,
Albertus Magnus (1193/1206-1280) discovered silver nitrate, and Georges Fabricius (1516-1571) discovered
silver chloride. Daniel Barbaro described a diaphragm in 1568. Wilhelm Homberg described how light
darkened some chemicals (photochemical effect) in 1694. The novel Giphantie (by the French Tiphaigne de
la Roche, 1729-1774) described what can be interpreted as photography.For years images have been
projected onto surfaces. According to the Hockney-Falco thesis as argued by artist David Hockney, some
artists used the camera obscura and camera lucida to trace scenes as early as the 16th century. However,
this theory is heavily disputed by today's contemporary realist artists who are able to create high levels of
realism without optical aids. These early cameras did not record an image, but only projected images from an
opening in the wall of a darkened room onto a surface, turning the room into a large pinhole camera. The
phrase camera obscura literally means dark chamber. While this early prototype of today's modern camera
may have had modest usage in its time, it was an important step in the evolution of the invention. ... The first
permanent photograph was an image produced in 1825 by the French inventor Joseph Nicéphore Niépce.
His photographs were produced on a polished pewter plate covered with a petroleum derivative called
bitumen of Judea. Bitumen hardens with exposure to light. The unhardened material may then be washed
away and the metal plate polished, rendering a negative image which then may be coated with ink and
impressed upon paper, producing a print. Niépce then began experimenting with silver compounds based on
a Johann Heinrich Schultz discovery in 1724 that a silver and chalk mixture darkens when exposed to light. In
partnership, Niépce (in Chalon-sur-Saône) and Louis Daguerre (in Paris) refined the existing silver process.
In 1833 Niépce died of a stroke, leaving his notes to Daguerre. While he had no scientific background,
Daguerre made two pivotal contributions to the process. He discovered that exposing the silver first to iodine
vapour before exposure to light, and then to mercury fumes after the photograph was taken, could form a
latent image. Bathing the plate in a salt bath then fixes the image. On January 7, 1839 Daguerre announced
that he had invented a process using silver on a copper plate called the daguerreotype. The French
government bought the patent and immediately made it public domain. In 1832, French-Brazilian painter and
inventor Hercules Florence had already created a very similar process, naming it Photographie.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_photography

*FreeCDTracts.com: Sermon Jams Vol. 1 #9 Freedom - Multi Realm Freedom Living - Breaking away
from the Grid of this world to Living in God's Spiritual Realm (Mp3)
We encourage you to not only listen, but to download and to duplicate as many CD/DVDs and other material
as you like as well as to distribute them to the maximum extent possible. Others can share by posting many
of these links throughout the internet.
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Cowboys and Angels (2000) - Written and Directed by Gregory C. Haynes - [warning - skip the DVD
previews] (Movie - DVD)
User Comments: What a nice surprise to see Mia Kirshner in a movie where she doesn't take off her clothes
or kiss other girls or look anorexic... I think Mia is an amazing actress, and I was surprised by this movie. It's
one of those that you see in the video store and say, "I've never heard of that - wonder if it would be worth my
time." It's certainly not the best movie I've ever seen, but it was refreshing to watch a love story where the
characters didn't have to have sex on their first date to know they were compatible. I liked the story. The
angel bit was a little strange, but who hasn't wondered if there are angels among us? This was my
introduction to Adam Trese, and I found his character likable and believable. I was annoyed with Radha
Mitchell. She kept getting in the way. I suppose she was included so that the movie would be called more
than just "Cowboys." Because that might be lame. Anyway, a refreshing change from what Hollywood
believes love is all about. Three cheers for Greg Haynes for tackling this project.
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0215679/

The Watchmen On the Wall Episode #5 "Sate of Shock" - The Watchmen On the Wall Live-September
25, 2009 - Gordon Comstock, Bob Eccleston, Ev Haliford, & Randy Maugans - Parts 1 and 2 (Mp3s)
Hour 1: "Dark Times Coming" The Watchmen convene for their monthly summit. The events of the world
change…the message is unaltered. ... Hour 2: The topic turns to revival and death. The American
Evangelical churches believe for "revival" - but in a prophetic word, the Watchmen decree: "No collective
revival." Revival now is the act of purposeful separation from the Satanic Beast System which includes
corporate churches, attachment to the financial structures, and the "short cuts" of a substitute eternity through
science and medicine. Death to self…is ETERNAL (continuous) life…everyone else is ALREADY dead, and
will die again.
http://threshingfloor.onevoicemm.net/weblog/

The International (2009) - They control your money They control your government They control your
life And everybody pays (Movie - DVD)
Trivia: The film was inspired by the BCCI, or Bank of Credit & Commerce International, banking scandal,
which took place throughout the 80s and into the early 90s. After badly received previews, the film was
pushed back from its August 2008 release date to February 2009 to allow re-shoots to turn it into more of an
action film - only for the film to be released in the middle of the worst banking crisis in U.S. history.
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0963178/

Bank of Credit & Commerce (BCCI) - 'Frauds-R-Us' The Bush Family Saga - "BCCI defrauded
depositors of $10 billion in the '80s in what has been called the "largest bank fraud in world financial
history" - BCCI a criminal enterprise since dissolved, that existed primarily as a mechanism for
obtaining political influence using Middle Eastern oil money - Bush Sr. CIA connection as head of it in
the 1970s and the links to BCCI - Othman made at least three separate visits to the White House to
discuss Middle East affairs with then President George Bush Sr. - At about the same time, and just
prior to the Gulf War, Harken Energy [Bush Jr. a member of the board of directors], with no previous
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international or offshore drilling experience, was awarded a 35-year petroleum exploration contract
with the emirate of Bahrain {Since the Bush Sr., Bill Clinton, Bush Jr. White House era BCCI is no
longer needed. The fraud that was committed through BCCI is now conducted straight through the
Federal Reserve and the SEC.}
The BCCI-Bush connection is, it could be argued an 'accidental' one, but it's highly unlikely even if it is difficult
to track, But the seeds are all there, including GW Snr's CIA connection (as head of it) in the 1970s and the
links to BCCI (see below) as well as his long time association with James R. Bath an investor in Arbusto.
Bath, was a Houston businessman and old friend was also an investor in BCCI. Essentially, BCCI was a
convenient 'channel' for moving money through to fund the various illegal enterprises being undertaken at the
time including, Iran-Contra, the Iranian arms sales, CIA money laundering operations, connections to
powerful Middle Eastern businessmen, the Vatican and its right-wing connections through BNL. Perhaps this
extract from "Texas Connections" (http://www.thedubyareport.com/txconnect.html) gives you an idea of the
reach: "… Sheikh Abdullah Bahksh of Saudi Arabia, a 16% shareholder in Harken Energy at the time, was
represented by a Palestinian-born Chicago investor named Talat Othman, who served with George W. Bush
on the board of Harken Energy. Othman made at least three separate visits to the White House to discuss
Middle East affairs with then President George Bush. At about the same time, and just prior to the Gulf War,
Harken Energy, with no previous international or offshore drilling experience, was awarded a 35-year
petroleum exploration contract with the emirate of Bahrain. Sheikh Bahksh emerged as a co-investor in the
Bank of Commerce and Credit International (BCCI), a criminal enterprise since dissolved, that existed
primarily as a mechanism for obtaining political influence using Middle Eastern oil money. Bahrain's prime
minister, Sheik Khalifah bin-Sulman al-Khalifah, was a major investor in BCCI's parent company, BCCI
Holdings, of Luxembourg. Through its commodities affiliate, Capcom, BCCI was used as a money laundering
service by drug traffickers, arms dealers, etc. BCCI's front man in the U.S., and the person chiefly responsible
for its takeover of First American Bank in the U.S., was Kamal Adham. Adham is referred to in the Kerry
Committee report on BCCI as having been "the CIA's principal liaison for the entire Middle East from the
mid-1960's through 1979." He was also the head of intelligence for Saudi Arabia during the time George
Bush Sr. was Director of the CIA."
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article3333.htm

George W. Bush Jr. And Harken Oil - Recovered History - 1986 George W. Bush and partners receive
more than $2 million of Harken Energy stock in exchange for a failing oil well operation, which had
lost $400,000 in the prior six months - 1990 George W. Bush sells two-thirds of his Harken Energy
stock at the top of the market for $850,000, a 200% profit, but makes no report to the SEC until March
1991 - Bush Jr. says later the SEC misplaced the report - An SEC representative responds: "nobody
ever found the 'lost' filing" - One week after Bush's sale, Harken reports an earnings plunge - Harken
stock falls more than 60%. Bush uses most of the proceeds to pay off the bank loan he had taken a
year earlier to finance his portion of the Texas Rangers deal
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1986 - George W. Bush and partners receive more than $2 million of Harken Energy stock in exchange for a
failing oil well operation, which had lost $400,000 in the prior six months. After Bush joined Harken, the
largest stock position and a seat on its board were acquired by Harvard Management Company. The Harken
board gave Bush $600,000 worth of the company's publicly traded stock, plus a seat on the board plus a
consultancy that paid him up to $120,000 a year. When Harken runs short of cash it hooks up with
investment banker Jackson Stephens of Little Rock, Arkansas, who arranges a $25 million stock purchase by
Union Bank of Switzerland. Sheik Abdullah Bakhsh, who joins the board as a part of the deal, is connected to
the infamous BCCI. - 1988 Bahrain officials suddenly break off offshore drilling negotiations with Amoco and
decide to deal with Harken Energy, George Bush Jr.'s firm. Harken has had a series of failed ventures and no
cash, so the Bass brothers are brought in to finance Harken's efforts at a cost of $50 million. - 1990 January:
Bahrain awards exclusive offshore drilling rights to Harken Oil. This is a surprise as Harken is in very shaky
financial condition, has never drilled outside of Texas, Louisiana and Oklahoma and had never drilled
undersea at all. The Bass brothers are brought in by Harken for sufficient equity to proceed with the effort.
Harken's stock price increases from $4.50 to $5.50. George W. Bush sells two-thirds of his Harken Energy
stock at the top of the market for $850,000, a 200% profit, but makes no report to the SEC until March 1991.
Bush Jr. says later the SEC misplaced the report. An SEC representative responds: "nobody ever found the
'lost' filing." One week after Bush's sale, Harken reports an earnings plunge. Harken stock falls more than
60%. Bush uses most of the proceeds to pay off the bank loan he had taken a year earlier to finance his
portion of the Texas Rangers deal. - 1992 First of Harken Energy's wells off Bahrain comes up dry. George
W. Bush takes a leave of absence from the firm to work in his father's campaign, saying "I don't want to
involve this company in any kind of allegations of conflicts or whatever may arise."
http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&address=104x2388557

{Flashback} January 10, 2002: Enron is not Bush's Whitewater It will be worse - While President Bush
Jr. served on Harken Energy Corp.'s board of Directors it engaged in complex [illegal] trades with
Enron Corp.
SAN FRANCISCO (CBS.MW) -- The Enron debacle won't be President Bush's Whitewater. It will be much
worse. Unlike the financial sideshow over a 20-year-old failed land deal that dogged the Clinton
administration, the collapse of the nation's largest energy trader into the nation's largest bankruptcy last
month is set to go straight to the heart of exposing what is wrong with the way the Bush administration is
conducting itself these days. Once a buyer for Enron's energy-trading business is announced Thursday in
New York, this story is going to shift in dramatic fashion to Washington, D.C., where there are already eight
separate congressional probes into the collapse, one Justice Department investigation and scores of
unanswered questions. Many of them concern the White House. ... Enron cultivated Bush from the time he
first decided to run for governor of Texas, with executives donating a total of $623,000 to his two
gubernatorial campaigns and presidential campaign, according to the Center for Public Integrity. The
company played a major role in Bush's decision to deregulate the Texas energy markets in 1999. Enron
executives played a major role in Cheney's energy task force last year, meeting with the vice president's staff
right up until a week before the company's stunning October announcement that it was slashing shareholder
equity by $1.2 billion to cover losses in its off-balance-sheet partnerships. And Lay, who donated $100,000 to
the Bush inaugural, remains mired in a controversy about whether a curious phone conversation he had with
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission head Curtis Hebert last May had anything to do with Hebert's
replacement by Bush last summer with the head of the Texas Public Utility Commission. This is just the
beginning of what is going to come out once investigators do a little more digging, and once Lay and his
minions are required to testify before Congress. Expect a steady diet of revelations about the extent of the
energy giant's influence -- at the state, federal and even international levels.
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/enron-is-not-bushs-whitewater-its-worse
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{Flashback} The Bush-Enron Lovefest Connections - President Bush Jr. has hired over 50 high
ranking employees from the collapsed Enron Corp. into his administration
President Bush has hired over 50 high ranking employees from the collapsed Enron Corp. into his
administration. Now the Government has reported that $9 Billion dollars of taxpayer money that was intended
to fund the Iraq war is now missing and is completely unaccounted for.
http://www.buzzflash.com/perspectives/2002/Bush_and_Enron.html

{Flashback} ENRON-BUSH-HARVARD-WTC-OIL-CONNECTION - Harvard could face inquiry into
Enron links - the timely selling of (Enron) stock which netted (Harvard) an estimated $50m as the
company's shares declined - Mr. "Pug" Winokur, who chairs Enron's finance committee - alumni
[want] the suspension of Herbert "Pug" Winokur from the seven-member Harvard university's $18Bn
endowment corporation (articles - links)
A group of Harvard students and alumni have called for an investigation into possible links between an Enron
director on the university's governing corporation and the timely selling of stock which netted an estimated
$50m as the company's shares declined. HarvardWatch, which campaigns for more open governance of the
university, admits it has no evidence of insider trading but is urging the suspension of Herbert "Pug" Winokur
from the seven-member corporation pending the outcome of a "credible investigation into alleged financial
improprieties regarding the management of the university's endowment". The university said Mr Winokur,
who chairs Enron's finance committee, was a "valued member" of the Harvard Corporation. A Harvard
alumnus, he has, since 1995, been on the board of the Harvard Management Company which oversees the
university's $18bn endowment.
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/enron_bush.htm

{Flashback} NYSE drops Enron; Andersen drops auditor - The New York Stock Exchange suspended
trading of Enron stock - accounting firm Andersen (Arthur Andersen LLP) said it has fired the lead
auditor who worked for Enron and placed three other partners on leave based on a preliminary
investigation into the destruction of documents related to the energy giant's collapse - Andersen said
it is putting new management in charge of its Houston, Texas office
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Enron's collapse has led the New York Stock Exchange to formally drop the once
high-flying energy firm from its trading list and accounting giant Andersen to fire the lead auditor on its Enron
account. The New York Stock Exchange suspended trading of Enron stock on Tuesday and moved to
formally de-list the firm, whose shares once were priced at $84 each but now trade for less than $1. Officials
at the stock exchange cited the company's bankruptcy, its uncertain future and the deep decline in the value
of the stock. Enron can appeal the decision to de-list its stock. "The exchange has determined that the
company securities are no longer suitable for trading on the NYSE," Ray Pellecchia, a NYSE spokesman.
Also on Tuesday, accounting firm Andersen said it has fired the lead auditor who worked for Enron and
placed three other partners on leave, based on a preliminary investigation into the destruction of documents
related to the energy giant's collapse. Andersen said it is putting new management in charge of its Houston
office. ... The energy company, with $62.8 billion in assets, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection
December 2, 2001 in the largest bankruptcy case in U.S. history. Many Enron employees had invested most
of their 401(k) savings in company stock and lost their life savings when it went bust. William Lerach, an
attorney for shareholders suing Enron, said executives sold about $1.1 billion in stock during a time when
"they have now admitted they were overstating the reported profits of Enron by $600 million and the
stockholder equity of the company by $1.1 billion," he said.
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http://archives.cnn.com/2002/LAW/01/15/enron/index.html

wkjo.com: Who killed John O'Neil? - A Composite History of Modern Government - Corporate Crime
in America - well done, this is a superb film {We live in a time full of allegations but what is the
meaning of all of this and what is our response to the current events unfolding throughout the world?
The meaning of events and our response to them is to protect our soul. Although our body may
perish our soul-spirit will live on forever and therefore it is essential that we must seek God and His
righteous kingdom the kingdom of Jesus Christ. We should no longer allow ourselves to be misled
by the tactics of man or by the strategies of devils.} (Video-Download)
Exposes links to the corporatocracy that hindered an investigation by John O'Neil which may have very well
prevented the 9-11 attacks ... exposed the reall roots of the problem which lie far farther from Bin Laden and
closer to home than we'd like to believe. ... well done, this is a superb film, it not only points out the mountains
of evidence on all sorts of issues but it explains to people who haven't looked at anything how you feel when
you do. To all you people who commented that it was too long, i'm very sure it could have been double the
length and still only scratched the surface with all the evidence available. heres a link related:
http://www.jonesreport.com/articles/160907_buried_interview.html thanks for this film it is superb.
http://www.wkjo.com/

The Soloist (2009) - Life has a mind of its own - No one changes anything by playing it safe (Movie DVD)
The film is based on a true story involving a top columnist at the LA Times, Steve Lopez, played with grace
by Robert Downey Jr., who becomes invested in one of his more colourful subjects, Nathaniel Ayers, an
accomplished musician overcome by mental illness, now living on the streets of LA portrayed by Jamie Foxx,
who rambles his way to a convincing performance. The film is a satisfying adult drama that doesn't lose it's
direction. It doesn't pander to it's audience. There is no random violence, no guns, but indeed simply good
story telling with great characterizations. It's a decent film that deserves better treatment in the press. It has a
noble heart that succeeds in telling a great human story. It resonates and strikes a chord.
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0821642/

-- The Bible study is dedicated in the name of Jesus, Christ, God, Son, and Savior
The Bible study is dedicated in the name of Jesus, Christ, God, Son, and Savior. May the Lord Jesus Christ
be honored by our devotions, our study and in our fellowship. May all the people be blessed and grow in the
grace and knowledge of the love and presence of God our creator and our savior. - Amen!
http://basicchristian.info/wordpress/

Reigning in Life Series - King David Part 1 of 2 [page 7] (Mp3s)
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Brief Sermon Overview: Using Romans 5:17 as the foundation verse. "For if by the trespass of the one man,
death reigned through that one man, how much more will those who receive God's abundant provision of
grace and of the gift of righteousness, reign in life through the one man Jesus Christ.' Pastor Kevin Gould
applies this verse to the lives of the Godly Kings of Israel and examines them, in order to find out what we
can learn and so fulfill the wonderful promise of Romans 5:17 for ourselves. The series starts with King David
and in this first message, the passage in 1 Chronicles 28 is used, to show how David looks back on his life
and testifies to God's faithfulness in choosing him.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?SpeakerOnly=true&currSection=sermonsspeaker&Keyword=Kevin
^Gould

Is it the Palace of King David? - Of all the personalities in the Bible, have you ever wondered whose
name other than Jesus is mentioned most often? - King David - His name is found both in the very
first verse of the New Testament (Matt 1:1), and at the end of the Bible, in the very last chapter of the
Book of Revelation 22:16 (Photos)
King David brought God's tabernacle from the wilderness to its final home in Jerusalem. He expanded the
city, which showed very little growth in the thousand years prior to his arrival, and made it the spiritual and
economic capital of the world of his time. The book of 2 Samuel 5:9 states that, after he conquered
Jerusalem, King David made it his capital. "David then took up residence in the fortress and called it the City
of David. He built up the area around it, from the supporting terraces inward." (NIV) At the same time, the
Phoenician King Hiram of Tyre offered to build him a palace fit for an emperor. 2 Samuel 5:11, 1 Chronicles
14:1. ... It was in this same palace that, "David got up from his bed and walked around on the roof of the
palace. From the roof he saw a woman bathing. The woman was very beautiful... [and her name was]
Bathsheba..." 2 Samuel 11:2, (NIV) "For decades," says Leon, "and despite much effort by scholars and
archaeologists, the location of King David 's palace has remained a mystery." ... Later, as the Bible records,
King Solomon built his own palace, known as the "upper king's house" (Nehemiah 3:25) which was located
farther to the north and closer to the site of the Temple. However, King David's palace, now referred to as the
"lower king's house," continued to serve the kings of Israel and Judea for many generations to follow. "There
is no question that King David's palace was a magnificent and impressive structure," says Leon. "But much
more of his home remains buried under generations of rubble." "Only by continuing to excavate will we be
able to truly understand the extent and grandeur of King David's royal house," says Dr. Mazar. "After all,"
added the archaeologist, "finding his royal residence opens a new window of understanding into the life of a
man who has affected the world more than any other king in the history of mankind."
http://www.leaderu.com/theology/palacedavid.html

Final Conspiracy Update
The last conspiracy update, a WWII conspiracy, has been added.
http://basicchristian.info/wordpress/

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1944 WWII The Exercise Tiger Massacre} Normandy invasion June 6, 1944:
D-Day German [Newsreel] Footage - At 5:18 seconds into the June 6, 1944 German newsreel German
victory footage not from Normandy but from the ill-fated April 28, 1944 American Exercise Tiger
shows up in the German film reel. How did the German propaganda office receive the recent (Top
Secret) American film disaster of Exercise Tiger? British Prime Minister Winston Churchill wanted to
deceive the German population into thinking that they were winning the war in order to keep them
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from finding out the truth and seeking a surrender before his planned annihilation and destruction,
from both the east (Russia) and the west (Allies) could be unleashed on the unsuspecting German
citizens. Churchill created a (staged) German victory at Slapton Sands alerting German attack boats
to the unarmed Americans and allowing 749 unarmed American soldiers to be killed so the film
footage could be given to the German propaganda department and used as a German victory
masking the planned onslaught to come. (Graphic War Footage - YouTube)
Combat footage. (Die Deutsche Wochenschau) 6th June 1944, Normandy invasion from German
perspective. As late as 13:35 the German 352nd division was reporting that the assault had been hurled back
into the sea. From their vantage point at Pointe de la Percée overlooking the whole of the beach from the
western end the German perception was that the assault had been stopped at the beach. An officer there
noted that troops were seeking cover behind obstacles and counted ten tanks burning. However, as early as
07:35 the third battalion 726th Grenadier Regiment, defending Draw F-1 on Fox Green beach, was reporting
that 100--200 American troops had penetrated its front, with enemy inside the wire at WN-62 and WN-61
under attack from the rear. Casualties amongst the defenders were mounting and at the same time that the
916th regiment, defending the centre of the 352nd zone, was reporting that the landings had been frustrated,
it was also requesting reinforcement. The request could not be met because the situation elsewhere in
Normandy was becoming more urgent for the defenders.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5lnR8DmoLc

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1944 WWII The Exercise Tiger Massacre} Remembering Operation Tiger WWII:
Six weeks before D-Day - The residents of Slapton and Torcross had been evacuated from their
homes since 1943 and live ammunition was going to be used [on this the 6th and last practice
exercise at this location] - USA's D-Day Disaster Operation Tiger (YouTube)
28 April 1944, landing craft set off from the coast of England carrying soldiers and their equipment, along with
a convoy of ships. The Royal Navy provided escorts with HMS Scimitar in the lead and HMS Azalea in the
rear. Suddenly HMS Scimitar in the front was rammed by another vessel and had received orders to stay in
port but the Commander of the operation was not told of this fact so the convoy started off with no escort in
the front and HMS Azalea in the rear had been told to stay behind. It is thought that a typing error was to
blame for this miscommunication and the convoy had no Navy escorts at all. The accounts of Operation Tiger
are taken from the men that survived so some versions differ about what happened. ... Eight landing ships
were heading towards Slapton Sands with engineers and chemical and quartermaster troops on board along
with tanks and jeeps, when suddenly nine German torpedo boats appeared out of the darkness and attacked
the convoy of eight ships. ... A subsequent official investigation revealed two factors that may have
contributed to the tragedy -- a lack of escort vessels and an error in radio frequencies. ... Orders were issued
after Operation Tiger that no one who knew anything could talk about it as they didn't want the Germans to
know how many men they had lost or what they were trying to achieve with Operation Tiger. There was a
press release issued of the incident in July 1944 of the tragedy.
http://www.nowpublic.com/world/remembering-operation-tiger-wwii-six-weeks-d-day

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1944 WWII The Exercise Tiger Massacre} April 28th 1944 Army Exercise Tiger Exercise Tiger, one of several rehearsals conducted in preparation for the momentous [June 6, 1944
D-Day] invasion to come - As the convoy sailed into Start Bay, westernmost corner of Lyme Bay,
German E Boats found them and opened fire on a defenseless convoy [Two LST's (troop ships) sunk,
a third lay crippled] - There were accusations not only of a cover-up, but also of heavy casualties
inflicted by U.S. soldiers [acting as German soldiers in the exercise], who presumably did not know
they had live ammunition in their weapons, firing on other [American] soldiers - killing 749 soldiers
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It was two hours after midnight on 28 April, 1944. Since the moon had just gone down, visibility was fair. The
sea was calm. A few hours earlier, in daylight, assault forces of the U S 4th Infantry Division had gone ashore
on Slapton Sands, a stretch of beach along the south coast of England that closely resembled a beach on the
French coast of Normandy, code-named Utah, where a few weeks later U.S. troops were to storm ashore as
part of history's largest and most portentous amphibious assault: D-Day. The assault at Slapton Sands was
known as Exercise Tiger, one of several rehearsals conducted in preparation for the momentous invasion to
come. So vital was the exercise of accustoming the troops to the combat conditions they were soon to face
that commanders had ordered use of live naval and artillery fire, which could be employed because British
civilians had long ago been relocated from the region around Slapton Sands. Individual soldiers also had live
ammunition for their rifles and machine guns. -- In those early hours of 28 April off the south coast in Start
Bay, Lyme Bay, a flotilla of eight LSTs (landing ship, tank) was ploughing toward Slapton Sands, transporting
a follow-up force of engineers and chemical and quartermaster troops not scheduled for assault but to be
unloaded in orderly fashion along with trucks, amphibious trucks, jeeps and heavy engineering equipment.
Out of the darkness, nine swift German torpedo boats suddenly appeared. On routine patrol out of the French
port of Cherbourg, the commanders had learned of heavy radio traffic in Lyme Bay. Ordered to investigate,
they were amazed to see what they took to be a flotilla of eight destroyers. They hastened to attack. -German torpedoes hit three of the LSTs. One lost its stern but eventually limped into port. Another burst into
flames, the fire fed by gasoline in the vehicles aboard. A third keeled over and sank within six minutes. There
was little time for launching lifeboats. Trapped below decks, hundreds of soldiers and sailors went down with
the ships. Others leapt into the sea, but many soon drowned, weighted down by water-logged overcoats and
in some cases pitched forward into the water because they were wearing life belts around their waists rather
than under their armpits. Others succumbed to hypothermia in the cold water. When the waters of the English
Channel at last ceased to wash bloated bodies ashore, the toll of the dead and missing stood at 198 sailors
and 551 soldiers, a total of 749, the most costly training incident involving U.S. forces during World War II.
Whilst all this was unfolding, MGB's of our Coastal Services could see flashes from the battle, whilst on
patrol, but were not ordered to intercept the E boats or investigate and knew nothing of the tragedy taking
place nearby. MGB's. Norman Hine's story - click the link. Allied commanders were not only concerned about
the loss of life and two LSTs -- which left not a single LST as a reserve for D-Day -- but also about the
possibility that the Germans had taken prisoners who might be forced to reveal secrets about the upcoming
invasion. Ten officers aboard the LSTs had been closely involved in the invasion planning and knew the
assigned beaches in France; there was no rest until those 10 could be accounted for: all of them drowned. A
subsequent official investigation revealed two factors that may have contributed to the tragedy -- a lack of
escort vessels and an error in radio frequencies. Although there were a number of British picket ships
stationed off the south coast, including some facing Cherbourg, only two vessels were assigned to
accompany the convoy -- a corvette and a World War I era destroyer. Damaged in a collision, the destroyer
put into port, and a replacement vessel came to the scene too late. Because of a typographical error in
orders, the U.S. LSTs were on a radio frequency different from the corvette and the British naval
headquarters ashore. When one of the picket ships spotted German torpedo boats soon after midnight, a
report quickly reached the British corvette but not the LSTs. Assuming the U.S. vessels had received the
same report, the commander of the corvette made no effort to raise them. Whether an absence of either or
both of those factors would have had any effect on the tragic events that followed would be impossible to say,
but probably not. The tragedy off Slapton Sands was simply one of those cruel happenstances of war. I
received an email in October 2008 from Lois Behrens Orjuela who tells me that (her) father died here and
that his body was never recovered. Lt. Cmdr. John W. Behrens was on LST 531.
http://www.mikekemble.com/ww2/tiger1.html

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1944 WWII The Exercise Tiger Massacre} Exercise Tiger - Actor Edward G.
Robinson - Two American GI's talk to locals near Slapton - (Identities Unknown) Looks like Edward G
Robinson [Office of War Information department - Propaganda officer] in the front centre! {Edward G.
Robinson and other "U.S. Office of War Information" personnel were scouting filming locations at
Slapton Sands (a coastal village in Devon, England - wiki.com) to film what would become the
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"ill-fated Exercise Tiger" unknowingly the (live ammo) exercise was a complete set up and footage of
the April 28, 1944 massacre ended up in the June 6, 1944 Nazi Newsreel publications [and other
German newsreels] presenting the Normandy landing as a defeat for Allied forces and a victory for
German forces falsely enabling German moral to remain dedicated to a war that was already lost.}
What began as a top secret naval operation to prepare US Army and Naval forces for the June 6th D-Day
Invasion, would end with one of the highest losses ever suffered in combat by the US Army and Navy in WW
II. -- At 0135 on the morning of April 28th, 1944, eight Tank Landing Ships (LST's) and their lone escort, the
British corvette HMS AZALEA, were en route to the landing area. Slapton Sands was selected because its
beach looked every bit like the beaches at Normandy that would be code named Utah and Omaha by the
allies. The eight LST's of LST Group 32, formed convoy T-4. they were the support group for elements of the
4th & 29th Infantry, 82nd Airborne and 188th Field Artillery Group already ashore at Slapton Sands. The
LST's were carrying the 1st Engineer Special Brigade, the 3206th Quartermaster Company from Missouri, the
3207th Company and 462nd and 478th combat truck support companies as well as other elements of the US
Army's engineer, signal, medical and chemical corps along with some infantry. Miles south in the mouth of
Lyme bay, lay the bulk of the Tiger naval force. Protected by the cruiser USS AGUSTA and the new British
"O" class destroyers HMS ONSLOW and HMS OBEDIENT as well as the Tribal Class destroyer HMS
ASHANTI and a covering force of motor torpedo boats. Anchored along with LST's 55 and 382 they would be
of no help to the ambushed LST force of T-4. Attacking in the pitch black night, 9 German Navy "E" boats
(torpedo) struck quickly and decisively. Without warning LST 507 was torpedoed first. Explosions and flame
lit the night. At 0217 LST 531 is torpedoed. It sinks in six minutes. Of the 496 soldiers and sailors on her, 424
of them died. It would be on this ship that the state of Missouri would lose some 201 of its boys of the 3206th.
LST 289 tried to evade the fast German "E" boats but was hit in the stern. LST's 496, 515, and 511 all began
firing at their attackers, LST 289 joined in returning fire while lowering landing craft to pull it out of harms way.
-- At 0225 the LST 499 radioed for help. Minutes later the lead ship, LST 515 sent out an urgent and chilling
message. " 'E' boat attack". Radio stations along the coast pick up the dramatic calls for help, unaware of the
top secret operation underway, the calls go unanswered. Only after an alert radio operator heard the words
"T-4", did the Naval Command realize the calls were from "Tiger" and send help. By 0240 the horror was
slowly realized. Two LST's sunk, a third lay crippled. Of the 4000 man force nearly a fourth were missing or
killed . Official Dept. of Defence records confirm 749 dead , 551 US Army and 198 US Navy. The death toll
makes "Tiger" the costliest battle to U.S. forces at that point in the war after Pearl Harbour. On April 28th,
1944, the LST's darkest yet finest hour occurred. When, for one hour, the men and ships of Convoy T-4
fought the greatest naval battle ever faced by an LST force in history. Against superior enemy warships, the
Tiger amphibious force held its own. The German attack did not stop Exercise Tiger. Landing operations
resumed later on the 28th. It is a credit to the tenacity and determination of the soldiers and sailors involved
in Exercise Tiger, that the D-Day invasion at Normandy occurred as planned. The events surrounding
Exercise Tiger were officially declassified in early August 1944, two months after the Normandy Invasion. On
April 28th 1996 Secretary of The Navy John Dalton stated in his remarks "Tiger….was the LST's finest hour."
-- In Peter Scott's book "The Battle of The Narrow Seas" published in 1945 he makes a vague reference to
the disaster at Slapton. As he was on the planning staff at Portsmouth "Plot" prior to D Day, he would have
been ideally placed to learn of this catastrophe. He refers to E boat successes prior and during D Day. He
writes " Only once in that time did the E Boats achieve anything of consequence. That was during an invasion
exercise when they got in amongst a convoy of landing craft in Lyme Bay and wrought serious devastation
and heavy loss of life; it was their sole success although they were at sea night after night". Even in this brief
reference Scott gives the E Boats undue credit. The vast majority of American losses were from alleged
friendly fire from their own forces on the beach! At the time of writing his book (1945) he must have known of
the real reasons over 900 US servicemen met their deaths.
http://www.mikekemble.com/ww2/tiger1.html

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1944 WWII The Exercise Tiger Massacre} The 30th Infantry Division In World
War II - Edward G. Robinson, who were entertaining the men of the 30th - When Mr. Robinson
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requested to talk to a German P.O.W. (Mp_30.doc)
As the Division moved toward Paris, the Military Police Platoon had the happier job of providing an escort for
actress Dinah Shore and actor Edward G. Robinson, who were entertaining the men of the 30th. When Mr.
Robinson requested to talk to a German P.O.W., the men had to put an American officer in German uniform
to play the role, as the P.O.W. cages were empty at the time. Such an act was presented for the great actor
that he was none the wiser!
30thinfantry.org/history_docs/

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1944 WWII The Exercise Tiger Massacre} Snopes.com: The Robinson Factor Claim: (Actor) Edward G. Robinson funded the French Resistance in World War II - there's no record or even admission or hint on the actor's part - of his ever slipping cash into the hands of the
Resistance, let alone of doing it every month - He was also a man who cared about battling Nazism His opportunities to do so were limited, given that he was almost 50 at the time of the attack on Pearl
Harbor and thus well beyond the age when he could enlist with the U.S. forces - Frank Capra's Signal
Corps film group [Newsreels] in Washington had nothing for him, nor did the OSS [CIA forerunner] or
the Navy - Despite the obstacles, he found ways to aid the war effort - In 1942, at the request of the
Office of War Information [Propaganda], he traveled to England and from there made "morale
speeches to the British and broadcast in as many foreign languages as I could to the occupied areas
of Europe" - Although they were marked as secret [because Robinson actually was an OSS agent],
reproductions of his official orders from the Office of War Information were included in Robinson's
1973 autobiography
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Origins: The revered actor Edward G. Robinson (1893-1973) began life as Emmanuel Goldenberg, the fifth of
six children born to Morris and Sarah Goldenberg in Romania. His family immigrated to New York City when
he was nine years old. Fed in large part by his role of Rico in the 1931 film Little Caesar, his public image
was that of a tough-talking bad guy. Yet such perception belied the truth about him. Robinson was a
sensitive, quiet, cultured man who spoke seven languages besides English fluently, including Yiddish,
Romanian, and German. He collected great works of art, and at the time of his death his collection was
valued in the millions of dollars (and that after he'd disposed of almost all of it in 1956 as part of the divorce
from his first wife.) -- He was also a man who cared about battling Nazism. His opportunities to do so were
limited, given that he was almost 50 at the time of the attack on Pearl Harbor and thus well beyond the age
when he could enlist with the U.S. forces. (He served in the U.S. Navy in 1918, when he was 25 years old.)
Frank Capra's Signal Corps film group in Washington had nothing for him, nor did the OSS or the Navy.
Despite the obstacles, he found ways to aid the war effort, as he describes in his 1973 autobiography, All My
Yesterdays:"This is a point in time at which I went to no meetings but, on the set with a secretary, answered
appeals for help from all over the country. I refused to crawl or slither out of anything; any committee with a
title that seemed to me to suggest help for England and France against the Nazis and which contained on its
letterhead the name of a recognized figure, I responded to - usually with a check. Later I responded by
making speeches." -- In 1942, at the request of the Office of War Information, he traveled to England and
from there made "morale speeches to the British and broadcast in as many foreign languages as I could to
the occupied areas of Europe." He entertained troops in the U.K. and on the radio made patriotic and
propaganda broadcasts. Some of those broadcasts were in German and were addressed to the underground
in Germany. (At the time he was making them, he wondered if they were getting through. After the war, he
heard from a number of Germans who praised his wartime broadcasts, telling him he'd given them hope.) -Robinson did as much as a 50-year-old movie star could in contributing to the war effort during World War II,
both at the behest of the U.S. government (making speeches to troops and broadcasting in foreign languages
to occupied lands), and privately (funding numerous organizations). In addition to putting monies into the
hands of such groups as the Anti-Nazi League, Bundles for Britain, Committee to Defend America by Aiding
the Allies, and Fight for Freedom, he donated all of his 1942 earnings (less what he was obligated to pay in
taxes on that income) to war funds, particularly the USO and war bonds. As well as covering dozens of
USO-related expenses that year, he also made donations to China War Relief, War Service Inc., Hollywood
Canteen, Medical Aid to Russia, and the American Flying Service Foundation. -- Although they were marked
as secret, reproductions of his official orders from the Office of War Information were included in Robinson's
1973 autobiography. The actor was proud of the work he did on behalf of the Allies and wanted people to
know the precise details of it, even if that got him into trouble. (He believed he risked being prosecuted under
the Espionage Act. Granted, the risk would have been very small, given that by the time of publication there
no longer was an Office of War Information.) It therefore does not follow that even at the very end of his life
he would have failed to mention having successfully managed to spirit monies into the hands of the
underground movement in France month after month, especially in light of how difficult and complicated such
a process would have been and how heroic the Resistance's work was.
http://www.snopes.com/movies/actors/robinson.asp

How Can I Download (Youtube) Videos? - Download online videos with SaveVid.com [Enter Video
URL:] (Utility)
Savevid.com is a tool which gives you the ability to download videos from streaming video sites. You can
download videos from Youtube, Google Videos, Metacafe, Spike and more in FLV, AVI, MOV, MPG or WMV
formats.
http://www.savevid.com/
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Bible Study & Prayer - There are few things more important to Christian life than prayer - Prayer is our
method of communication with Jesus our Lord and Creator (16 Short Text Studies)
There are few things more important to Christian life than prayer. Prayer is our method of communication with
our Lord and Creator. And yet far too few understand prayer or have taken any time to study it. As I prepared
this study, I was impressed more and more about how prayer is centered on relationships. Just like in any
other relationship, if we don't communicate, the relationship is strained. When we don't communicate with
God, our relationship with Him is strained. This study is based on Andrew Murray's classic, "With Christ in the
School of Prayer." Several quotes are taken from there and are noted throughout the text. The studies do not
cover every chapter in the book but instead give a highlight of the overall theme Murray writes about. The
chapter on the Prayer of Corporate Repentance is my own addition and is not based upon the book.
http://www.spreadinglight.com/biblestudy/prayer/index.html

How to Study the Bible - Start with Prayer!
Probably one of the most common reasons why Christians don't study the Bible is based on this complaint, "I
just don't understand it!" Before you start each study session, begin by praying and asking God to open your
spiritual understanding. The Bible says in 2 Timothy 3:16, "All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for
teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness." (NIV) So, as you pray, realize that the words
you are studying are inspired by God. Psalm 119:130 tells us, "The unfolding of your words gives light; it
gives understanding to the simple." (NIV).
http://christianity.about.com/od/biblestudyresources/ss/biblestudy_3.htm

How to Mark Your Bible - for EFFECTIVE Bible Study! By far the most useful method is [notes and
use of] a color scheme {Using different color pens to put categorized () around Bible verses for easier
and quicker future references.}
Underscoring: It is often wise to underscore or underline key words or phrases that you want to stand out in
order to find them quickly. I use two colored fine-line pens for my underscoring, black for generally important
verses and red for very important verses. Do not overdo this by underlining every time a new thought strikes
you or the time will come when you will have more underlined than non-underlined and this can lead to a
confusing hodgepodge. ... COLOR TOPIC(S) TO REMEMBER COLOR - TOPIC: Light Blue - Prayer - Think
of prayers going up into a BLUE sky. Dark Blue - Healing/Sickness - Think of BLUE cross or a dark BLUE
wound. Orange - Resurrection - Sons of God RISING (remember: SUNRISE). Red - Sabbath and Holy Days
- Stop, Rest, Relax, (Think of a STOP light). Pink - Marriage/Divorce - Think of PINK, fluffy clouds of
marriage. Light Green - Millennium/God's Kingdom - When earth will be GREEN & beautiful. Dark Green Man's Mortality - Man's days are like GRASS - Psalm 103:15. Black/Gray - Satan/Demons (spiritual warfare)
- EVIL, Darkness, Blackness. Purple - Promises to Israel and Heirs - Purple color of ROYALTY. Yellow/Gold Law and Commandments - GOLDEN rule; Law worth more than GOLD. Brown - Repentance/Baptism Picture AUTUMN LEAVES falling, dying of old self. {Feel free to use any colors in any way, in any
combination and also not to use any color codes at all.}
http://www.biblestudy.org/basicart/how-to-mark-your-bible-for-effective-bible-study.html

walmart.com: Pigma Micron Pen Set - [Possible Pens for writing notes, marking and underling in
Bibles] - See also the Pilot G2 Gel-ink Pens [only in black ink but with blue refills available] for writing
notes in a notebook or on a notepad [the G2 pens are excellent for regular writing and notes but they
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use way too much ink to write in a Bible] {Another option in note taking is to write notes on a
computer word program or some type of notes program or even make voice recordings. I'm going to
write notes in a 'composition' paper notepad and then at a later time I might type them into a
computer -- though I'll also put most of my notes - comments [hopefully the better ones] on the RSS
new/info feed as well.} (Color Pen Set - $15.88)
SAKURA-Pigma Micron Pens #05.45mm. Heritage Collection (1 each): Sepia, Royal Blue, Burgundy, Hunter
Green, Blue/Black, Fresh Green. A fine point drawing and writing pen offering a waterproof quick drying
pigment ink. Micron pens will not clog or dry out. Ink will not feather or bleed through even the thinnest
papers and is smear proof once dry. The pigment in the ink remains colorful and will not spread when
applied. It is fade proof against sunlight or UV light; and is permanent and washable on cotton fabrics.
Archival Quality. Acid Free. Imported.
http://www.walmart.com/catalog/product.do?product_id=10310547

KJV (Hebrew-Greek) Key Word Study Bible - A Bible Recommendation for Studying Through the Bible
along with the C-3000 Mp3s - The Hebrew-Greek Key Word Study Bible is a complete English Bible
text for cross-reference study to the original languages from which the Bible was translated (KJV
Bible - $29.99)
The Hebrew-Greek Key Word Study Bible combines essential tools for Hebrew and Greek with translations
that accurately and clear. An easy-to-use style plus the benefits of the Strong's Dictionary numbering system
makes this study Bible one for every student of God's Word, no matter what age. The Hebrew-Greek Key
Word Study Bible is a complete English Bible text for cross-reference study to the original languages from
which the Bible was translated. Key Features: Book Introductions - Footnotes on Key Passages - Red Letter
Edition - System of Study - Key Words in the English Text Identified by James Strong's Numbering System Codes in the New Testament Text Identify Grammatical Structure of Key Greek Words - Notations Explain
the Significance of the Grammatical Codes - Hebrew and Greek Word Studies - Strong's Hebrew and Greek
Dictionaries - Center-column Reference System - Concordance.
http://www.christianbook.com/Christian/Books/product?event=AFF&p=1008467&item_no=576354

NLT Jesus Bible, Softcover - A Bible Recommendation for Studying Through the Bible along with the
C-3000 Mp3s {Note: The C-3000 Through the Bible Mp3s are taught from the KJV Bible, since the
teachings are KJV some people might want to follow with a different translation. It's always important
to have a KJV in the Bible Study if the teacher is not using a KJV make sure you have one. The NLT
(New Living Translation) is a good alternate translation I would defiantly avoid the NIV and NKJV
versions. -- NLT is available at most bookstores and WalMart.} (NLT Bible - $14.99)
The Jesus Bible shows that the real Jesus -- as described throughout all of Scripture -- is alive today and
relevant to everyday life. Through The Jesus Bible, you will meet the Savior and experience his ability to
break through all boundaries, all preconceived ideas, and all stereotypes. Special Features: 500 unexpected
notes show how we can find Jesus in unexpected situations - 100 Real Expressions devotionals that are tied
to Bible characters, and are based on stories from real teens - 600 X-Focus call-outs highlight key Scripture
verses and passages that address God's plan of salvation through Christ - 24 Explicit Answers show key
sayings of Jesus spread throughout the Bible - 200 Xtraordinary, But True articles in the OT highlight unusual
stories of people and prophets and show their relevance to today - New Living Translation - 9 point text Two-column layout - Softcover.
http://www.christianbook.com/Christian/Books/product?event=AFF&p=1008467&item_no=55655
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Basic Christian - Monthly Memo: Fall 2009: Bible Study, Prayer, Devotions and Fellowship
Monthly Memo: Fall 2009: Bible Study, Prayer, Devotions and Fellowship - 1. The Basic Christian info/news
feed is probably going to transition this fall from the conspiracy, headline news events of the day into a more
Bible, Christian doctrine and current Christian seminar-events centered info/news feed. 2. I'm thankful for the
patience that everyone had while we covered so many difficult topics in such a short period of time. I always
try to maintain a focus that people are looking at the material and I defiantly try to spread the material out not
putting too much of a burden on people at any one time. When Basic Christian started as a discussion forum
it was basically all interaction all the time but now without a forum the website has little or no interaction
though I still keep in mind the interaction of the past forum and do try not to overload everyone. 3. The
Summer 2009 links to other websites and particularly to the Podcast Shows have been some of the best links
that the Basic Christian website has been able to provide and I'm very grateful to all of the Podcast ministries
for providing such a great and challenging time of Christian growth for everyone involved. 4. There are more
Mp3s and now Video downloads available via Basic Christian. Some of the material tends towards
conspiracy topics and some of it is a bit on the fire and brimstone side and it isn't necessarily what I would
normally provide however these are materials that are increasingly being removed from the internet and
becoming harder to locate so they are the files being provided in order to give others an additional chance to
obtain them. In other words Hill Song videos are not disappearing from the internet but the conspiracy,
hidden news materials and mature preaching topics are harder to locate and obtain so therefore those are
the materials that are being provided. -- Thanks again to everyone for sticking it out through so much material
and through so much unplanned controversy. I personally look forward to spending much more time in Bible
study, in personal prayer time, in devotions and in fellowship this fall and into next spring. I'm really looking
forward to getting the Through the Bible C-3000 Series Mp3s from Calvary Chapel. I was able to attend a
couple hundred of those over 600 Bible studies and really they changed my life for the better so I'm very
much looking forward to spending some daily time listening to the studies again. All the very best! God Bless
you, David Anson Brown.
http://www.basicchristian.org/update.html

Basic Christian - Memo: Traditionally on the News/Info RSS Feed the Friday postings have been a day
for posting Conspiracy material - However starting in late Summer 2009 Fridays are no longer going
to be focused on Conspiracy but on the Christian Faith with article series on the Fathers and Leaders
of the Christian Faith!
Basic Christian has a series of minor conspiracy theory, hidden news and controversial news type of events
that have not yet been posted. Originally I was going to post them on each Friday starting in the Spring of
2009 but I thought it would be too much of a distraction for people and would waste time and distract people
from their true Bible studies. However after posting all of the moon hoax, Shroud of Turin, 2012 Olympics and
other material it's already too late to not be a distraction so in the next few days and weeks I'm going to try to
post many of the loose-ends of the conspiracy material - don't get distracted by this series of postings just
skim them and consider them for what they are info that may or may not be proven and then this Fall the
Basic Christian News/Info feed will switch the Friday focus from Conspiracies and Hidden News to a focus of
Christian leaders and Church History. - God bless everyone! David Anson Brown.
http://basicchristian.info/wordpress/

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1972 The Mitchell Brothers Porn Explosion} Wikipedia.com: The Mitchell
brothers - James "Jim" Lloyd Mitchell, November 30, 1943-July 12, 2007 and Artie Jay Mitchell,
December 17, 1945-February 27, 1991 - were pioneers in the pornography and striptease club
business in San Francisco and other parts of California from 1969 until 1991, when Jim was convicted
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of killing Artie - In 1991, Jim, in response to friends' and associates' demands to "do something"
about alcoholic, cocaine-addled Artie, drove to Artie's house one rainy evening in late February with a
.22 rifle and fatally shot him - After having served three years in San Quentin Jim was released in
1997 - Jim Mitchell died at his ranch in western Sonoma County on July 12, 2007 from an apparent
heart attack - The funeral in Jim's boyhood town of Antioch, California on July 19 was attended by
300 people, including (San Francisco) Mayor Willie Brown
In 1969, with the help of Artie's Ivy League-educated wife Meredith Bradford, they fulfilled their ambitions by
leasing and renovating a dilapidated two-story building at 895 O'Farrell Street, which they converted into the
O'Farrell Theatre, a movie theater with a makeshift film studio upstairs. They also rented a larger facility at
991 Tennessee Street in which to shoot some of their films; nevertheless, even their fans conceded that
Mitchell movies ranged in quality from mediocre to atrocious. Jim Mitchell once quipped, "The only Art in
[porn] is my brother." The Mitchells opened the O'Farrell Theatre on the Fourth of July, 1969, and were
confronted almost immediately by the authorities. They would open other X-rated movie houses in California
over the years, spending much time in court and money on lawyers to stay open as indignant locals and
officials tried to shut them down. They became incorporated as Cinema 7 (headquartered in the managers'
offices at the O'Farrell Theatre) and in 1972 produced one of the world's first famous feature-length
pornographic movies, Behind the Green Door, starring then-Ivory Snow girl Marilyn Chambers in her porn
debut. The movie, produced for $60,000, grossed over $25 million.The Mitchells rode the porno chic wave,
producing numerous hardcore movies including Resurrection of Eve in 1973 and Sodom & Gomorrah in
1975. One of their last big-budget movies was The Grafenberg Spot (1985), featuring the underaged Traci
Lords, who had entered the adult-video industry with fraudulent identification. The Mitchell brothers were the
first to transfer film titles to videotape and market them via ads in national sex magazines. The brothers were
inducted into the AVN Hall of Fame. ... In 1991, Jim, in response to friends' and associates' demands to "do
something" about alcoholic, cocaine-addled Artie, drove to Artie's house one rainy evening in late February
with a .22 rifle and fatally shot him. O'Farrell stripper Julie Bajo (Artie's lover at the time) immediately called
911 and the police arrested Jim minutes later. Marilyn Chambers spoke at Artie's funeral; he was buried in
Lodi Memorial Cemetery. After a highly publicized trial in which Jim was represented by his old friend and
lawyer Michael Kennedy (by then a prominent Park Avenue attorney), the jury rejected a murder charge and
found him guilty of voluntary manslaughter. Before Jim's sentencing, numerous people spoke on his behalf
(presumably appealing for clemency), including former Mayor Frank Jordan, Sheriff Michael Hennessey, and
former Police Chief Richard Hongisto. Mitchell was sentenced to six years in prison. ... After having served
three years in San Quentin Jim was released in 1997 and he returned to run the O'Farrell Theatre. Jim
established the "Artie Fund" to collect money for a local drug rehabilitation center and for the Surf Rescue
Squad of the San Francisco Fire Department. ... Jim Mitchell died at his ranch in western Sonoma County on
July 12, 2007 from an apparent heart attack. The funeral in Jim's boyhood town of Antioch, California on July
19 was attended by 300 people, including Mayor Willie Brown, ex-District Attorney Terence Hallinan and
many O'Farrell strippers. He was buried next to his brother.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitchell_brothers

er daughter with a baseball bat Sunday while holding Samantha in his arms">{Conspiracy Wrap-up 1972 The Mitchell Brothers Porn Explosion} FoxNews: July 15, 2009: (Jim Mitchell) Son's Arrest the
Latest Chapter in Porn Family Saga - The days before he was arrested for allegedly beating his
ex-girlfriend to death and kidnapping their daughter brought a string of bad news to James "Rafe"
Mitchell, the son of late San Francisco pornography mogul Jim Mitchell - Stevens said neighbors
have told her they saw James Rafe Mitchell bludgeoning her daughter with a baseball bat Sunday
while holding Samantha in his arms
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Police in the Marin County city of Novato allege that by weekend's end, the 27-year-old Mitchell's problems
only got worse. Keller's body was found on Sunday evening in the yard where she had just held a first
birthday party for her daughter. The toddler, Samantha Rae Mitchell, was missing, prompting a statewide
Amber Alert. Just before midnight, Mitchell's car was tracked to a Sacramento suburb where police arrested
him on suspicion of murder, stealing a child and violating a restraining order. ... Huggins said that James
Rafe Mitchell never held a job because he had inherited money from his father and had a methamphetamine
addiction. Keller left him because of his drug problem, but over the years struggled with staying away from
Mitchell, Huggins said. In her request for a restraining order, Keller painted a frightening picture of repeated
abuse and horror she endured during her relationship. "I live in constant fear of James and fear that he will
take Samantha. James just bailed out of jail and I am worried about what he might do to us," she wrote. She
wrote that Mitchell first hit her in the mouth in September 2007 and that the abuse escalated from there. "One
time he dragged me naked by my hair across the floor because I would not have sex with him. He dragged
me from the bedroom down the hallway and threatened to throw me out the front door of the apartment,
naked." Keller said Mitchell's brother and two sisters have a 5-year restraining order against him for an
incident involving threats with a gun. Court documents state that Mitchell brought his gun in November 2007
to a family meeting at the Mitchell Brothers O'Farrell Theatre in San Francisco, waving the firearm in a
threatening manner. Keller said the gun was used to threaten her that same month. "James took his gun out
as if he was going to shoot me and I saw him pull the trigger as I ran away but discovered there were no
bullets when I hear nothing," she wrote in her declaration. Mitchell first was arrested for domestic violence
when Keller was four-months pregnant with their daughter, Huggins said, in February 2008. He was arrested
again in March for violating his probation from the previous case. Keller's mother, Claudia Stevens, showed
up for Mitchell's arraignment with a picture of her daughter pinned to her shirt. Stevens said neighbors have
told her they saw Mitchell bludgeoning her daughter with a baseball bat Sunday while holding Samantha in
his arms.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,532640,00.html

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1972 The Mitchell Brothers Porn Explosion} FoxNews: April 13, 2009: X-rated
star Marilyn Chambers dies at 56 - For the first time, films like "Behind the Green Door" and "Deep
Throat" also released in 1972 and starring Lovelace had decent acting and legitimate if fairly thin
plots - As the audiences for them grew to include couples, they also began to take on higher
production values and to be seen in places other than sleazy theaters - But "Behind the Green Door"
brought something more in Chambers, an attractive young woman who had begun her career as a
legitimate actress and model - She got her start in adult films after answering an ad placed in a San
Francisco newspaper by pioneering adult filmmakers Jim and Artie Mitchell
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The cause of death was not immediately known. A family friend, Peggy McGinn, said Chambers' 17-year-old
daughter found the actress' body Sunday night at her home in the Los Angeles suburb of Canyon Country.
Chambers was pronounced dead at the scene, the county coroner's office said Monday. Chambers and
fellow actresses Linda Lovelace and Georgina Spelvin shot to fame at a time in the early 1970s when both
American social mores and the quality of hard-core sex films were changing. For the first time, films like
"Behind the Green Door" and "Deep Throat" (also released in 1972 and starring Lovelace) had decent acting
and legitimate if fairly thin plots. As the audiences for them grew to include couples, they also began to take
on higher production values and to be seen in places other than sleazy theaters. But "Behind the Green
Door" brought something more in Chambers, an attractive young woman who had begun her career as a
legitimate actress and model. ... "She was the first crossover adult star. She was the Ivory Snow girl and
when she decided to make an adult movie that was big news," Steven Hirsch, co-CEO of adult filmmaker
Vivid Entertainment Group, told The Associated Press on Monday. "It was the first adult movie that was more
than just a bunch of sex scenes," Hirsch said of her breakthrough film. "She was an actress and she brought
that ability to the set of 'Behind the Green Door.' That's part of what made that movie so successful." ... "Back
then in my naive brain I was thinking that something like 'Behind the Green Door' had never been done
before and the way our sexual revolution was traveling I really thought it was going to be a stepping stone
which would further my acting career," she said. She learned afterward, she said, that wasn't the case. ...
Chambers, born Marilyn Ann Briggs, on April 22, 1952, grew up in Westport, Conn. She got her start in adult
films after answering an ad placed in a San Francisco newspaper by pioneering adult filmmakers Jim and
Artie Mitchell. Married and divorced three times, she is survived by her daughter, McKenna Marie Taylor; her
brother, Bill Briggs; and her sister, Jann Smith.
http://www.foxnews.com/wires/2009Apr13/0,4670,ObitChambers,00.html

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1903 Old West Outlaw Tom Horn} Tom Horn: Misunderstood Misfit - At 6:30 on
the foggy morning of July 18, 1901, 14-year-old Willie Nickell was brutally killed - shot in the back
from ambush as he rode his father's horse near the family homestead 40 miles northwest of
Cheyenne, Wyoming - The subsequent investigation and the arrest, trial and execution of the
suspected murderer touched off controversy that has persisted for more than 100 years - The central
figure in that controversy is Tom Horn
At 6:30 on the foggy morning of July 18, 1901, 14-year-old Willie Nickell was brutally killed - shot in the back
from ambush as he rode his father's horse near the family homestead 40 miles northwest of Cheyenne,
Wyoming. The subsequent investigation and the arrest, trial and execution of the suspected murderer
touched off controversy that has persisted for more than 100 years. The central figure in that controversy is
Tom Horn, a well-known stock detective who previously had been implicated in the murders of four rustlers in
Wyoming and Colorado before being hanged for a crime that many historians believe he did not commit even though Horn had claimed, 'Killing men is my specialty. I look at it as a business proposition, and I think I
have a corner on the market. ... After a lengthy investigation, which included the extraction of an alleged
confession from Horn by use of a concealed stenographer, the suspect was arrested on January 24, 1902,
and was subsequently tried, convicted and, on November 20, 1903, hanged for the crime. But the question of
his guilt or innocence and the enigma of the man's personality remain.
http://www.historynet.com/tom-horn-misunderstood-misfit.htm

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1903 Old West Outlaw Tom Horn} Tom Horn took the stand in his own defense
- In the final analysis it was Horn's own testimony that hanged him - While awaiting the outcome of an
appeal, Horn spent his time braiding a rope and writing an autobiography - His appeal was denied He was hanged using his own rope on November 20, 1903, while two friends, Charles B. Irwin and
Frank Irwin, sang the hymn "Life is Like a Mountain Railroad"
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Motion pictures have attempted to make it appear that there was considerable doubt as to Horn's guilt. The
films focused on the question of whether Joe LeFors got Horn drunk and whether Horn had really confessed
or if the shorthand stenographer Charles Ohnhaus had misheard or mistranscribed Horn's statement. The
defense was three-fold: (1.) Horn was under the influence of liquor, tended to make things up, and became
talkative when drunk. Witnesses were produced that Horn had been drinking. (2.) Horn had an alibi and could
not have been in the area at the time of the killing. He was in Laramie City, as proven by the fact that Horn's
horse, Pacer, was lodged at a Livery in Laramie City for a ten-day period at the time of the killing. Witnesses
testified that Horn was nowhere near the Nickell Ranch at the time of the slaying. (3.) The killing could not
have occurred as he described to LeFors in the following regards: (a.) Dr. Barber testified, based on learned
texts, that the wounds could not have been inflicted with a 30-30 similar to Horn's. (b.) A witness was
produced who had slept with Horn several days later and had observed no injury to Horn's feet such as would
have been produced had Horn gone barefoot. (c.) Horn, in his statement to LeFors, described the shooting as
coming from one direction. The fatal shot came from another. ... Horn took the stand in his own defense. In
the final analysis it was Horn's own testimony that hanged him. Horn admitted making the various statements
testified to by LeFors, Snow and Ohnhaus with the exception of one statement which Horn did not remember
but conceded he might have made. However, Horn contended that his confession was a "josh;" it was merely
an exchange of wild tales. The witnesses admitted that although Horn had been drinking, Horn was in control
of himself. Dr. Barber admitted he could not say that the wounds were not inflicted with a 30-30. ... A jury of
11 whites and one black, Charles Tolson, found Horn guilty on October 23, 1902, on the sixth ballot. At the
end of the fifth ballot, two jurors voted for acquittal. The jury then examined all of the testimony. After
re-examination, the two hold-out jurors voted guilty. Each later made statements to the effect that although
they liked Horn, they had no choice but to find him guilty. ... In the final analysis, it must be said the jury was
there, they heard the witnesses, and, upon consideration of all the evidence, they found they had no other
choice but to find Horn guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Thus, the mystery of Tom Horn, the one he took to
his grave, is not if he killed Willie Nickell. Unanswered questions remain after 100 years: Who paid Horn the
$2,100; who paid Horn to kill Isom Dart, Matt Rash, William Lewis, and Fred Powell; and who actually wrote
Tom Horn's autobiography.
http://userpages.aug.com/bdobson/horn.html

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1903 Old West Outlaw Tom Horn} The invitations to the hanging were duly
issued - [November 20, 1903] Roman Catholic and Episcopal priests visited with Horn, but Horn
denied to Charlie Irwin that he had gotten religion {Why even at the last minute would Tom Horn feel
the need to make public a denial that he had gotten religion? Because he was a practicing Satanists
and wanted his friends to know that though condemned to hang he was still a Satanist.}
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Horn's body was claimed by his brother Charles. In a later letter to Coble, Charles Horn noted that he had
failed to write his brother prior to the execution. Horn was buried in Boulder, Colo. The funeral expenses were
paid for by Coble. A guard was posted at the grave. As a result of an altercation between Coble and Nickell at
the railway station over Nickell's sheep, the suspicion has always been that Coble paid Horn to do in Nickell.
This has never been proven and it may well be speculated that Horn was merely performing an unsolicited
favor of ridding the neighborhood of a sheepman. In 1903, Coble sold his interest in the Iron Mountain Ranch
to his partner Henry Bosler. Later each accused the other of fraud. After Bosler refused to pay Coble what he
was due, Coble successfully sued Bosler in a bitter action which went all the way to the Wyoming Supreme
Court. Coble nevertheless lost his fortune and went to work as a foreman for a ranch in Nevada. In 1914, he
was let go. On December 4, 1914, shortly after midnight, Coble entered the coffee shop of the Commercial
Hotel in Elko through the 4th Street entrance, proceeded to the lobby and asked the night clerk for some
stationery. He wrote out a note to his wife, and committed suicide in an unoccupied ladies' restroom using a
.32 Smith and Wesson. Duncan Clark was killed in a hunting accident in April 1906 near Horse Creek where
he was then residing. His death has been used as the basis for various conspiracy theories. Such theories
include: (a) Willie Nickell was killed by Victor Miller using a gun similar to Horn's Winchester so as to blame
Horn; (b) Willie was killed by Jose "Joe Good" Bueno, an outlaw from Brown's Hole, Colorado; and (c) the
Wyoming Stock Growers Association conspired to "blow" the defense and see Horn hanged rather than have
him reveal their being involved in the killings. A review of Justice Potter's opinion, Horn v. State, 12 Wyo. 80,
73 Pac. 705 (1903), reflects that every argument in Horn's favor was raised and carefully considered by the
Wyoming Supreme Court. The Horn case is still cited as precedent in Wyoming courts. It is extremely
doubtful that a lawyer of John Lacey's reputation would join a conspiracy to lose the case. Extraordinary
efforts were made to save Horn including, as above indicated, appeals to the governor for clemency.
http://www.wyomingtalesandtrails.com/horn4.html

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1903 Old West Outlaw Tom Horn} There was an air of finality in [Tom] Horn's
letter to [Satanist] [John C.] Coble on November 17, 1903 - You know they can't hurt a Christian[?],
and as I am prepared, it is all right {Tom Horn uses the word 'Christian' [as in a Satanist considering
himself to be a true Christian] but clearly he was not a real Christian and at the same time admitted he
had not gotten [real] religion. Why did Tom Horn and his friends fight so vigorously for an acquittal?
Because in all likeliness Tom Horn was not a Christian but was actually a practicing Satanist using all
the tricks, trades, manipulations, lies, threats and distortions in order to further his agenda, his
agenda of going free from murders he admitted to committing and had stated to investigators
intimate knowledge of the crime scenes that only the killer would know.}
There was an air of finality in Horn's letter to Coble on November 17, 1903. Dear Johnnie: Proctor told me
that it was all over with me except the applause part of the game. You know they can't hurt a Christian, and
as I am prepared, it is all right. I thoroughly appreciate all you have done for me. No one could have done
more. Kindly accept my thanks, for if ever a man had a trued friend, you have proven yourself one to me.
Remember me kindly to all my friends, if I have any besides yourself. Burke and Lacey have not shown up. I
want you to always understand that the stenographic notes taken in the United States Marshal's office were
all changed to suit the occasion. The notes read at the trial were not the original notes at all. Everything of an
incriminating nature read in those notes was manufactured and put in. It won't do any good to kick at that
now, so let 'er go. If any one profits by my being hung, I would be sorry to see them disappointed. It would,
perhaps, be somewhat of a trying meeting for you to come to see me now. Do as you like. It might cause you
a good deal of pain. I am just the same as ever, and will remain so. The governor's decision was no surprise
to me, for I was tried, convicted and hung before I left the ranch. My famous confession was also made days
before I came to town. I told Burke to give you some writing I did; be sure and get it. You will not need
anything to remember me by, but you will have that anyway. Anything else I may have around the ranch is
yours. I won't need anything where I am going. I have an appointment with some Christian[?] [Satanist] ladies
tomorrow, and will write you of their visit tomorrow night. I will drop you a line every day now, till the Reaper
comes along. Kindest to all. Yours truly, Tom Horn.
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http://www.tom-horn.com/story-hanged.htm

ble entered the coffee shop of the Commercial Hotel in Elko - He wrote out a note to his wife, and
committed suicide in an unoccupied ladies restroom - {Satanist} Duncan Clark [provided false alibis
for Coble and Horn under oath in court] was killed in a hunting accident in April 1906 near Horse
Creek where he was then residing">{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1903 Old West Outlaw Tom Horn} The
Verdict and Appeal, Postscript - In 1903, {Satanist} John C. Coble [had hired Horn to kill settlers near
his ranch] sold his interest in the Iron Mountain Ranch to his partner Henry Bosler - Later each
accused the other of fraud - On December 4, 1914, shortly after midnight, Coble entered the coffee
shop of the Commercial Hotel in Elko - He wrote out a note to his wife, and committed suicide in an
unoccupied ladies' restroom - {Satanist} Duncan Clark [provided false alibis for Coble and Horn
under oath in court] was killed in a hunting accident in April 1906 near Horse Creek where he was
then residing
As preparations for the [Horn] execution neared, fears arose that friends would attempt to break Horn out of
jail. Thus, extraordinary precautions were taken to prevent another escape. The Courthouse was surrounded
by two units of the Wyoming National Guard. Deputy sheriffs were at every window. As a result of the turmoil,
after the Horn case was over, all future executions were moved to the State Penitentiary. At the same time
there began a flurry of legal efforts to convince Governor Chatterton to spare Horn from the gallows. At the
end of October, affidavits were presented to the governor intended to indicate that there was new evidence,
including allegations that the murder was committed by a double. Other affidavits were presented that
witnesses had admitted that they had perjured themselves or had been offered bribes for perjured testimony.
The Laramie Boomerang reported on November 4, quoting the Denver Post, that the legal efforts were
weakening Horn's case: Gradually the inside facts relating to the affidavits presented to Gov. Chatterton
Saturday in behalf of Tom Horn, the condemned murderer, and the methods employed to secure them are
becoming known. The Frank Muloch Affidavit is regarded as being absolutely worthless and if it has had any
bearing on the case at all it has had a tendency to weaken Horn's plea. It is so plainly evident that there never
was a double of Horn, except the one manufactured in this case, that the affidavit is regarded as a sort of
boomerang. Affidavits in support of executive clemency were presented to Governor Chatterton that the
person in the Scandinavian Saloon was a double for Horn, a case of mistaken identity. Mulock contended
that it was only a "fellow claiming to be Horn" who made the confession in the Saloon (emphasis in Mulock
letter to J. W. Lacey, Oct. 5, 1903). Governor Chatterton dismissed the affidavits noting that the affidavits
were inconsistent with other affidavits presented by the defense relating to the conversations. -- As the date
set for [Horn's] execution drew near, the appeals to the governor became more impassioned. Governor
Chatterton received a letter wrtten from Denver's Albany Hotel threatening death if he did not commute the
sentence. On the afternoon and evening of November 19, Governor Chatterton turned down no fewer than
twelve appeals to delay the execution. Before 6:00 a.m. of the day set for the execution, the governor was
aroused from his bed with yet another appeal. He responded, "There is no use, gentlemen. This execution
will take place at the time set by the law. I will not interfere in the case. This is final." ... In 1903, Coble sold
his interest in the Iron Mountain Ranch to his partner Henry Bosler. Later each accused the other of fraud.
After Bosler refused to pay Coble what he was due, Coble successfully sued Bosler in a bitter action which
went all the way to the Wyoming Supreme Court. Coble nevertheless lost his fortune and went to work as a
foreman for a ranch in Nevada. In 1914, he was let go. On December 4, 1914, shortly after midnight, Coble
entered the coffee shop of the Commercial Hotel in Elko through the 4th Street entrance, proceeded to the
lobby and asked the night clerk for some stationery. He wrote out a note to his wife, and committed suicide in
an unoccupied ladies' restroom using a .32 Smith and Wesson. -- Duncan Clark was killed in a hunting
accident in April 1906 near Horse Creek where he was then residing.
http://www.wyomingtalesandtrails.com/horn4.html
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{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1903 Old West Outlaw Tom Horn - Modern Influences} The Unfilmable Book:
Blood Meridian - Cormac McCarthy's Blood Meridian: or, the Evening Redness in the West - It's a
Western - It has one of the bleakest tones and most depressing endings in American literature - It's
graphically, incorrigibly violent - Tommy Lee Jones supposedly bought the rights to Blood Meridian
back in 1999, with the intent to direct and star - The dark tone and darker ending [homosexual rage
rape-killing] of this book are more problematic
In any case, there are plenty of Westerns -- even bleak ones -- still getting made these days, so that's less of
a problem than it might have been. The dark tone and darker ending of this book are more problematic. We're
talking the kind of storyline that makes Mystic River look like Finding Nemo. That runaway kid [typecast i.e.
Tom Horn] is no struggling saint; he participates enthusiastically in many atrocities (though McCarthy's
technique is to blur the gang into a sort of anonymous mob during the worst scenes). Making the kid or
anyone more reluctant or less culpable by way of their twitching conscience would lessen the impact of the
whole theme. ... Tommy Lee Jones supposedly bought the rights to Blood Meridian back in 1999, with the
intent to direct and star. Not sure if that's going to happen. His 2003 turkey, The Missing, almost looked like a
very tame, surface-level dry run for Blood Meridian. But as far as I can tell, the actual filming of this book is in
development hell at best. I'm not sure who Jones would play if he did star, as he's the wrong physical type
and age for the main characters ... perhaps he could play the debauched priest Tobin, or the earless killer
Toadvine. If a serious attempt was made to translate this book to the screen, it would have to be so very,
unforgivably, irredeemably violent that the backlash could sink a filmmaker's career. We're talking slaughter
on the scale of Saving Private Ryan using the cruder methods of The Passion of the Christ, without the
slightest redeeming motives of either. If the violence was played down, and the story transformed into a safe
quest allegory, or spiritual journey, or if, worst of all, the ending was hopeful-ized ... well, it would be pathetic.
I don't often say this, because I always feel there's got to be some worth in even failed book-movie
translations, if not just the thrill you get from visually experiencing the story. But this is one book I'd want to
see done right, or not at all. I knew that the Glanton Gang (the group depicted in Blood Meridian) actually
existed, but I hadn't known until recently that Judge Holden was also a historical character ("a cooler blooded
villain never went unhung," reputedly). The general outlines of the story in Blood Meridian are described in
Samuel Chamberlain's memoir My Confession: The Recollections of a Rogue.
http://diztopia.typepad.com/diztopia/2004/03/the_unfilmable_.html

m Dart - In his (1903) post-humously published autobiography, [Tom] Horn took credit for the actions
of [Lt.] Gatewood, indicating that it was he, Horn, whom Geronimo trusted and it was he, Horn, who
convinced Geronimo to surrender - The [Horn] autobiography is the only evidence of Horns
responsibility {All the evidence indicates that Tom Horn had absolutely no part in the capture of
Geronimo. Horn is not pictured among the capturing party, he was never decorated or mentioned by
the army as even being associated with the army at the time and was also never mentioned by
anyone who was there as being a part of it and he never participated in any of the news accounts
about the events.}">{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1903 Old West Outlaw Tom Horn} Tom Horn and the
capture of Geronimo, Tom Horn and the Rough Riders, the murders of Matt Rash and Isom Dart - In
his (1903) post-humously published autobiography, [Tom] Horn took credit for the actions of [Lt.]
Gatewood, indicating that it was he, Horn, whom Geronimo trusted and it was he, Horn, who
convinced Geronimo to surrender - The [Horn] autobiography is the only evidence of Horn's
responsibility {All the evidence indicates that Tom Horn had absolutely no part in the capture of
Geronimo. Horn is not pictured among the capturing party, he was never decorated or mentioned by
the army as even being associated with the army at the time and was also never mentioned by
anyone who was there as being a part of it and he never participated in any of the news accounts
about the events.}
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Following Geronimo's (1886) surrender to Gen. Crook, on the way back to Arizona, Geronimo changed his
mind and again escaped. As a result on April 1, Crook resigned his Command and was replaced on the 11th
by Gen. Nelson Miles. After three months of unsuccessful pursuit, Miles determined to send an officer who
was personally known by Geronimo to meet with the chief. This decision must have been particularly galling
to Miles, as it meant a reversion to the tactics of George Crook. The only officer who personally knew
Geronimo and his men was Lt. Charles B. Gatewood, known to the Indians as Bay-chen-daysen, "Long
Nose." Gatewood would later serve at Fort McKinney, Wyo., at the time of the Johnson County War and was
injured in the bombing of the barracks by the so-called "Red Sash Gang." Gatewood, tall, thin, and sickly, at
first refused the assignment into Mexico because of his ill health, but he was finally induced to undertake the
mission by a promise of being appointed Miles' Aide de Camp. While on the mission into Mexico, Gatewood's
health continued to visibly deteriorate, but he was refused a requested medical discharge by Leonard Wood.
On August 25, after a month's search, Gatewood, with a contingent comprised of interpreters Martine (a
Nednihi Chiricahua), George Wratten, Jesus Yestes, and Tom Horn; a soldier; and four Apache Scouts,
came into contact with Geronimo's band at a bend of the Bavispe River. After anxious moments, Geronimo
appeared armed with a Winchester. Setting his weapon aside, Geronimo greeted Gatewood and inquired
after Gatewood's obvious sickly appearance. After a full day's negotiation, the next morning Geronimo agreed
to surrender to Gen. Miles, based on Gatewood's personal promise that Miles was honorable and his word
was good; and on condition that Gatewood would personally travel with Geronimo's band to the place of
surrender. American troops were to travel separately. It was agreed that the Chiricahuas would keep their
weapons until they reached the place of surrender. Thus, the two bands separately traveled to Skeleton
Canyon on the American side of the border. On the course of the journey when the two groups camped near
each other, Lt. Abiel Smith in charge of the American unit, proposed to disarm the Apache in violation of
Gatewood's agreement. Word of the proposal reached Geronimo, who, fearful that the Americans planned on
murdering his band, again threatened to flee. Only intervention by Gatewood with Geronimo, and an angry
confrontation by Gatewood with Smith and Leonard Wood, saved the situation. With the surrender, Gatewood
became, to Miles' consternation, the man of the hour with the press. Miles' actions have became a source of
continuing controversy. Miles ordered Geronimo, his band, and the scouts who had loyally served the United
States, exiled to Ft. Pickens and Ft. Marion in Florida and later to a fort in Alabama. Geronimo technically
remained a prisoner of war for the remainder of his life and was never permitted to return to his native land.
All who participated in the capture of Geronimo, except Gatewood, were honored and received promotions.
On November 8, 1887, a celebratory reception was held at the San Xavier Hotel in Tucson to honor the
officers who brought the Apache War to an end. Gatewood was not invited. In his post-humously published
autobiography, Horn took credit for the actions of Gatewood, indicating that it was he, Horn, whom Geronimo
trusted and it was he, Horn, who convinced Geronimo to surrender. The autobiography is the only evidence
of Horn's responsibility. Officially, Miles and Henry Lawton (later Major General) were given credit. Gatewood
never received another promotion. He was nominated for the Medal of Honor for his actions in entering
Geronimo's camp outnumbered, but the Medal was denied on the basis that Gatewood never came under
actual hostile fire.
http://www.wyomingtalesandtrails.com/horn3.html

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1795 The Oak Island Treasure Legend} CriticalEnquiry.org: The Top Ten Myths
about the 'Oak Island' Money Pit - Two Links From a Gold Chain - No one has seen this mythical
artifact in over 150 years, if it ever existed to begin with
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1) The Discovery of the Pit in 1795 is Historical Fact: Wrong! While the story of "three boys on an adventure"
finding the site in this year has been passed down by generations of poor researchers, no contemporary
source documenting these events has ever been discovered. We do know that the men existed, but they
were not boys. McInnis was in his mid 30s, and the only historically documented "Anthony Vaughn" known to
live in the area was of a similar age. Two of the men owned land on the island prior to the alleged discovery,
in fact. -- 7) Two Links From a Gold Chain and a Piece of Parchment Were Found: Possibly. Various people
say they've held the parchment (if parchment it is) in their hands, but there's no way to confirm that (a) it's the
original piece, and (b) that it wasn't planted in the Pit to provide a false lead. The "gold links" have been
changed over the years, however: when first mentioned, they were described as "several links from a fine
chain, as if forced from an epaulette." Later, the latter phrase was dropped and the legend changed to "two
links from a gold chain." No one has seen this mythical artifact in over 150 years, if it ever existed to begin
with. -- 8) Many Other Artifacts Have Been Recovered From The Pit: Various expeditions claimed to have
located bits of chain, worked wood, and other items when digging in the Pit. This is meaningless, however,
since the area underlying the "original" Pit is filled with a rabbit's warren of abandoned tunnels, shafts, and
debris. Historically documented cases of the Pit's "cribbing" (wooden supports, etc.) collapsing repeatedly
over the years show us that this area is likely filled with the trash of prior expeditions. Finding a piece of
worked wood, chain, or even a bit of parchment, in the area of devastation beneath the Pit is to be expected,
since it's rather like an old mine that's been worked by multiple companies, few of which ever documented
the location of all their cuttings.
http://www.criticalenquiry.org/oakisland/OI_myths.shtml

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1795 The Oak Island Treasure Legend} CriticalEnquiry.org: History, Hoax, and
Hype - The (1795) Oak Island [Treasure] Legend - What most Oak Island "believers" do not realize, or
worse refuse to accept, is that the tale as known today is vastly different from the version known
during the 1950s, which itself barely resembled the version as described by writers between 1861 and
1863, when the first written documentation appeared in the form of newspaper articles, allegedly
dictated by members of that era's treasure hunting company - Later chapters will discuss in detail the
changes that have occurred and possible reasons behind these modifications - The Money Pit is
practically a religion to many of the people who have devoted their lives and, sometimes, their
fortunes to its resolution - Additionally, items such as the "oak platforms" and "inscribed stone" that
comprise the legend's core have long since vanished, if indeed they ever existed
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The hunt for the vast treasure thought to lie concealed at the bottom of the legendary Oak Island "Money Pit"
has inspired generations of hopeful searchers. Each group has been convinced that they, and only they,
possessed the knowledge and technical ability required to solve the puzzle and recover the treasure. On
several occasions, individuals have been so convinced of the correctness of their solution and the efficiency
of the available technology that they predicted recovery of the elusive treasure within a few weeks. Well
known figures such as Franklin Delano Roosevelt have participated or invested in various excavations, either
in hope of recovering the treasure or simply in order to satisfy a sense of adventure. Large sums of money
have been invested over a documented period of roughly 150 years, with each expedition sinking shaft after
shaft to increasingly remote depths in the hope that they might succeed where others failed. None have
succeeded in recovering even a single gold coin from the depths, yet efforts continue to this day. ... What
most Oak Island "believers" do not realize, or (worse) refuse to accept, is that the tale as known today is
vastly different from the version known during the 1950s, which itself barely resembled the version as
described by writers between 1861 and 1863, when the first written documentation appeared in the form of
newspaper articles, allegedly dictated by members of that era's treasure hunting company. Later chapters will
discuss in detail the changes that have occurred and possible reasons behind these modifications. ...
Additionally, items such as the "oak platforms" and "inscribed stone" that comprise the legend's core have
long since vanished, if indeed they ever existed. Although the stone is said to have been seen as late as
1912 (1919 by some accounts), the reputation of certain figures involved in documented excavations from
roughly 1860 to the early 20th century suggests this stone was created much later than the legend claims.
Conclusive evidence has been found proving the inscription depicted in modern day books, which is
composed of a set of symbols commonly used in many cultures, appears in no documents dated earlier than
the 1940s. This well-known set of symbols was foisted upon Edward Rowe Snow, an author who briefly
discussed the Money Pit legend in his books on New England history, as the legitimate article even though
Frederick Blair and other Oak Island proponents of that era knew it was a phony. That such a fraudulent
inscription was then adopted and uncritically reused in subsequent publications is indicative of the minimal
fact checking and research conducted by most authors who have dealt with the Money Pit legend. -- Further
exacerbating these errors, subsequent "discoveries" of various items in and around the pit, as well as
features such as the "artificial beach," have been thoughtlessly and wrongly associated with the Money Pit
legend, frequently with no supporting evidence whatsoever and no regard for their association with previous
treasure excavation attempts. Everything found on Oak Island is automatically thought to represent yet
another component in the "puzzle" of the original excavation, and this is simply not the case. Wishful thinking,
guesswork, and accumulated folklore have combined to transform the island from the site of an alleged pirate
treasure pit in the mid 19th century to a location now said to be riddled with complex flood tunnels, man-made
passageways cut in bedrock hundreds of feet below the surface, and linkage with tales ranging from the
Captain Kidd legend to Francis Bacon, the Knights Templar and, perhaps most comically, extraterrestrials.
http://www.criticalenquiry.org/oakisland/OI_chapter1.shtml

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1795 The Oak Island Treasure Legend} Oak Island - The first half of the
twentieth century saw many more attempts to retrieve the treasure, including an expedition by [future
US President] Franklin D. Roosevelt - Almost all of these focused on solving the problem by digging
in the immediate vicinity of the Money Pit - Every group failed, probably because by this time the
original location of the Money Pit had become confused {Note: The alleged Original (1795) dig hole
location is unknown - there is no known hole that three kids dug on Oak Island to look for a lost
treasure - there is also no existing wood, parchment, marking stone or gold chain item to help
substantiate the Oak Island Treasure all that exists is the legend itself. In actuality there is not one
single existing shred of physical evidence to help prove that Oak Island has a unique hole that might
contain buried treasure - even the hole is missing.}
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Oak Island, Nova Scotia is the site of one of the world's greatest archeological enigmas. For the past 200
years, its deadly secret has lured adventurers and explorers, among them Franklin D. Roosevelt, John
Wayne, and even Errol Flynn. Long ago, someone came to this island and buried something. Exactly who
they were and what they buried remain unknown to this day. Yet over two million dollars have been spent and
six lives lost in the search for an answer. To those who have risked their lives exploring the underground
tunnels and shafts beneath Oak Island, abundant evidence points to a vast treasure, crown jewels, even an
Incan horde. Others say it must be a hoax, and have cynically named the diggings the Money Pit. ... The first
half of the twentieth century saw many more attempts to retrieve the treasure, including an expedition by
Franklin Roosevelt. Almost all of these focused on solving the problem by digging in the immediate vicinity of
the Money Pit. Every group failed, probably because by this time the original location of the Money Pit had
become confused and because much of the ground beneath the eastern end of Oak Island was a honeycomb
of water-filled tunnels. In 1955 George Greene, representing a group of oil men from Texas, arrived on the
island. He planned to locate the treasure vault by drilling. He sank four holes into the area thought to be the
Money Pit. He encountered limestone at 140 feet, then the drill dropped through 40 feet of empty space
before striking bedrock at 180 feet. This large empty space was a new discovery. Greene pumped 100,000
gallons of water into the cavern, but the water quickly drained out and he never discovered where it went.
http://zomb.tripod.com/OAKISLAN.HTM

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1795 The Oak Island Treasure Legend} OutThereRadio.net: Episode 4: 13
Templars on a Dead Man's Chest [1795 Oak Island Money Pit] - (Mp3)
Thu, 10 Nov 2005 22:45:00 EST: In this episode, we examine the historical mystery of the Oak Island Money
Pit. We tell the story of the discovery of this most fascinating "treasure site," which remains unopened to this
day. Those crazy crusaders that everyone is so obsessed with, the Templars, make their first appearance on
Out There. I'm surprised it didn't happen sooner.
http://www.outthereradio.net/rss2.php

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1795 The Oak Island Treasure Legend} What is Oak Island? - The popular
(1795) legend of three young boys on a fishing trip certainly has romantic appeal, but how does it
stand up to scrutiny?
The Oak Island Money Pit is the site of the world's longest running hunt for lost treasure. For hundreds of
years, treasure hunters have ventured to Nova Scotia, Canada and tried to recover the treasure which is
protected by a series of ingeneous traps. As treasure hunters have attempted to recover the bounty from the
Money Pit, cleverly engineered flood tunnels flood the shaft with sea water. Strange man made artefacts
have been recovered from the pit over the years, but to this day, the treasure still remains buried. Pirates, the
Knights Templar or Francis Bacon - no one is sure exactly who created this mysterious Money Pit or why.
With excavations now taking place, discover the World's greatest treasure hunt for yourself. So. Where did
this amazing story of lost treasure originate? This is a much contested area and has been the subject of
research for many people. The popular legend of three young boys on a fishing trip certainly has romantic
appeal, but how does it stand up to scrutiny?
http://www.oakislandtreasure.co.uk/content/view/170/148/

{Conspiracy Wrap-up - 1795 The Oak Island Treasure Legend} What is Oak Island? The discovery of
the Oak Island Money Pit In 1795 at age 16, Daniel McGinnis made his way across to Oak Island on a
fishing expedition {Note: Around the turn of the 1800's pirate, buccaneer and buried treasure stories
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were all the rage in society including the later buried treasure story offered in 1823 by the 14 year old
Joseph Smith Jr. the founder of the LDS faith. (Joseph Smith Jr. said he discovered the [golden]
plates on September 22, 1823 on Cumorah hill, Manchester, New York, in a buried box. Smith said
they had been protected there for centuries by the angel Moroni, once a mortal prophet and the
book's final author. According to Smith, the angel told him he could not take possession of the plates
until he obeyed certain commandments, which included making four annual visits to the spot.
wiki.com).}
In 1795 at age 16, Daniel McGinnis made his way across to Oak Island on a fishing expedition. Once on the
island, he found himself stood in a clearing in front of an old oak tree bearing the marks of unnatural scarring.
This, he supposed to be caused by a rope and tackle system used to lower material down into a shaft below,
indicated by a depression beneath the tree, about 4.8 meters in diameter. This completed the scene as one
Daniel immediately recognised from childhood tales of swashbuckling pirates. The very next day, Daniel
McGinnis returned to Oak Island accompanied by two friends, Anthony Vaughan and John Smith. Equipped
with picks and shovels they began the task of recover the treasure - but it was to take significantly more
digging equipment than first anticipated. As the three boys began to dig, they found the earth still bore pick
marks on its smooth, clay sides. Their excitement rose when, at a depth of 1.2 metres they hit a layer of
flagstones. These were removed only to reveal packed logs at 3 metre, 6 metre and 9 metre intervals. On
removing these layers of logs, the boys were quickly realised that they were going to need more substantial
tools if they were going to recover the treasure of Oak Island. They reluctantly returned to the mainland,
making a pledge to return and recover the treasure. ... Smith began to despair in the syndicate's misfortunes,
believing they had been beaten by nature. He gave up, accepting the treasure to be out of their grasp, a
feeling many were to experience in the future, even with the use of metal detectors and radar.
http://www.oakislandtreasure.co.uk/content/section/5/35/

FutureQuake.com: 27-31 July 09 The Infiltration of New Age Influences In The Upper Eschelons Of
The Evangelical Community with Constance Cumbe (Mp3)
Guest: Constance Cumbey, Investigator and Author, "The Hidden Dangers of The Rainbow".
http://www.futurequake.com/FQ_PastShows.htm

Republican Tennessee State Senator has Affair with Intern, Resigns - The Tennessee state senator
said he was opposed to sex outside marriage, but his private life told a different story: He was having
an affair with his 22-year-old intern - As news of the affair broke last month, the 47-year-old Stanley
dodged reporters and issued a statement calling himself a victim - The suburban Memphis lawmaker,
a married father of two who taught Sunday school {Every day the world realizes more and more that
there is no need for a useless Republican Party - R.I.P. Republican Party, 2010 is going to be a rough
one!}
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. - The Tennessee state senator said he was opposed to sex outside marriage, but his
private life told a different story: He was having an affair with his 22-year-old intern.When an extortion plot
exposed married Republican Sen. Paul Stanley's illicit relationship, he said he would be "clearing up"
misimpressions later. He's now clearing out his office, the latest politician caught in a sex scandal, this one
made worse by not coming clean. "If you can't explain what you've done to your constituents in 30 seconds or
less in a way they would accept, then don't do it," said Bruce Oppenheimer, a political science professor at
Vanderbilt University. "It's amazing how many elected officials violate that very important conventional
wisdom." As news of the affair broke last month, the 47-year-old Stanley dodged reporters and issued a
statement calling himself a victim. The suburban Memphis lawmaker, a married father of two who taught
Sunday school, said he wanted to set the record straight. But, he insisted, prosecutors had told him not to
talk. The details that emerged, however, did nothing to vindicate him. Court documents showed he had
admitted the affair to investigators and acknowledged taking explicit photos of intern McKensie Morrison in
his Nashville apartment. Prosecutors issued a statement saying he was not restricted from discussing the
case. After a week of mounting pressure, he reluctantly resigned. Even as he quit, he tried to blame Morrison,
suggesting in a radio interview that the intern might face charges in the extortion case. Her boyfriend, Joel
Watts, is the only person charged in the matter, accused of trying to extort $10,000 from Stanley in April.
Authorities have said they do not plan to file more charges. Investigators say Watts demanded the money in
exchange for not selling Stanley's explicit photos of Morrison to the media. Morrison and Watts have said
Stanley was the first to offer to pay. Stanley kept constituents and colleagues - even the Republican speaker
of the Senate - in the dark until the first court hearing in the case on July 20. Tennessee Democratic
operative Mark Brown, who blasted Republicans' handling of the incident on his blog, said Stanley's biggest
mistake was appearing dishonest.
http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5jxBL7LLnuGw8VrM4cqOLW_dtBd3AD99RKHP03

UK 2009 Crop Circle Occurences - Reports and ground shots of the 2009 crop circles - we are
particularly interested in what crop circles are like at ground level, and in making the information
accessible we hope to give you an idea of what the experience is like as a whole - We try to remain
objective but inevitably our experiences will be personal, and will often differ from those of others,
which adds to the 'bigger picture' (Photos)
About Us: Of course the aesthetic beauty of most crop circles is the most prominent aspect of this mysterious
phenomenon. Every year aerial photos of each crop circle show patterns and designs of often breathtaking
magnificence, many of which have never been conceived previously. To those of us who take an active
interest in crop circles, as well as those who see a picture for the first time, the images are instantly
appealing. There are many great websites and books providing us with selections of aerial photos, showing
crop circles from above. In our opinion, however, what is lacking is an archive of information about the finer
details present within each crop circle. The lay of the crop, the 'ambience' within the designs, the location
they lay in and the experience of the range of visitors entering the crop circles during their short life before the
harvest. ... We hope that you will find our site interesting, informative and that it will be valuable in helping to
create the 'bigger picture' we talk of so often. We look forward to meeting many of you out in the fields this
summer.
http://www.ukcropcircles.co.uk/?page=crop-circles

The Threshing Floor (Part 2) "At the Threshold" by Randy Maugans - Introduction to the Mystery Mystery #2: The nearness of God in Christ, the ever presence of the House of God - "Then said He
(Jesus) unto them (disciples), Therefore every scribe which is instructed unto the Kingdom of Heaven
is like unto a man that is an householder, which bringeth forth out of his treasure things new and old"
Matthew 13:52 (Mp3)
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Topics: temporal existence vs. infinite, spiritual authority, "the law onto ourselves", new revelation, spiritual
power, comparing spirit with spirit, faith as the 'interface' between spirit and matter, singularity of purpose, the
valley of tears which lead to the threshold, the threshold is the infinite, emissaries of the most high God, the
need to MOVE into the Spirit. -- There are BOTH new things-revelation, and old things: the hidden treasures
of the kingdom. Are we really separated from the world system?, the world's language? The world's ongoing
conversations with death and evil? Are we immersed in this world-or sojourners? Could we turn and
understand that we stand at the THRESHOLD of the infinite? In a place where tears, fears, and sorrows are
translated in ecstasy-into incomparable beauty and peace…
http://threshingfloor.onevoicemm.net/weblog/?p=1294

#1 News-Blog item of 2009: The Threshing Floor (Part 1) "Flesh and Blood" by Randy Maugans Introduction to the Mystery - The MYSTERY of Christ is the deeper level…the higher octave - "But we
speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom, which God ordained before the
world unto our glory…" 1st Corinthians 2 (Mp3)
Time to talk frankly…religion, and religious mindsets are KILLING US! For too long we have been locked
inside stagnant containers with rotting manna. Our carnality…our immaturity…our flesh has kept us locked in
a perpetual spiritual childhood. The MYSTERY of Christ is the deeper level…the higher octave. GOD
operates in a metaverse-an infinitude within infinitudes. So why are we still engaging the "universe" as a finite
construct? Why are we still trying to comprehend infintudes with flat space spiritual tools? This audio is pretty
raw-and a bit different from the usual…it is in the spirit of opening up the MYSTERY…." "Are you still a meat
puppet?" … flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God!
http://threshingfloor-radio.com/index.php/2009/07/flesh-and-blood/

Dr. Scott A. Johnson: George Noory Interviews B. Creme Re: Maitreya's Emergence & the Star Sign The Coming End Time Lying Signs & False Wonders - Hear the recent 7/31/09 interview that caused
George Noory [Coast to Coast AM - New Age Radio] to become physically ill causing him to stop
interviewing Benjamin Creme (Parts 1-3, Mp3s)
Brief Sermon Overview: Hear the recent 7/31/09 interview that caused George Noory to become physically ill
causing him to stop interviewing Benjamin Creme (Maitreya's wicked version of John the Baptist). This has
never happened to Mr. Noory in 5000+ interviews. You will also see that this happened to many of his
listeners as well. Listen as Creme discloses that the heralding in of Maitreya is not by a star (as he has
proposed in the past) but rather this supposed star will be (and are) 4 separate gigantic UFO's that will
appear in 4 quadrants of the earth. We will also look at how Hollywood movies like "District 9" and the
upcoming mini-series remake "V" are preparing the masses for this very scenario. -- Jesus said in Luke 21:8:
"And he said, Take heed that ye be not deceived: for many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and
the time draweth near: go ye not therefore after them."From Share International (Maitreya's UN promoted
website): Who is Maitreya? He has been expected for generations by all of the major religions. Christians
know him as the Christ, and expect his imminent return. Jews await him as the Messiah; Hindus look for the
coming of Krishna; Buddhists expect him as Maitreya Buddha; and Muslims anticipate the Imam Mahdi or
Messiah.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?speakerWithinSource=&subsetCat=speaker&subsetItem=Scott+A.
+Johnson&mediatype=&includekeywords=&keyword=drscottjohnson&keyworddesc=Scott++A.+Johnson&cur
rsection=sermonssource&AudioOnly=false&SourceOnly=true&keywordwithin=noory&x=0&y=0
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How big is the internet? - "Approximately 1.46 billion people worldwide now use the internet which
represents a solid 16 per cent increase from the previous year's estimate (1.26 billion in 2007)," he
told news.com.au - The largest internet population belongs to China, which claimed this week to have
more users online - 338 million - than there were people in the US
But just how big is it? Microsoft's Bing team puts the amount of web pages at "over one trillion". And Google
has already indexed more than one trillion discrete web addresses. There are more addresses than there are
people on Earth. The current global population stands at more than 6.7 billion. That means there are about
150 web addresses per person in the world. Translated: If you spent just one minute reading every website in
existence, you'd be kept busy for 31,000 years. Without any sleep. ... Mark Higginson, director of analytics for
Nielsen Online, said the global online population had jumped 16 per cent since last year. "Approximately 1.46
billion people worldwide now use the internet which represents a solid 16 per cent increase from the previous
year's estimate (1.26 billion in 2007)," he told news.com.au. The largest internet population belongs to China,
which claimed this week to have more users online - 338 million - than there were people in the US. However
InternetWorldStats.com (IWS), a website that combines multiple data sources, claims China's online
population is more like 298 million, just a few million shy of overtaking the US population. "With the rates of
India and China still quite low, there is ample room for growth in the coming decade," Mr Higginson said. ...
Its latest global figures puts the number of internet users in the world at 1,596,270,108. That's just 23.8 per
cent of the estimated 6,0706,993,152 people in the world. But it changes every day. "In terms of the future,
we anticipate mobile to contribute significantly to internet usage," Mr Higginson said. "In the US, the number
of people accessing the internet through mobile devices grew 74 per cent between February 2007 and
February 2009."
http://www.news.com.au/technology/story/0,28348,25857420-5018992,00.html

HeartForTheLost.com: New Church of Oprah Exposed {Yeah, don't get your religion from Oprah or
any other modern TV personality, get it from the Prophets of the Bible! - Note: Back in about 2005 I
was blogging some news stories (and I missed blogging some stories) where George Bush Jr. would
say something about how mainstream Islam is and how the Quran was the word of God and only
days later Oprah would quote the exact same 'memo' word for word that Bush Jr. had stated so you
know Oprah and Bush Jr. are going to the same meetings, practicing the same religion and selling
the same agenda -- no thanks!} (YouTube)
One word -- AHHHHHHHH!
http://www.heartforthelost.com/2008/04/new-church-of-oprah-exposed.html

The True History of Atlantis [1960's dogma presented in a 1970's or early 80's film version] (Part 16 of
22) - Nazi, Occultist, New Agers - Attempting to Ascend to the 5th Dimension [the demonic
dimension] {Biblically it seems that mankind (Adam, Eve) were originally created in the 6th dimension
with the ability to visually see and interact with God, with Angels and even with animals-other parts of
God's creation. After sin and the fall mankind and all of creation to some extent fell from a higher 6th
dimension to the lower 4 dimensions [length, height, width, time]. The 6th dimension is still the
Angelic dimension encompassing both the Holy Angels and the fallen unholy now Satanic Angels.
The 5th dimension seems to be a dimension encompassing the demonic realm mostly comprised of
demonic (demons) offspring (Nephalem) from the result of interbreeding between 6th dimensional
fallen unholy angels and 4th dimensional (mostly female, [Genesis 6:2] daughters of men) humans. After the cross and resurrection the restoration of mankind by Jesus Christ, Jesus has restored 'born
again' mankind with the highest possible dimension available to created beings the 7th dimension
(i.e. 7th day of Creation) the Day/Status of Rest and Salvation [correlating to the 7th day of creation].
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Jesus restored mankind to a higher [7th] dimension than what we were originally created in (the 6th
dimension) [the New Wine of Salvation being better than the Old Wine of the original Creation (John
2:10)].} (Video-Download)
All of the Atlantean secret knowledge and it's teachings tell us that the legend of mankind, and the souls of
them, must go through cycles [violent, catastrophic] of transformation. When Atlantis fell in the horrifying
catastrophe tha...
http://www.savevid.com/video/the-true-history-of-atlantis-part-16.html

JesusChristSalvation.ning.com: The True History of Atlantis (Online Videos)
Lord I Praise You ~ Lord, Jesus Christ you are almighty ~ You are the King of all kings ~ You are the Alpha
and Omega ~ I praise you deliberately ~ As I also seek perfection ~ With lots of desolation ~ I Repent and
ask for forgiveness ~ My Father I am sorry; I am not worthy ~ Halleluiah, I give you all the glory ~ Through
you I will win all my battles ~ With your mercy I will raise my cattle ~ Jesus, I say thank you ~ Thank you for
my family and church ~ Thanks for our world and life ~ May generations to come elevate your name at all
times ~ May I become wealthy from a harvest of a dime! ~ Oh Lord, I extol you ~ I glorify your name for you
are great ~ And I thank you for being my Father ~ Please bring unto me meekness and wisdom ~ Raise me
with all your will, for I am your son ~ You are the best of all priests ~ I praise you, I worship you, and I love
you ~ May our relationship grow through all that is good! -- Gregory Pierre-Jerome ~ Copyright ©2009
Gregory Pierre-Jerome.
http://jesuschristsalvation.ning.com/

Ten Minutes That Mattered: Bob Metcalfe - The story behind how Ethernet (computer networking
technologies for (LANs) local area networks - Wiki.com) became an open standard - But it was that
February conversation where we said, "Wait a minute - Instead of trying to pursue this proprietary
thing, let's make Ethernet open" One of its primary advantages in the world, aside from the fact that
Ethernet was brilliantly designed, was that it was going to be an open standard
Bob Metcalfe is one of technology's biggest luminaries. He invented Ethernet at Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center and founded 3Com. In 1979, a conversation with Gordon Bell of Digital Equipment Corp. lead to the
creation of an open standard for Ethernet--one of the first open standards in technology. Gordon Bell told me
that he was a big admirer of Ethernet, my invention. And I knew that, because he had been a reviewer of the
Ethernet paper in 1976. So he says, "Bob, I'd like you to engineer a new kind of local area network that has
all the cool features of Ethernet but doesn't run afoul of the patents that Xerox has, and we'd like you to do
that for DEC." ... And then the magic moment occurred. And neither one of us can remember who spoke first,
but between us, we had this idea: Instead of engineering around the Xerox patents, why don't we propose to
work with Xerox to make a standard network based on the Ethernet patents? Xerox said, "Sure. Let's do
that." Because at that time, DEC was using Xerox copiers as printers. And Xerox was using DEC computers
as controllers for the printers. So there was already a relationship there. Later we got Intel involved. But it
was that February conversation where we said, "Wait a minute. Instead of trying to pursue this proprietary
thing, let's make Ethernet open." One of its primary advantages in the world, aside from the fact that Ethernet
was brilliantly designed, was that it was going to be an open standard.
http://www.forbes.com/2009/07/30/metcalfe-ethernet-xerox-intelligent-technology-metcalfe.html

Final Update: May 20, 1927 Charles Lindbergh Solo Flies the Atlantic - At 7:52 A.M., May 20, 1927
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Charles Lindbergh gunned the engine of the "Spirit of St Louis" and aimed her down the dirt runway
of Roosevelt Field, Long Island - Heavily laden with fuel, the plane bounced down the muddy field,
gradually became airborne and barely cleared the telephone wires at the field's edge - The crowd of
500 thought they had witnessed a miracle - Midway through the flight "There was no moon and it was
very dark" ... I debated whether I should keep on or go back I decided I must not think any more about
going back - I flew low over the (Paris) field once, then circled around into the wind and landed" - But
suddenly, a hysterical, ecstatic crowd broke through the restraining ropes and stampeded toward
him, cheering and shouting - The President of France pinned the Legion of Honor upon the lapel of
his borrowed suit and thousands of messages poured in upon him - When he came home to America
aboard the USS Memphis, a majestic convoy of warships and aircraft escorted him up the
Chesapeake and Potomac to Washington - President Coolidge welcomed him home and bestowed
the Distinguished Flying Cross upon him - His New York reception was the wildest in the city's
history as 4 million people lined the parade route and Mayor Jimmy Walker pinned New York's Medal
of Valor upon him -- His epic flight would become the one singular event which electrified the world
and changed the whole course of history {A few years ago I read a Charles Lindbergh biography and
some other material about his life and his flight. It seems that Lindbergh was so determined to make
the historic flight and that he met with so many delays, obstacles and later during the actual flight
[extreme-extreme fatigue, loneliness, disorder, despair, confusion and uncertainty] difficulties that it
was almost a certainty that he would never succeed and become "Lucky Lindy" it seems that
Lindbergh considered three options; quit, die trying or sell his soul to the Devil for success (he didn't
consider God an option) and that Lindbergh did make a pact (knowingly) with Satan (or unknowingly
via some higher divine light pact) on his flight and that during a huge internal struggle to continue the
flight or turn back he suddenly became energized and possessed more than human abilities keeping
him awake, alert and much to his surprise on course during the rest of his arduous flight. All of his
future characteristics and circumstances would dictate a demonic infested life. The man that landed
in Paris after the grueling 33 1/2 hour solo, Transatlantic, open ocean flight was simply not the same
man that took off from New York.}
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At 7:52 A.M., May 20, 1927 Charles Lindbergh gunned the engine of the "Spirit of St Louis" and aimed her
down the dirt runway of Roosevelt Field, Long Island. Heavily laden with fuel, the plane bounced down the
muddy field, gradually became airborne and barely cleared the telephone wires at the field's edge. The crowd
of 500 thought they had witnessed a miracle. Thirty-three and one half-hours and 3,500 miles later he landed
in Paris, the first to fly the Atlantic alone. Working as a mail pilot a year earlier he heard of the $25,000 prize
for the first flight between New York and Paris. Backed by a group of St. Louis businessmen, Lindbergh
supervised the building of his special plane and set out after the prize. Other teams were attempting the feat some had met disaster. ... Bad weather and the prospect that his transatlantic flight would be delayed for a
number of days greeted Lindbergh upon his arrival in New York. However, on May 19th, a favorable weather
report predicted a break in the rain prompting Lindbergh to make his attempt the next day. He arrived at the
airfield before dawn the next morning, prepared his plane for flight and began his historic journey: ...
Lindbergh continued his flight over Cape Cod and Nova Scotia and headed for the open Atlantic as darkness
fell: "Darkness set in about 8:15 and a thin, low fog formed over the sea through which the white bergs
showed up with surprising clearness. This fog became thicker and increased in height until within two hours I
was just skimming the top of storm clouds at about ten thousand feet. Even at this altitude there was a thick
haze through which only the stars directly overhead could be seen. There was no moon and it was very dark.
The tops of some of the storm clouds were several thousand feet above me and at one time, when I
attempted to fly through one of the larger clouds, sleet started to collect on the plane and I was forced to turn
around and get back into clear air immediately and then fly around any clouds which I could not get over." ...
When he came home to America aboard the USS Memphis, a majestic convoy of warships and aircraft
escorted him up the Chesapeake and Potomac to Washington. President Coolidge welcomed him home and
bestowed the Distinguished Flying Cross upon him. His New York reception was the wildest in the city's
history as 4 million people lined the parade route and Mayor Jimmy Walker pinned New York's Medal of Valor
upon him. Finally, when it was all over, he turned and flew to St. Louis for a rest and to contemplate. His epic
flight would become the one singular event which electrified the world and changed the whole course of
history. ... The certification of Charles Lindbergh's flight required several documents to prove the
performance. A sealed barograph, an instrument working with atmospheric pressure, was loaded on the
aircraft; its six-hour cylinder recorded the altitudes flown and proved that the flight was uninterrupted. The
start of the flight was attested by the US National Aeronautic Association and the Procès-verbal established
by the Aéro-Club de France on Lindbergh's arrival attested that the barograph was found sealed and reported
that 322 litres of gas (85 gallons) remained in the sealed tanks. This Procès-verbal was signed by no less
than 13 French officials, the US Ambassador Myron Herrick, the Belgian Air Attaché Willy Coppens and, of
course Charles Lindbergh himself. Finally, the FAI General Secretary Paul Tissandier informed the National
Aeronautic Association on August 31st, 1927, that Lindbergh's flight was certified as the Class-C World
Record for non-stop flight over a distance of 5809 kilometres".
http://www.charleslindbergh.com/history/paris.asp

Lindbergh kidnapping - The kidnapping of Charles Augustus Lindbergh, Jr. (March 1, 1932) - For
thirty months New York Police Detective James J. Finn and FBI Agent Thomas Sisk had been working
on the Lindbergh case - Hauptmann was arrested by Finn and interrogated as well as beaten at least
once through out the day and night that followed - The money, Hauptmann stated, along with other
items, had been left with him by friend and former business partner Isidor Fisch - Hauptmann
consistently denied any connection to the crime or knowledge that the money in his house was from
the ransom - Hauptmann was indicted in the Bronx on September 24, 1934 for extorting the $50,000
ransom from Charles Lindbergh - Two weeks later, on October 8, 1934, Hauptmann was indicted in
New Jersey for the murder of Charles Augustus Lindbergh, Jr. - [Hauptmann went on trial in a
circus-like atmosphere in Flemington, New Jersey on January 2, 1935 - Six weeks later he was
convicted on all counts when, following just eleven hours of deliberation, the jury delivered its verdict
late on the night of February 13 after which trial judge Thomas Trenchard immediately sentenced
Hauptmann to death - wiki.com] {The two events the $50,000 extortion from the Lindbergh's (probably
by the mafia) and the tragic death of the infant Charles Lindbergh, Jr. are considered two separate
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and unrelated occurrences though Bruno Richard Hauptmann who unknowingly ended up with some
of the $50,000 ransom from his business partner Isidor Fisch was convicted of both crimes and was
executed on April 3, 1936 "about four years after the kidnapping".}
Re-examination of the evidence: Erastus Mead Hudson was a fingerprint expert who knew the then-rare
silver nitrate process of collecting fingerprints off wood and other surfaces on which the previous powder
method could not detect fingerprints. He found that Hauptmann's fingerprints were not on the wood, even in
places that the man who made the ladder would have to have touched. Upon reporting this to a police officer
and stating that they must look further, the officer said "Good God, don't tell us that, Doctor!". The ladder was
then washed of all fingerprints, and Schwarzkopt refused to make it public that Hauptmann's prints were not
on the ladder. -- Several books have been written proclaiming Hauptmann's innocence. These books
variously criticize the police for allowing the crime scenes to become contaminated, Lindbergh and his
associates for interfering with the investigation, Hauptmann's trial lawyers for ineffectively representing him,
the reliability of the witnesses and the physical evidence presented at the trial. Ludovic Kennedy in particular
questioned much of the evidence, such as the origin of the ladder, and the testimony of many of the
witnesses. The most recent book on the case - "A Talent to Deceive" by British investigative writer William
Norris - not only affirms Hauptmann's innocence but accuses Lindbergh of a cover-up of the killer's true
identity. The book points the finger of blame at Dwight Morrow Jr., Lindbergh's brother-in-law. In 2005, the
truTV television program Forensic Files conducted a re-examination of the physical evidence in the
kidnapping using more modern scientific techniques. The program concluded that Hauptmann had indeed
been guilty, but it noted that there remained many questions, such as how he could have known that the
Lindberghs would be remaining in Hopewell during the week.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lindbergh_kidnapping

The Lindbergh Kidnapping Hoax - The true Crime of the Century was not a kidnap/murder but rather,
the execution of an innocent man - the murder of Richard Hauptmann - Outrageously unfair news
coverage presented what appeared to be a public outcry for the electric chair but there were many
who were not so sure
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Ever since the publication of Anthony Scaduto's Scapegoat in 1976 there has been more than enough
evidence to warrant an official re-investigation of that tainted event known as the "Trial of The Century." Yet,
the case remains closed in spite of a mountain of evidence that clearly shows how an innocent man was
framed, in 1935, by desperate New Jersey cops and a politically ruthless prosecutor. For more than 60 years
Anna Hauptmann fought for exoneration of her husband. In the mid 1980s, based partly upon Scaduto's
newly disclosed evidence, she made what would become her final appeal, to NJ Gov. James Florio. His
useless advice to the courageous and broken hearted widow was that "history" would have to be the judge of
whether her husband was framed by Attorney General David Wilentz and the New Jersey State Police.
History?! What a cheap excuse. There really is nothing cheaper than "history" when it comes to answering for
a frame-up. No one pays and no one apologizes. Smart politics. The True Crime: The true Crime of the
Century was not a kidnap/murder but rather, the execution of an innocent man - the murder of (Bruno)
Richard Hauptmann. ... On May 20, 1927, Charles Augustus Lindbergh became a world hero. He was the
first aviator to fly across the Atlantic Ocean in a solo flight. After 33 hours The Spirit of St. Louis touched
down in Paris and the handsome, 25-year-old pilot became a living god. His life, only five years later, would
become known as a public tragedy when, on a Tuesday evening, March 1, 1932, his twenty-month-old son,
Charles, Jr., disappeared from his crib. ... On May 12, 1932 the child's decomposed body, lying in a shallow
grave only two miles (walking distance) from his home, was found by a truck driver. The baby had been dead
since the night of his disappearance. Lindbergh, in command of the entire investigation from its inception,
ordered an immediate cremation. No legitimate autopsy was ever performed. There is no corpse to exhume
for forensic testing. Lindbergh scattered the ashes of his firstborn child out of an airplane in August 1932 and
a long line of "real Lindbergh babies" have staked their claim for a share in the Lindbergh fortune ever since.
... Outrageously unfair news coverage presented what appeared to be a public outcry for the electric chair but there were many who were not so sure. ... After sixty nine years this case will not die. Frightening
discrepancies point to a prosecutorial frame-up. No one could ever say that Hauptmann's trial was fair. Even
those who believe he was guilty agree it was an unfair trial. Exculpatory evidence, available at the time of the
trial, was suppressed. The Defense was not advised of such evidence nor were they allowed to handle or
view the supposedly incriminating evidence. ... Contrary to public knowledge of this case there has never
been an iota of hard evidence linking Hauptmann to Hopewell, NJ on the night of March 1, 1932. ... In 1993,
Stephen Monier, a Goffstown, NH Police Chief and Gregory Ahlgren, a Manchester, NH defense attorney,
presented their shocking, but plausible, research pointing responsibility for the child's death, not to any
stranger nor to any sort of a gang - but to the baby's father himself. By re-investigating this case as if it
happened today, rather than the hero-worshipping world of the 1930s, Ahlgren and Monier have given
spellbound readers a new understanding of how easy it was for an idolized celebrity to take charge of the
most sensational investigation the country had ever known.
http://www.lindberghkidnappinghoax.com/

Conspiracy Nation The Lindbergh Kidnapping Hoax - (Part 1) THE KIDNAPPING OF THE LINDBERGH
BABY - "...comparisons between Lindbergh and Hauptmann --that the two men were very similar in an
unbelievable number of ways, physically, through life and family history, etc. ...it was as though
Hauptmann was the dark side of Lindbergh - But, if the latest theories have any validity at all, it
seems as though Lindbergh was the real dark side" - Lindbergh, hailed as the great American hero
after his historic New York to Paris flight in 1927, took charge of the investigation himself - He
refused to allow other members of the household to be questioned - The (ransom) envelope was
opened in the presence of the police - Anonymous, it bore an elaborate coded symbol as a signature
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On March 1, 1932, Ollie Whateley, butler at the Charles Lindbergh home in Hopewell, New Jersey, called the
local police to report that the Lindbergh's infant son had been stolen. Within hours,local and state police, plus
press and ordinary sensation seekers were all over the grounds. While local police saw a crude ladder, built
in sections, lying near the window from which it appeared the baby had been taken, and two grooves where
the ladder had rested, most other footprints and possible clues were obliterated in the rush to investigate the
rain-soaked grounds. Lindbergh, hailed as the great American hero after his historic New York to Paris flight
in 1927, took charge of the investigation himself. He refused to allow other members of the household to be
questioned. According to him, the child was discovered missing when his nursemaid, Betty Gow, went in to
check on him and found the crib empty. She reported this first to Anne Morrow Lindbergh, the child's mother,
then they went to Colonel Lindbergh's room. ... When the butler came to report, he found Lindbergh sitting in
his car. Lindbergh asked the butler to drive into town and buy a flashlight, so that he could investigate. But
before Whateley could do so, the police arrived. Lindbergh led them straight to the window under the child's
room, pointed out the discarded ladder, and led them to the prints which the ladder had left, and a footprint.
According to police reports, he was very calm and collected. He then led the police upstairs to the nursery,
where he pointed to an envelope resting against the window. He told police thathe had ordered that it not be
touched until a fingerprint expert could be summoned. The envelope was opened in the presence of the
police. Anonymous, it bore an elaborate coded symbol as a signature, andclaimed that the writer and
associates were holding the child for ransom and would communicate the particulars later. The letter
appeared to have been written by someone foreign, probably Germanic. The fingerprint expert found no
prints on the envelope or letter. Nor did he find any on the window, or the child's crib. He didn't even find
Lindbergh's prints, or those of the nursemaid orAnne Lindbergh, who had searched the room before police
arrival (incidentally, failing to notice the ransom note .) -- Over the next several months, Lindbergh continued
to spearhead a most unusual investigation. He rejected the FBI's offer of assistance, but called in Morris
Rosner, a member of the underworld. Claiming that he was convinced that the kidnapping was the work of
organized crime leaders, he asked Rosner to circulate the ransom note and see if he could get any
information from his underworld connections. ... Many legal experts and researchers believed Hauptmann,
but could not save him from the electric chair. There were too many holes in the case, too many unanswered
questions. But in the 60 years since then, four major theories have emerged about what really happened in
Hopewell New Jersey that day in 1931. The first is that Hauptmann was guilty. A variation of that was that he
was guilty, but had not acted alone. The last two theories are more startling. In 1993, two books came out
claiming that there never had been a kidnapping; that Lindbergh and his family were actually covering up a
killing. The premise that the kidnap was a coverup appears to answer many of the questions that the arrest
and execution of Hauptmann raised. Much of the evidence against Hauptmann was unsatisfactory; much of it
was plainly manufactured. And much of Lindbergh's conduct during the trial is, in hindsight, verypeculiar. A
quick review of the basic questions answered and left open, will demonstrate this.
http://www.lindberghkidnappinghoax.com/wallace.html

Conspiracy Nation The Lindbergh Kidnapping Hoax - (Part 2) THE KIDNAPPING OF THE LINDBERGH
BABY - The latest theories claim that there was no kidnapping at all; that the kidnap story was
devised as a way to cover-up the guilt of a member of the Lindbergh family - today it is almost certain
that he or a family member would have led the list of suspects - But, in 1931, Lindbergh symbolized
all that Americans most claimed to value, so any thought of possible conspiracy was dismissed as
unthinkable - 3rd Conspiracy Theory: In the late 1930s, when Lindbergh openly associated with Nazis,
and made many public statements about the desirability of a Master Race here in America, there were
some fitful rumors that Lindbergh had killed his own child because it was genetically defective,
retarded - There is no proof that Lindbergh in fact killed his own child; however, the theory answers
questions left open by Hauptmann's arrest and execution -- If true, however, Lindbergh is guilty not
only of the death of his (handicapped) son, but of the cold and deliberate murder of Bruno Richard
Hauptmann
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1st Conspiracy Theory: is that the child was murdered by Anne's sister, Elizabeth Morrow. Charles Lindbergh
originally courted Elizabeth, and the press reported rumors of an engagement. However, Elizabeth flew to the
aid of an ailing brother, and when Lindbergh paid a return visit to the Morrow home, only Anne was there.
They began to court, and married. Elizabeth had a mild heart attack following this news, and there is some
evidence of a nervous breakdown. ... 2nd Conspiracy Theory: The second theory, on its face, is even more
incredible: Lindbergh himself killed the child in the course of a practical joke. Lindbergh was known for cruel
practical jokes. He often filled bunkmates beds with lizards and other reptiles; on one occasion he put a
snake in the bed of a man who was terrified ofthem. Asked if the snake had been venomous, Lindbergh
replied "Yes, but not fatally." He also filled a friend's canteen with kerosene and watched him drink it; the man
was hospitalized for severe internal burns. And, only two weeks prior to the reported kidnapping, Lindbergh
hid the child in a closet then ran to his wife's room, claiming the child had been stolen. He let the joke go on
for 20 terrifying minutes before confessing. In "Crime of the Century", Ahlgren and Monier theorize that
Lindbergh tried that joke one too many times. In their scenario, Lindbergh called home to say he would be
late, but actually arrived at the usual time. He climbed his makeshift ladder to his son's room, planning to
spirit the child out and arrive at the front door with him in hand, claiming something like "Look who I met in
New York." Unfortunately, the ladder broke, Lindbergh slipped, and the child's head was smashed against the
side of the house. Lindbergh then hid the body, went home, failed to check on his young son even though the
child had been sick, and spent some time in his study alone before Betty Gow reported the child's
disappearance. Ahlgren and Monier speculate that Lindbergh wrote the original ransom note during this time.
Most experts agree that the wording of the note was typical of an English speaking person trying to sound
Germanic, rather than of a real German. -- To accept this (2nd) theory, as amazing as it may be, is somewhat
easier than to believe the (1st theory) charge against Elizabeth Morrow. The great American hero was above
suspicion. Police would never think to check his alibi, to see why he arrived home an hour later than usual
that night. Nor did they hesitate to follow his orders throughout the investigation, although they, not
Lindbergh, were the trained investigators. ... 3rd Conspiracy Theory: In the late 1930s, when Lindbergh
openly associated with Nazis, and made many public statements about the desirability of a Master Race here
in America, there were some fitful rumors that Lindbergh had killed his own child because it was genetically
defective -- retarded. As war and memory faded, these whispers died down. Baby boomers, if they knew
much about the case at all, tended to hear it from the perspective of Lindbergh, the vulnerable hero; his later
politics forgotten. There is no proof that Lindbergh in fact killed his own child; however, the theory answers
questions left open by Hauptmann'sarrest and execution. And in this theory, only one person had to keep a
dreadful secret and perjure himself. If true, however, Lindbergh is guilty not only of the death of his son, but of
the cold and deliberate murder of Bruno Richard Hauptmann.
http://www.lindberghkidnappinghoax.com/wallace.html

Charles Lindbergh (1902-1974) - an American aviator, author, inventor and explorer - emerged from
virtual obscurity to almost instantaneous world fame as the result of his solo non-stop flight from
Roosevelt Field on Long Island to Le Bourget Field in Paris
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Charles Augustus Lindbergh (February 4, 1902 - August 26, 1974) (nicknamed "Lucky Lindy" and "The Lone
Eagle") was an American aviator, author, inventor and explorer.On May 20-21, 1927, Lindbergh, then a
25-year old U.S. Air Mail pilot, emerged from virtual obscurity to almost instantaneous world fame as the
result of his Orteig Prize-winning solo non-stop flight from Roosevelt Field on Long Island to Le Bourget Field
in Paris in the single-seat, single-engine monoplane Spirit of St. Louis. Lindbergh, an Army reserve officer,
was also awarded the nation's highest military decoration, the Medal of Honor, for his historic exploit. In the
late 1920s and early 1930s, Lindbergh used his fame to relentlessly help promote the rapid development of
U.S. commercial aviation. In March, 1932, however, his infant son, Charles, Jr., was kidnapped and
murdered in what was soon dubbed the "Crime of the Century" which eventually led to the Lindbergh family
fleeing the United States in December 1935 to live in Europe where they remained up until the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor. Before the United States entered WWII in December, 1941, Lindbergh had been an
outspoken advocate of keeping the U.S. out of the world conflict (as was his Congressman father during
World War I) and became a leader of the anti-war America First movement. Nonetheless, he supported the
war effort after Pearl Harbor and flew many combat missions in the Pacific Theater of World War II as a
civilian consultant, even though President Roosevelt had refused to reinstate his Army Air Corps colonel's
commission that he had resigned earlier in 1939. In his later years, Lindbergh became a prolific prize-winning
author, international explorer, inventor, and active environmentalist.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Lindbergh

Charles Lindbergh: "The Crime of the Century" - In what came to be referred to sensationally by the
press of the time as "The Crime of the Century", on the evening of March 1, 1932, 20-month old
Charles Augustus Lindbergh, Jr., was abducted by an intruder from his crib in the second story
nursery of his family's rural home in East Amwell, New Jersey - The search finally ended on May 12
when the remains of an infant were serendipitously discovered by truck driver William Allen about
two miles (3 km) from the Lindberghs' home in woods near a road just north of the small village of
Mount Rose, NJ. The child's body was soon identified by Lindbergh as being that of his kidnapped
son
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In what came to be referred to sensationally by the press of the time as "The Crime of the Century", on the
evening of March 1, 1932, 20-month old Charles Augustus Lindbergh, Jr., was abducted by an intruder from
his crib in the second story nursery of his family's rural home in East Amwell, New Jersey near the town of
Hopewell. While a 10-week nationwide search for the child was being undertaken, ransom negotiations were
also conducted simultaneously with a self-identified kidnapper by a volunteer intermediary, Dr. John F.
Condon (aka "Jafsie"). These resulted in the payment on April 2 of $50,000 in cash, part of which was made
in soon-to-be withdrawn (and thus more easily traceable) Gold certificates, in exchange for information-which
proved to be false-about the child's whereabouts. The search finally ended on May 12 when the remains of
an infant were serendipitously discovered by truck driver William Allen about two miles (3 km) from the
Lindberghs' home in woods near a road just north of the small village of Mount Rose, NJ. The child's body
was soon identified by Lindbergh as being that of his kidnapped son. A month later the Congress passed the
so-called "Lindbergh Law" (18 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)) on June 13, 1932, which made kidnapping a federal
offense if the victim is taken across state lines or "uses the mail or any means, facility, or instrumentality of
interstate or foreign commerce in committing or in furtherance of the commission of the offense" including as
a means to demand a ransom. -- Assiduous tracing of many $10 and $20 Gold certificates passed in the New
York City area over the next year-and-a-half eventually led police to Bruno Richard Hauptmann, a 34-year old
German immigrant carpenter, who was arrested near his home in the Bronx, NY, on September 19, 1934. A
stash containing $13,760 of the ransom money was subsequently found hidden in his garage. Charged with
kidnapping, extortion, and first degree murder, Hauptmann went on trial in a circus-like atmosphere in
Flemington, New Jersey on January 2, 1935. Six weeks later he was convicted on all counts when, following
just eleven hours of deliberation, the jury delivered its verdict late on the night of February 13 after which trial
judge Thomas Trenchard immediately sentenced Hauptmann to death. Although he continued to adamantly
maintain his innocence after his conviction, all of Hauptmann's appeals and petitions for clemency were
rejected by early December 1935. Despite a last minute attempt by New Jersey Governor Harold Hoffman
(who believed Hauptmann was guilty but also had always expressed doubts that he could have acted alone)
to convince him to confess to the crimes in exchange for getting his sentence commuted to life imprisonment,
the by then 36-year old Hauptmann refused and was electrocuted at Trenton State Prison on April 3, 1936. -The Lindberghs eventually grew tired of the never-ending spotlight on the family and came to fear for the
safety of their then three-year old second son, Jon. Deciding, therefore, to seek seclusion in Europe, the
family sailed from New York under a veil of secrecy on board the SS American Importer in the pre-dawn
hours of December 22, 1935. The family rented "Long Barn" in the village of Sevenoaks Weald, Kent,
England. One newspaper wrote that Lindbergh "won immediate popularity by announcing he intended to
purchase his supplies 'right in the village, from local tradesmen.' The reserve of the villagers, most of whom
had decided in advance he would be a blustering, boastful young American, is melting." At the time of
Hauptmann's execution, local police almost sealed off the area surrounding Long Barn with "orders to regard
as suspects anyone except residents who approached within a mile of the home." Lindbergh later described
his three years in the Kent village as "among the happiest days of my life." In 1938 the family moved to Iliec,
a small (four-acre) island Lindbergh purchased off the Brittany coast of France.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Lindbergh

33° The Scottish Rite Journal: Lindbergh Anniversaries Recall A Great American Mason by Philip
Douglas A. Field, 32°, K.C.C.H. - On this year's 100th birthday of pioneer aviator Bro. Charles A.
Lindbergh and the 75th anniversary of his historic 1927 flight, it is appropriate to remember and
honor this outstanding American Mason - Perhaps from his five-term Minnesota U.S. Congressman
father or his schoolteacher mother, Bro. Lindbergh had learned to plan carefully - Thus, he had every
detail of his burial in place
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On Sunday, May 26, 2002, at 4:00 pm at the Palapala Ho'omau Congregational Church (below left) at
Kipahulu, Island of Maui, Hawaiian Islands, 16 parishioners, friends, and Masonic Brothers gathered in the
fading sunlight. In the dimly lighted church built 145 years ago of coral, lava stone, and mortar, those
attending were led by Kahu Richard Wylie in singing "America the Beautiful." The event was a memorial
service for our Masonic Brother, Charles Augustus Lindbergh (1902-1974). -- Brother Lindbergh had bought
five acres of coastal land on Maui and had built two rustic dwellings. When he grew short of days due to
terminal cancer, he was in New York, but wanted to die at his Maui home. In the outer courtyard of the
church's tiny cemetery, a gray Vermont granite stone lying flat on the ground marks his grave. It bears the
inscription "…If I take the wings of morning, and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea…" a passage from
Psalms 139:9. Familiar to many, but not inscribed on the stone, is verse 10: "…even there shall thy hand lead
me, and thy right hand shall hold me." That afternoon, someone had placed six tiny American flags and one
small Swedish flag about the edges of the stone. Inside the faintly damp church, light faded as the pastor led
those joining him at a table where a single goblet held ceremonial grape juice. Those who wished dipped a
tiny square of white bread into the cup and ate. A shy local lady led the congregation in singing a cappella the
haunting "Ka Haku Aloha E," "Break Thou the Bread of Life." Kahu Wylie gave the benediction. ... Bro.
Lindbergh took "the wings of morning" out of this world at 7:00 am on Monday, August 26, 1974. He was 72.
Perhaps from his five-term Minnesota U.S. Congressman father or his schoolteacher mother, Bro. Lindbergh
had learned to plan carefully. Thus, he had every detail of his burial in place, including a heavy eucalyptus
wood coffin. With similarly precise planning, he had left his island A-frame cottage and another building,
along with the land surrounding these structures, to the U.S. National Park Service, had arranged to have
them included in Haleakala National Park, and had set up a fund to maintain these bequests. ... Further,
William R. Denslow, in his four-volume work titled 10,000 Famous Freemasons, records the following:
"Lindbergh received his degrees in Keystone Lodge No. 243, St. Louis, Mo., June 9, Oct. 20, and Dec. 15,
1926, and is a life member of that lodge. He is also a member of St. Louis Chapter No. 33, National
Sojourners, and the Sciots of San Diego, Calif." (Transactions of the Missouri Lodge of Research, 1959, Vol.
III, pp. 87-88). On his history-making flight, Lindbergh is said to have worn a patch with a Square and
Compasses on his flying jacket. In the year 2002, to celebrate the 75th anniversary of Brother Lindbergh's
famous flight, Erik Lindbergh, Lindbergh's grandson, flew alone nonstop over the same route his grandfather
took from New York to Paris. We salute Brother Charles Augustus Lindbergh as a great American and
Freemason.
http://www.srmason-sj.org/web/journal-files/Issues/oct02/field.htm

(1941) 9-11 Speech by Charles Lindbergh - Charles Lindbergh's speech 9/11/41 Des Moines, Iowa LISTEN CLOSELY TO THIS RARE SPEECH BY CHARLES LINDBERG - A FACINATING AND
PASSIONATE SPEECH {Charles Lindbergh was passionate about the war though he wasn't opposed
to war at all he was a Nazi; he was opposed to America entering the war against his fellow Nazi's in
Germany whom he collaborated with regarding his invaluable long-distance flight experience and
airplane expertise by actually helping to select the latest technology for Hitler in the building of the
Nazi air force and by soliciting donations and funds to assure that the first WWII Nazi combat planes
were built. Lindbergh participated in WWII in the Pacific against the Japanese but he would not
participate in Europe against the Germans.} (Youtube - Rare Audio)
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"On a spring day in 1918 several government agents entered a printshop at Washington, D. C., where the
original edition of this book was being printed. "Destroy all the Lindbergh (Sr.) plates in your plant," they told
the head of the institution. He was forced to comply. The hysteria of war-time (WWI) brooked no delays. Not
only were the plates of this book "Why Is Your Country at War?" destroyed, but also the plates of
Congressman Lindbergh's book "Banking and Currency," written in 1913 and attacking the big bankers and
Federal Reserve Law. So was the pat painstaking effort of months wiped out. Only a few hundred copies of
this book had been printed, and they were sent to Minnesota for use in Congressman Lindbergh's campaign
for the governorship of that state. In 1923 Dorrance & Company issued Congressman Lindbergh's "The
Economic Pinch," long out of print, as are his other writings, so that the present volume is the only one on
Lindbergh's books available to the American reading public today. Lindbergh transferred the copyright to me
late in 1923, when I was associated with him in the practice of law at Minneapolis. We intended to use the
book in his 1924 campaign for governor, but death took him on May 24, 1924, and the project was halted. As
the years have passed the book has become more and more amazing. In the light of things now happening it
is a most uncanny prediction of economic trends, twenty yearsahead of its time." LISTEN CLOSELY TO THIS
RARE SPEECH BY CHARLES LINDBERG. A FACINATING AND PASSIONATE SPEECH.
http://www.illuminatiarchives.org/police-state/9-11-speech-by-charles-lindbergh/

Highly Recommended!!! Wise as Serpents: The Gaia-Sophia Mysteries Part II by Frank Lordi - A Video
Companion to Part I (Video Download)
What are the Gaia Sophia Mysteries? What role could they play in establishing the End Time One World
Religion? How are they tied into Gnosticism and ultimately into the worship of Lucifer? - Sophia or "wisdom"
is a central term in Hellenistic philosophy and religion, Platonism, Gnosticism, Orthodox Christianity, Esoteric
Christianity, as well as Christian mysticism. Sophiology is a philosophical concept regarding wisdom, as well
as a theological concept regarding the wisdom of God.
http://wiseasserpents.com/final-crisis-the-gaia-sophia-mysteries-part-ii/

Highly Recommended!!! Wise as Serpents: The Gaia-Sophia Mysteries Part I by Frank Lordi (Mp3)
What are the Gaia Sophia Mysteries? What role could they play in establishing the End Time One World
Religion? How are they tied into Gnosticism and ultimately into the worship of Lucifer? - Sophia or "wisdom"
is a central term in Hellenistic philosophy and religion, Platonism, Gnosticism, Orthodox Christianity, Esoteric
Christianity, as well as Christian mysticism. Sophiology is a philosophical concept regarding wisdom, as well
as a theological concept regarding the wisdom of God.
http://wiseasserpents.com/the-gaia-sophia-mysteries/

#1 News-Blog item of 2009: The Threshing Floor "Flesh and Blood" by Randy Maugans - Introduction
to the Mystery - The MYSTERY of Christ is the deeper level…the higher octave - "But we speak the
wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom, which God ordained before the world unto our
glory…" 1st Corinthians 2 (Mp3)
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Time to talk frankly…religion, and religious mindsets are KILLING US! For too long we have been locked
inside stagnant containers with rotting manna. Our carnality…our immaturity…our flesh has kept us locked in
a perpetual spiritual childhood. The MYSTERY of Christ is the deeper level…the higher octave. GOD
operates in a metaverse-an infinitude within infinitudes. So why are we still engaging the "universe" as a finite
construct? Why are we still trying to comprehend infintudes with flat space spiritual tools? This audio is pretty
raw-and a bit different from the usual…it is in the spirit of opening up the MYSTERY…." "Are you still a meat
puppet?" … flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God!
http://threshingfloor-radio.com/index.php/2009/07/flesh-and-blood/

How This Can Be The Finest Hour For the American Church By Brannon Howse {On the whole this is
a very good message. America does need a "Finest Hour" from the Christian Church and these days
could be it. -- The finest hour for any Church comes only through prayer, it comes through worship,
through faithfulness and it comes from the desire to intimately serve God and fellowship with God by
individuals who no longer are satisfied with what man and this fallen world has to offer but instead
have determined to seek the very face of God, the very presence of God in Jesus Christ in a personal
one to one relationship with the Almighty God the creator of the universe.} (Online Video)
By Brannon Howse, Posted: 07/21 20:07:31/2009, Video Length: 12:00.
http://www.worldviewtube.com/video.php/videoid-4365/Brannon-Howse/Brannon-Howse

*Updated Podcast -- The Berean Chronicles with Kelly McGinley - Cultural, Political, and World Events
Through a Biblical World View - The end of all things is at hand: be ye therefore sober, and watch
unto prayer. 1st Peter 4:7 KJV (2009-2003 Mp3's)
Our mission here at The Berean Chronicles is to expose the Apostate Church, to equip the Saints with Truth,
Knowledge, and Wisdom to be the Salt and Light Christ Jesus has called us to be. With the TRUTH given out
on this talk show, we pray it will lead all who listen who do not know the Lord Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior
to the Saving knowledge.
http://audio.thebereanchroniclesaudio.com/podcasts09.html

Movie: The International - From Director Tom Tykwer and Sony Pictures, The International is available
on DVD June 9th, 2009 - The International is an intense and suspenseful movie with a great duo of
lead actors (DVD)
From Director Tom Tykwer and Sony Pictures, The International is available on DVD June 9th. The movie
stars Clive Owen and Naomi Watts and Interpol agents attempting to uncover the truth behind a high profile
bank's involvement in international arms dealings. ... The International is an intense and suspenseful movie
with a great duo of lead actors. Owens and Watts are definitely tops in their industry and bring a lot to any
movie. Unfortunately, this story is a bit too big for its britches. If you are going to watch, be sure that you have
the time and the focus to commit to keeping up with things. The concept behind the movie is intriguing and
the message is poignant. However, there are so many characters and directions involved, that it is quite
difficult to always know what is going on. Still, you should be able to manage to get the gyst of the story
before all is said and done.
http://dvd.movieroomreviews.com/2009/06/international-dvd-review.html
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Neil Armstrong's public comments during the 25th Anniversary of Apollo 11 at the White House, 20th
of July 1994 {At about 3:09 Neil Armstrong clearly gives the Illuminati hand signal for 'self sacrifice'
he then goes on to basically reveal that he never went anywhere near the moon. Armstrong often
mentions the "space age" [starting with the Gemini astronauts] however if he had landed on the
moon it would now be the 'lunar age' [supposedly starting with the Apollo astronauts] though he
never mentions a lunar age and surprisingly not once does he even mention the moon by name.}
(YouTube)
Comments: The problem with the moon landing is none of us can check for ourselves if they really went we
had to take their word for it that they went. They shot video that has now been lost. They took photos that
today only 8 photos remain in their archives. We still have the video of Nixon leaving in disgrace. We have
video of Kennedy and Nixon debates and video of Kennedy dying but we lost the video for the moon landings
-- One have to respect him. He tried hard to tell us something and I'm affraid I know what it is :-(. -- yeh,
maybe NASA had a conspiracy against the three astronauts as well and made them believe they landed on
the moon. They must have used super, secret, special drugs or brainwashing techniques.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NQ3U-B95es

{Flashback} Eyes Wide Shut: Occult Symbolism - Figure 24 Here, Dr. Harford (Tom Cruise) displays
an Illuminati hand-neck (self sacrifice) sign - Figure 24a Here, former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan makes the same hand (self sacrifice) sign on the September 18, 2007 edition of THE
DAILY SHOW {The actors for the movie EWS were chosen not just as actors 'acting' out a movie but
as actual occultists 'reenacting' their secret lives.} (Photos)
"A number of dictionaries of symbols state that the hand placed on the neck signifies sacrifice. Now, sacrifice
can have at least two meanings --- one, the continuing threat of the penalties to be applied to punish those
adepts and initiates who so impertinently reveal the secrets of the Order; and two, the willingness of the
individual performing the sign to sacrifice himself for the good of the Order, or for the good of the cause or
Great Work of the Illuminati." Take a good close look at the screenshot of Dr. Harford holding the palm of his
hand to his cheek. Has the reader ever seen anything like this in another film? ... As the dream story draws to
a close, the viewer is left wondering just exactly has gone on in this film. Fantasy has been juxtaposed with
reality, and the blurring between both worlds remains uncertain. The viewer is left wondering about the
significance of the mask laying upon the pillow, as Alice lay sleeping beside it. Likewise, the viewer is left
wondering if the events truly happened, or if they were imagined. As filmmaker Richard Linklater, who hails
from Austin, Texas USA, asked in his 2001 film Waking Life: "Are we sleep-walking through our waking state,
or wake-walking through our dreams?" This appears to be a valid question to ask, especially given the
Illuminati's propensity to inject heavy doses of fantasy to keep as many people asleep as they can, sleeping
as they do, with their eyes wide shut.
http://kentroversypapers.blogspot.com/2006/03/eyes-wide-shut-occult-symbolism.html

Intel CPU Lynnfield/Clarkdale Pricing and Specs - Lynnfield 45nm [socket (LGA-1156)] 4 Cores for
Performance Desktop Q3 September 1, 2009 - Clarkdale 32 nm [socket (LGA-1156)] 2 Cores for
Mainstream Desktop Q4 Oct-Nov 2009
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From Intel's first disclosure of Nehalem we knew that the architecture, albeit optimized for quad-core
processors, would scale up to 8 cores and down to 2: All of the processors are quad-core Nehalems with the
same cache sizes as the Core i7. The only crippled beast is the entry level Lynnfield that has Hyper
Threading disabled. Note the ridiculously high turbo frequencies which are, I believe, Lynnfield's secret
weapon. With a 2.66GHz Lynnfield and a $100 P55 motherboard you now have the ability to deliver a good
quad-core system at around $150 - $200 cheaper than the cheapest Core i7. Price-wise the 2.66GHz
Lynnfield would be priced cheaper than today's Core 2 Quad Q9400, and as you'll see Lynnfield is clearly a
faster bet. The 2.80GHz Lynnfield should also be able to outperform the i7-920 without a problem, at a lower
total system cost as well.
http://anandtech.com/cpuchipsets/intel/showdoc.aspx?i=3570&p=3

Neil Armstrong's public comments during the 25th Anniversary of Apollo 11 at the White House, 20th
of July 1994 (YouTube)
Comments: The problem with the moon landing is none of us can check for ourselves if they really went we
had to take their word for it that they went. They shot video that has now been lost. They took photos that
today only 8 photos remain in their archives. We still have the video of Nixon leaving in disgrace. We have
video of Kennedy and Nixon debates and video of Kennedy dying but we lost the video for the moon landings
-- One have to respect him. He tried hard to tell us something and I'm affraid I know what it is :-(. -- yeh,
maybe NASA had a conspiracy against the three astronauts as well and made them believe they landed on
the moon. They must have used super, secret, special drugs or brainwashing techniques.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NQ3U-B95es

Last British Army WWI veteran dead at 111 - Harry Patch -- the last surviving British soldier from
World War I -- died Saturday at the age of 111, Britain's Ministry of Defence said - Patch was the last
surviving soldier to have witnessed the horrors of trench warfare in the first World War
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LONDON, England (CNN) -- Harry Patch -- the last surviving British soldier from World War I -- died Saturday
at the age of 111, Britain's Ministry of Defence said. Patch died peacefully at his care home in the
southwestern English city of Wells, the ministry announced. His death came a week after fellow British World
War I veteran Henry Allingham died at the age of 113. Patch was the last surviving soldier to have witnessed
the horrors of trench warfare in the first World War. He fought and was seriously wounded in Ypres, Belgium,
in 1917 at the Battle of Passchendaele, in which 70,000 of his fellow soldiers died -- including three of his
close friends. Born in 1898, Patch became a plumber before being conscripted to the army in 1916. After
training, Patch was recruited to The Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry as a Lewis gunner assistant. The unit
was rushed to the front line trenches of Ypres, where soldiers were urgently needed to replace those who
were wounded and dying by the thousand. He fought in the trenches between June and September of 1917
and was involved in some of the fiercest fighting of the war. In late September he was wounded when a light
shell exploded above his head, bringing an end to his military service. He received battlefield treatment
without anesthetic. After the war, Harry returned to his work as a plumber and later became a sanitary
engineer. He married Ada Billington, a young girl he met while convalescing after the battle. They married in
1919 and had two sons. In World War II, Patch joined the Auxiliary Fire Service and helped tackle the fires
caused by heavy German raids on the English cities of Bath and Bristol. ... Patch returned to Belgium in
2002, something he had said he would never do, and laid a wreath to his battalion, the Defence Ministry said.
Two years later, he met and shook hands with a German artilleryman from the Western Front, Charles
Kuentz. Patch later laid a wreath at Langemark Cemetery for the German war dead. ... Gen. Richard Dannatt,
the chief of the general staff, issued a statement expressing his sadness about Patch's death. "Self-effacing
about his experiences in the trenches he was no less effective in describing the horror they represented when
invited to speak to schoolchildren about the realities of war." Dannatt said. "He was the last of a generation
that in youth was steadfast in its duty in the face of cruel sacrifice and we give thanks for his life -- as well as
those of his comrades -- for upholding the same values and freedom that we continue to cherish and fight for
today."
http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/europe/07/25/uk.last.veteran.obit/index.html

The Tabernacle: Boondock Saints with John Vermilya (Mp3's)
The Tabernacle's purpose is to change lives! We do this by loving God, loving people and by teaching people
how to follow Jesus and how to labor for His Kingdom.
http://www.buckleychurch.com/multimedia.cfm?filterMode=series&filterValue=3

Well-Preserved Ancient (1st century B.C. - 4th century A.D.) Roman Shipwrecks Found in
Mediterranean - Archaeologists have found five well-preserved Roman shipwrecks deep under the
sea off a small Mediterranean island, with their cargo of vases, pots and other objects largely intact,
officials said Friday
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ROME - Archaeologists have found five well-preserved Roman shipwrecks deep under the sea off a small
Mediterranean island, with their cargo of vases, pots and other objects largely intact, officials said Friday. ...
The ships, which date from between the 1st century B.C. and the 4th century, carried amphorae - vases used
for holding wine, olive oil and other products - as well as kitchen tools and metal and glass objects that have
yet to be identified, Italy's Culture Ministry said. The spot was highly trafficked, and hit by frequent storms and
dangerous sea currents. The discovery is part of a new drive by archaeological officials to scan deeper levels
of the sea and prevent looting of submerged treasures. Because the ships sank at a deeper lever than most
known wrecks, they were not exposed to destructive underwater currents, she said. The ships also sank
without capsizing, allowing researchers to observe their cargo largely as it had been loaded, Zarattini said. "It
is like an underwater museum," Zarattini said. The finding also sheds light on the trade routes of ancient
Rome, marking the area as a major commercial crossroads, she said. ... The oldest of the ships has a cargo
of wine amphorae from southern Italy, some stacked in their original position, AURORA said. Another one
was carrying moratoria, large bowls used to grind grains. Another was loaded with African amphorae carrying
garum, a fish sauce that was a delicacy in ancient Rome. The largest wreck measures more than 20 meters
(65 feet). A handful of objects were taken out to be studied and will be put on display in Ventotene.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,534780,00.html

Jah Jah Exposes the Crop Circle Hoax {Crop Circles are formed by somehow (some form of low level
radiation) with a slight charring, drying out and removing the moisture from each individual plant at a
spot near the bottom of each plant stalk about an inch or two above the ground then the plant having
lost moisture in that lower part of its stalk simply falls over and this is done in a pattern.} (YouTube)
Learn about Tesla read about H.A.A.R.P take a step back and see the bigger picture.. be careful who tries to
lure you into a new world order religion..... !
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XmJrE5sGo5c

Jah Jah Exposes the Crop Circle Hoax {Crop Circles are formed by somehow (some form of low level
radiation) with a slight charring, drying out and removing the moisture from each individual plant at a
spot near the bottom of each plant stalk about an inch or two above the ground then the plant having
lost moisture in that lower part of its stalk simply falls over and this is done in a pattern.} (YouTube)
Learn about Tesla read about H.A.A.R.P take a step back and see the bigger picture.. be careful who tries to
lure you into a new world order religion..... !
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XmJrE5sGo5c

[Secular] The History of Crop Circles 1990-1991 the Phenomenon Explodes - The season of 1990
began early with a surprise at Bishops Cannings - Two celtic cross designs with three pencil-thin
rings stood side-by-side in the wheat - Amazingly, one developed a fourth ring that intercepted the
other formation - This addition of elements also began occurring in other formations
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The next surprise signaled a major step in the design of crop circles. At Chilcomb Farm two circles were
connected with a straight line and flanked by four rectangular boxes- the pictogram was born. This set the
standard for the next month as one dumbell design came after another. Soon they developed haloes, many
of which were recognized as variations of ancient symbols of the Sun God in cultures throughout the world.
The Circlemakers appeared to be calling all parts of the human race. The connecting line feature, along with
the boxes, allowed the phenomenon to develop an intense diversity and progression almost overnight, not to
mention size- some were now as long as 150 ft. But then came the true sensation. On the night of July 10,
1990, the inhabitants of the village of Alton Barnes heard a peculiar buzzing sound which caused all dogs in
the village to bark incessantly throughout the night. As the dawn light bathed the Vale of Pewsey, none of the
farmers' cars would start. And as they approached their fields no one could believe their eyes- a 603 ft
pictogram lay majestically in the wheat. It consisted of nine circles in a row- five single circles and two
dumbells, one flanked by two boxes and encompassing a three-fingered claw. Only a few miles away, an
almost identical design had also materialized. Photos of the Alton Barnes pictogram made the front pages of
the world's press. Thousands of visitors flocked to the area, almost in a sense of pilgrimage. Inside the
formation people behaved as if they were on drugs- there was a sense of giddiness about, as if a long lost
family had suddenly reunited. Complete strangers talked with one another, smiling, even skipping along the
path of the formation. ... It was only ten days later, within view of a much reduced media presence, that the
researchers back at the surveillance unit secured a real event taking place at night on camera. The film
showed a whirl motion, some 15-seconds in duration, snaking through the crop forming a question mark. The
copy of the film was handed to the BBC but has since 'disappeared'.
http://www.cropcirclesecrets.org/crop_circles_history90.html

[Secular] Audio interviews - David Wilcock [of Divine Cosmos] 9 September 2008 {Crop Circles,
Gnosticism [God is evil, Satan is good and the real god, Jesus is the Antichrist it's not 666 but
actually 3160 (completely omitting the acceptable sacrifice-resurrection of Jesus, if a sacrifice to God
is unacceptable God will not receive it up into heaven i.e. Cain and Able and their individual sacrifices
"Genesis 4:5 But unto Cain and to his offering He (God) had not respect …" the sacrifice of Jesus on
the cross was completely acceptable to God as Jesus was received up into heaven and then as proof
of the acceptable sacrifice of Jesus the giving of the Holy Spirit to indwell mankind then occurs) oh
and all Christians are bad], WWIII sides are spiritual not physical plus so much ET future 2012 end of
the world knowledge but still can't pick a winning Lotto number along with much more speculation,
disinformation and information then you will ever care to hear but it is kind of interesting in a Soap
Opera, made for TV kind of way!} (Mp3)
This is a blockbuster of a two hour phone conversation with David Wilcock, focusing on immediate current
events but spanning time travel, the Freemasons, the Anunnaki, the Nazis, WW II, advanced technology, the
Roswell crash, the Rockefellers, the Rothschilds, the Illuminati, the war in Georgia, the coming US election,
Benjamin Fulford's testimony, and what may or may not happen in the coming few weeks and months.
http://www.projectcamelot.org/audio_interviews.html

DebbieSchlussel.com: NEW SITE!!!! - Readers and friends, welcome to the new DebbieSchlussel.com
site design {It looks great! Some good improvements on an already excellent website!}
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Readers and friends, welcome to the new DebbieSchlussel.com site design. As you've probably noticed, it
started going up in parts of the universe, last night. There are still kinks to iron out, like fixing old links/links to
past articles. We will fix it. I'm working with some great people, and we have a lot of new things in store for
this site. Stay tuned. In the meantime, some new features. And some necessary ones that I and you have
wanted for some time, and we finally put them in: a search engine, a more friendly/easier archives section,
e-mail a friend, etc. (Printer friendly will be back soon. It's a glitch we're fixing.) And as you might note, we
have books I'm reading, books I recommend, music I'm listening to, and products I like and recommend.
Some of those need to be fixed and changed, too (like Tim Green's newest book, which I haven't read, so I'm
not really sure I recommend it). Please let us know what you think of the new site. Most of the feedback, thus
far, has been extremely positive. But if there's something you don't like, we'd like to know about that, too. And
what you'd like to see that you think is missing. Bear with us. Progress always involves glitches and mistakes.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/5477/new-site/

MS Windows 7 Gets Lots of Intel Love - If you are wondering why guys like me are seeing some really
good scaling on Intel Core i7 processors with Windows 7, here are some of the reasons why Working with Intel, Microsoft implemented a new feature called SMT parking, which added support for
the Windows 7 scheduler for Intel Hyper-threading Technology - Another key part of the performance
and responsiveness was our collaboration to optimize Intel Solid State Drive technology for Windows
7
If you are wondering why guys like me are seeing some really good scaling on Intel Core i7 processors with
Windows 7, here are some of the reasons why. Glad to see these guys talking more about collaboration. -Working with Intel, Microsoft implemented a new feature called SMT parking, which added support for the
Windows 7 scheduler for Intel Hyper-threading Technology, enabling better performance on hyper-threaded,
multi-core Intel processors. This will help users get the maximum benefit from multi-tasking. Also, Intel and
Microsoft jointly analyzed the boot/shutdown/sleep/resume times on Intel platforms during the development of
Windows 7 to identify opportunities to optimize Intel drivers and BIOS as well as Windows 7. Our mutual goal
was to provide the most responsive compute experience possible. Another key part of the performance and
responsiveness was our collaboration to optimize Intel Solid State Drive technology for Windows 7.
http://www.hardocp.com/news/2009/07/23/win_7_rtm_gets_lots_intel_love/

Updated: Why does the Christian Church specifically gather for Worship on Sundays? - How and why
did this practice begin? -- John 20:19-23 Then the same day (Resurrection Sunday) ... He (Jesus)
breathed on them (His Disciples), and saith unto them, "Receive ye the Holy Ghost: (Become a
Christian) Whose soever sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them; and whose soever sins ye retain,
they are retained -- this clearly demonstrates that the removal of sin had occurred at the cross and
that the knowledge of sin, the removal or the presence of sin in the life of an individual can be
discerned by a Christian with the Baptism indwelling of the Holy Spirit since the day of the
Resurrection of Jesus and of the giving of the Holy Spirit - a person does not need another external
event, not a Pentecost or any event, not a certain moon phase or any celestial - comet occurrence
and certainly not a ritual, a feast or a festival to become a Christian but with just a simple faith in the
living Savior Jesus and a desire to be united to God a person will become a new creation a 'born
again' Christian
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The verses and Biblical content of John 20:19-23 are dealing with a person becoming a Christian, with
Salvation and with Regeneration via the Holy Spirit. Forgiveness of sins (via the cross of Jesus) and the
imparting Baptism of Jesus (via His Resurrection) and the indwelling of the Holy Spirit into a person are direct
functions of the cross and the resurrection of Jesus Christ. The knowledge of the removal of sin in the life of
an individual person is referenced here in the Bible on the day of the resurrection of Jesus not on the day of
Pentecost. Pentecost is referenced in the Bible in context with empowerment and of a person being a witness
of Jesus but not in context of salvation as the Resurrection Day is associated with salvation. - Regarding the
phrase "Whose soever sins ye remit, they are remitted unto them; and whose soever sins ye retain, they are
retained" this clearly demonstrates that the removal of sin had occurred at the cross and that the knowledge
of sin, the removal or the presence of sin in the life of an individual can be discerned by a Christian with the
Baptism indwelling of the Holy Spirit since the day of the Resurrection of Jesus and of the giving of the Holy
Spirit. - There are several examples in the Bible of people discerning the presence or removal of sin from the
lives of individuals. All Christians even today can at times discern the spiritual state of another individual, how
often has someone said that they are a Christian then deny Jesus and every tenant of Christianity and live a
life completely opposed to the Biblical Christian precepts, we can often discern that the person though
outwardly professing Christianity their sins remain. On occasion some people are in deep despair fearing that
they can no longer be reconciled to God because they have offended God too much or have blasphemed the
Holy Spirit and now conclude that they are eternally damned yet a Christian can often discern that God has
not given up on them and that actually their sins are remitted and that they should seek after God because
they will find God. -- Acts 8:20-23 But Peter said unto him (Simon the sorcerer), Thy money perish with thee,
because thou hast thought that the gift of God may be purchased with money. Thou hast neither part nor lot
in this matter: for thy heart is not right in the sight of God. Repent therefore of this thy wickedness, and pray
God, if perhaps the thought of thine heart may be forgiven thee. For I perceive that thou art in the gall of
bitterness, and in the bond of iniquity ... -- Acts 17:22 Then Paul stood in the midst of Mars' hill, and said, Ye
men of Athens, I perceive that in all things ye are too superstitious. -- Acts 26:27-28 King Agrippa, believest
thou the prophets? I know (perceive) that thou believest. Then Agrippa said unto Paul, Almost thou
persuadest me to be a Christian. -- The Biblical reference also demonstrates that Christian Salvation the
forgiveness of sins and entering into a relationship with the Holy God by becoming a child of God through
receiving His Spirit indwelling in us is an actual event and it is an event predicated on an individual's faith and
confession. Christianity is unique in that an individual can become a Christian at any moment and in any
place regardless of time or circumstances. Since the cross and resurrection of Jesus Christ a person does
not need another external event, not a Pentecost or any event, not a certain moon phase or any celestial comet occurrence and certainly not a ritual, a feast or a festival to become a Christian but with just a simple
faith in the living Savior Jesus and a desire to be united to God a person will become a new creation a 'born
again' Christian.
http://www.basicchristian.org/whysunday.html

P.I.D. Radio with Derek and Sharon Gilbert - Show 7/21/09 Eclipse and Armageddon {This is the
second or third P.I.D. Podcast that I have listened to and their shows are amazing as almost everyone
else already knows (their show is very popular) so if you haven't heard from the 'bunker' yet just go
over there and click on some shows - Highly Recommended!!!} (Mp3)
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BY THE time you hear tonight's show, the longest eclipse of the century will have come and gone across
India, Nepal, and China. The eclipse lasted 6 minutes and 39 seconds, and is the second of three total
eclipses in a row that fall on Av 1st on the Hebrew calendar, the beginning of nine days of mourning over the
destruction of the Temple. Also: a major impact on Jupiter exactly 15 years after Shoemaker-Levy; Iran's new
missiles; Israel's long-range exercises; Russia's new base in Syria; the threat of a nuclear Taliban; and more
on dominionist heresy of The Family. Check out the new website for The Laodicea Chronicles series of
novels by Sharon and Derek, and if you haven't listened yet, subscribe to the free podcast audio book edition
of The God Conspiracy by clicking here. Come visit our Facebook page, and check out the like-minded
Christian podcasters at the Revelations Radio Network. Click the arrow on the player below to listen now, or
right-click (control-click if you have a Mac) the "download" link to save the mp3 file to your hard drive.
http://www.pidradio.com/?p=497

{Flashback} The Blood Moon Scenario - tracking solar and lunar eclipses and comparing them with
Levitical Feasts
In the spring of 2015 Israel's religious year will begin with a total solar eclipse, followed two weeks later a total
lunar eclipse on Passover. And then six months later the sequence will repeat itself with a second solar
eclipse on Rosh Hashanna followed two weeks after that by another total lunar eclipse on the Feast of
Tabernacles, all in 2015. The last time anything like this happened was in 1967, when Jerusalem became an
undivided Jewish city again, and before that there were several occurrences during the years of 1948-50, as
Israel was becoming a nation. There were none at all in the 1800's, 1700's, or 1600's, and none in the 1500's
that coincided with Feast Days. ... If these earlier Blood Moons did in fact announce the re-birth of the nation
and the reunification of Jerusalem as it appears, then the next major step in Israels' journey toward the
Kingdom is their national reunion with their Creator. This is the way Ezekiel saw it happening, and in my view
is important enough to God to merit such a celestial announcement. After all He's been waiting to take them
back for 2000 years.
http://www.gracethrufaith.com/ikvot/the-blood-moon-scenario

{Flashback} "Peace and Safety" Setting the Stage for the [End Times] Apocalypse - The purpose of
this article is to explain how current events are being driven to set the stage for the "peace and
safety" that precedes the Day of the Lord - The Day of the Lord will begin when the world in general,
and Israel in particular, is experiencing a period of relative calm and stability - While people are
saying, "Peace and safety" destruction will come on them suddenly, 1 Thess 5:3
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The Day of the Lord will begin when the world in general, and Israel in particular, is experiencing a period of
relative calm and stability. This is predicted very clearly by the Apostle Paul, who was only reiterating the very
words of Jesus. Paul begins his predictions by describing the rapture and the resurrection of living and dead
believers, and then he connects it with the beginning of the Day of the Lord. This is the end-times Tribulation,
and Paul states that it will begin suddenly and catastrophically when the world least expects it, [According to
the Lord's own word, we tell you that we who are still alive, who are left till the coming of the Lord, will
certainly not precede those who have fallen asleep. For the Lord himself will come down from heaven, with a
loud command, with the voice of the archangel and with the trumpet call of God, and the dead in Christ will
rise first. After that, we who are still alive and are left will be caught up together with them in the clouds to
meet the Lord in the air. And so we will be with the Lord forever. Therefore encourage each other with these
words. Now, brothers, about times and dates we do not need to write to you, for you know very well that the
day of the Lord will come like a thief in the night. While people are saying, "Peace and safety," destruction will
come on them suddenly, as labor pains on a pregnant woman, and they will not escape. But you, brothers,
are not in darkness so that this day should surprise you like a thief. You are all sons of the light and sons of
the day. We do not belong to the night or to the darkness. So then, let us not be like others, who are asleep,
but let us be alert and self-controlled. For those who sleep, sleep at night, and those who get drunk, get drunk
at night. But since we belong to the day, let us be self-controlled, putting on faith and love as a breastplate,
and the hope of salvation as a helmet. For God did not appoint us to suffer wrath but to receive salvation
through our Lord Jesus Christ. 1 Thessalonians 4:15-5:9 NIV]
http://www.redmoonrising.com/peaceandsafety.htm

er missions in space, to Mars and beyond - In that way, we can continue our journey">July 20, 2009:
Forty years ago today, (1969) American astronaut Neil Armstrong planted man's footprint on the
surface of the moon - My Lunar Journey: Then and Now - Fellow Apollo 11 voyager Buzz Aldrin
describes the crew's historic 'leap for mankind' - The pictures we and our fellow lunar astronauts
took of the moon and the Earth changed forever our concept of our place in the universe - But four
decades later, it's time we called the next generation to grander missions in space, to Mars and
beyond - In that way, we can continue our journey
Four decades ago this summer, I stood next to a colleague and helped set up some instruments on a distant
place. I walked slowly to deploy the devices, and together we worked to erect our flag atop a shiny silver pole
with an extra bounce in my step. Amidst our work, we stopped to take a phone call from home. My colleague
was Neil Armstrong, the instruments lunar science, and the place was Tranquility Base on the surface of the
moon. The call was from the president of the United States, and the whole world - literally - was listening in.
Neil and I, along with Mike Collins still in lunar orbit, had voyaged to the moon aboard the Apollo 11
spacecraft, tiny when compared to today's Space Shuttle and International Space Station. We had
accomplished a challenge made eight years before by President Kennedy, who made sending us to the
moon a national goal to show the world what peaceful scientific discovery and exploration we could do when
the entire nation pulled together. The pictures we and our fellow lunar astronauts took of the moon and the
Earth changed forever our concept of our place in the universe. -- We saw the Earth as alone, fragile and in
need of protecting and preserving. Those images helped give birth to the environmental movement. -- But
above all, voyaging to the moon was a demonstration of national political will and of the ability of our
industrial system to create new technologies and capabilities, many of which are still being exploited today by
commercial industry. It was a privilege and an honor to be a part of that historic flight. But four decades later,
it's time we called the next generation to grander missions in space, to Mars and beyond. In that way, we can
continue our journey.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,533817,00.html
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d in the book Full Moon] are analyzed by Marcus Allen {Note: All of the Moon photos and videos with
NASA spacecraft and the moon in the same picture are probably faked and that especially goes for
the last video clip in this presentation the one of the NASA spacecraft module orbiting above the
surface of the moon with the alleged (bubble) UFO traveling below the Apollo spacecraft, completely
fake [a fake moon orbit with a fake UFO thrown in] and actually the NASA craft and the moon dont
even look like they are filmed with the same camera at the same time it defiantly looks like a
Hollywood blue screen production.} (YouTube)">Final Update - NASA Moon Landing Hoax: NASA
moon landing pictures (Dec. 1972) Analyzed - The photos of that moon landing [Apollo 17] that were
released for public viewing [and published in the book 'Full Moon'] are analyzed by Marcus Allen
{Note: All of the Moon photos and videos with NASA spacecraft and the moon in the same picture are
probably faked and that especially goes for the last video clip in this presentation the one of the
NASA spacecraft module orbiting above the surface of the moon with the alleged (bubble) UFO
traveling below the Apollo spacecraft, completely fake [a fake moon orbit with a fake UFO thrown in]
and actually the NASA craft and the moon don't even look like they are filmed with the same camera
at the same time it defiantly looks like a Hollywood blue screen production.} (YouTube)
The moon landing has divided many people on if it was real or faked. The photos of that moon landing that
were released for public viewing are analyzed by Marcus Allen. And the reasons as to why they could be fake
might surprise some of you.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sS3uvfzOJE8

Final Update - NASA Moon Landing Hoax: Stagehands in Apollo 17 Official NASA Moon Photo &
Apollo 16 Official NASA Moon Video Wear A White Sleeveless Hooded Jacket - [at about 35 seconds
into the video there are two stagehands one on the far right and one near the lunar lander module]
{NASA, Apollo 16 and Apollo 17 official moon mission, lunar surface [Apollo 17] photo and [Apollo
16] video with staged scenes.}
Stagehands in Apollo Photo & Video Wear A White Sleeveless Hooded Jacket in The Fake Moon Bay. This
video is in much clearer focus than NASA file videos available for this time-frame in the Apollo 16 mission. It
was filmed at a Top Secret Fake Moon Bay at the Nevada Test Site [Area 57]. NASA Top Secret video taken
of the two Stagehands seen in the Fake Moon Bay with the Astronaut, was provided originally by a YouTube
user called 'rudbrps' & loaded on YouTube June 15, 2007. 'rudbrps' now reveals himself to be 'Svector', and
that he created the video as a social experiment in how people can be tricked. However unfortunately for
'Svector' this different TV camera angled NASA video merges perfectly in conversation and action with the
direct NASA file video, to reveal a hoax of a hoax. The irony is strange, so who is playing a joke on whom,
and who is 'Svector's handler. -- ALL NASA FOOTAGE USED IN THIS FILM IS PUBLIC DOMAIN. THE USE
OF ANY COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL IS USED UNDER THE GUIDELINES OF "FAIR USE" IN TITLE 17 §
107 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE. SUCH MATERIAL REMAINS THE COPYRIGHT OF THE ORIGINAL
HOLDER AND IS USED HERE FOR THE PURPOSES OF EDUCATION, COMPARISON, AND CRITICISM
ONLY. NO INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT IS INTENDED.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPUpmW04OIY

Final Update - NASA Moon Landing Hoax Apollo 16 Video - Clearer Version With Sound: [BTW there
is a 2.56 second radio signal distance delay (the speed of light waves and radio waves) between the
moon and the earth and about a 3 minute minimum to about 30 minute maximum distance delay in
communications to Mars - the distance between Mars and the Earth varies by a large amount wiki.com] Two Stagehands Are Seen in The Fake Moon Bay Next To An Astronaut {The fake astronaut
playing (Commander John W. Young) sounds a lot like Bush Jr. he probably needed some extra
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money back in the day.}
Two Stagehands Are Seen in The Fake Moon Bay, One Hands The Astronaut a List, Behind The Lunar
Module. The Other Picks up Something off The Ground in Preparation For The Lunar Module Props Hidden
Wires Lift-off in The Fake Moon Bay. After Picking up Something, The Stagehand Hides Again Behind An
Area To The Right of The Lunar Module.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fFs-iNNfU1I

Final Update - NASA Moon Landing Hoax: Lunar Conspiracy - Part 1 of 5 - *Excellent Discussion
(British TV, 1997), All 5 Parts are Highly Recommended! (YouTube)
David Percy & Mary Bennett, makers of the documentary "What Happened On the Moon" discuss the Apollo
claim with Jon Ronson in 1997, in their first TV appearance.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNrsx-7nxKI

****Final Update - NASA Moon Landing Hoax: Proof of Fake Moonlanding Apollo 11 - Clip from the
DVD "A funny thing happened on the way to the Moon" [This is the NASA Film Reel and proof that the
astronauts are being confronted with in the Google Video "Did we really land Men on the Moon?"
(asking the astronauts to swear on the Bible - that they had actually landed on the moon)] {Others
[most notably David Percy] have pointed out that each moon segment from each Apollo mission has
some form of obvious hoax data [inconsistent shadows, multiple lighting sources, lack of visible
stars, facemask reflections, exposed wires, 3rd party radio transmissions, excessive astronaut
humor, etc.] embedded within it, too much obvious fake material to be accidental. Someone wants to
be able to inform a segment of society or eventually all of society that the lunar landings were indeed
faked.} (YouTube)
Comments: I remember when the reporter asked Neil Armstrong about the moon landing being a farce and
Mr.Armstrong started laying hands on the reporter with a balled fist which made me suspect after that...Plus
the Russians said they tried to get through the radiation barrier and lost men at the attempt.They said the it
was IMPOSSIBLE and the U.S. was lying. PEACE!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y1tqZyZVoDM

Final Update - NASA Moon Landing Hoax: !!!Highly Recommended - Did we really land Men on the
Moon? [The unnecessarily aggressive actions of ALL the astronauts virtually proves that they got
nowhere near the moon let alone walked on it. If the astronauts had successfully completed their
lunar missions they wouldn't need to react in the irrational way that they all did. If they actually went
to the moon and a few people doubted it it's no biggie however if they never did go all the way to the
moon and their secret is creeping out then it's a big deal and the universal actions of the astronauts
seems to reveal a very big deal!] {It looks very possible that the astronauts, NASA and everyone
involved including President Nixon thought the launch was a go to the moon however it never was
and immediately after Apollo 11 launched the astronauts were secretly informed of the change
(though Neil Armstrong probably knew before the mission stared that it was going to be faked)
known to only a select few at NASA the moon landing mission was actually a routine earth orbit
mission like those that had already been completed many times. The Apollo 11 astronauts didn't go
to the moon but routinely orbited the earth for eight days while one secret part of NASA fed the world
audio and video of scripted communications from Neil Armstrong along with pre-filmed studio
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footage from a staged studio lunar landing filmed in MGM-British Studios near Borehamwood,
England while the rest of NASA and the world thought they were actually landing on the moon. After
eight days the Apollo astronauts broke orbit and returned to earth and were told to play along that
they had landed on the moon and they were kept locked-up in quarantine aboard ship until NASA was
assured that they would play along. Buzz Aldrin and most of the other Apollo astronauts were never
the same after their Apollo missions.} (Google Video Download)
Greatest hoax yet, see astronauts refuse to swear on the Bible [that] they flew to the moon.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-2265515730495966561&ei=UR1hSuzzF4-OqQKm4pAa&q=Did+W
e+Really+Land+Men+On+The+Moon%3F&hl=en

Final Update - NASA Moon Landing Hoax: A funny thing happened on the way to the Moon - [Also
Available in DVD] - Parts 1-5 (YouTube)
Were those Americans on the Moon or not?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CDeoBcVQSp4

Official Website of (Keith Thompson) Keith Truth: Need Funding for the Next Film - Total: $9650 PayPal - (YouTube)
This is the official Christian apologetics website of Keith Thompson. Here we confront and expose Islam,
Theosophy/Zeitgeist, the new age movement and the new world order facts. I also write for
www.Answering-Islam.org, a great apologetics website aimed at interfaith dialogue between Christians and
Muslims. I believe in one God. Father, Son, Spirit. I believe the Lord Jesus Christ died for the sins of the
world and that through him we might be saved.
http://keithtruth.blogspot.com/2009/07/need-funding-for-next-film.html

July 18, 2009: World's oldest man, British WWI vet, dies aged 113 - Allingham was the last known
survivor of the Battle of Jutland, considered the greatest battle of World War I. He was serving aboard
the armed trawler HMT Kingfisher, which was sent to meet up with the British fleet as it fought the
Germans off what is now mainland Denmark - Allingham remained a reservist, and during World War
II he was called on to find a solution to the German magnetic mines that were bottling up the English
harbor of Harwich, on the Essex coast - Allingham and his team devised an effective system (a
copper degaussing coil - wiki.com) to neutralize the mines, after which every ship was fitted with a
neutralizing device using the system
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LONDON, England (CNN) -- Henry Allingham, the world's oldest man and the oldest surviving British veteran
from World War I, has died at the age of 113, his care home said Saturday. Allingham died in his sleep at St.
Dunstan's care home in Ovingdean, England, the home said in a statement. Born on June 6, 1896, Allingham
was active until his final days, having celebrated his 113th birthday last month on the HMS President with his
family, the care home said. The Guinness Book of World Records Certified Allingham as the world's oldest
man last month, St. Dunstan's said. Born in the East End of London during the reign of Queen Victoria,
Allingham was brought up by his mother and grandparents. His father died when he was a baby. ...
"Everybody at St. Dunstan's is saddened by Henry's loss and our sympathy goes out to his family," said
Robert Leader, chief executive at the care home. "As well as possessing a great spirit of fun, he represented
the last of a generation who gave a very great deal for us. Henry made many friends among the residents
and staff at St Dunstan's. He was a great character and will be missed."
http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/europe/07/18/oldest.vet.dead/index.html

>July 17, 2009: Former CBS anchor 'Uncle Walter' Cronkite dead at 92 - Cronkite's coverage of that
event, including a rare display of emotion on camera as he broadcast the news of Kennedy's death
from the CBS newsroom helped cement his status - Another rare example of Cronkite showing
emotion on air was the joy he expressed at Apollo 11's 1969 moon landing: "Man on the moon!" he
exulted, rubbing his hands in delight - 'Most trusted man in America' In 1973, a poll named him "the
most trusted man in America"
(CNN) -- Walter Cronkite, the CBS anchorman known as "Uncle Walter" for his easygoing, measured delivery
and "the most trusted man in America" for his rectitude and gravitas, died Friday night in his New York home,
CBS reported. Cronkite was 92. "Walter was always more than just an anchor. He was someone we could
trust to guide us through the most important issues of the day; a voice of certainty in an uncertain world,"
President Obama said in a statement Friday. "He was family. He invited us to believe in him, and he never let
us down. This country has lost an icon and a dear friend, and he will be truly missed." His career spanned
much of the 20th century, as well as the first decade of the 21st. ... "He was the consummate television
newsman," Don Hewitt, the onetime executive producer of the "CBS Evening News," told CNN. "He had all
the credentials to be a writer, an editor, a broadcaster. There was only one Walter Cronkite, and there may
never be another one." ... In 1962, Cronkite took over as anchor of CBS' "Evening News" from Edwards.
Television news was still in its infancy; the broadcast Cronkite delivered was 15 minutes long, dependent on
sometimes day-old film, and in black and white. But with the Cold War, civil rights movement and the
increasing rapidity of communications, the news business was changing. On September 2, 1963 Labor Day
Cronkite's broadcast became a half-hour; the centerpiece was an extended interview with President John F.
Kennedy. A little less than three months later, Kennedy was assassinated. Cronkite's coverage of that event,
including a rare display of emotion on camera as he broadcast the news of Kennedy's death from the CBS
newsroom helped cement his status. However, for the first half of the 1960s, Cronkite's broadcast was No. 2
to NBC's "Huntley-Brinkley Report," hosted by Chet Huntley and David Brinkley. It wasn't until later in the
decade that Cronkite and CBS overtook the NBC team for the No. 1 position, a mark it would hold for the rest
of Cronkite's 19-year tenure. "Uncle Walter" increasingly became the most-admired figure in the news media.
His sign-off, "And that's the way it is," became a national catch-phrase. His coverage of moon missions was
legendary, with his ability to anchor, unperturbed, for hour upon hour, earning him the affectionate nickname
"Old Iron Pants." Another rare example of Cronkite showing emotion on air was the joy he expressed at
Apollo 11's 1969 moon landing: "Man on the moon!" he exulted, rubbing his hands in delight. 'Most trusted
man in America' In 1973, a poll named him "the most trusted man in America."
http://www.cnn.com/2009/US/07/17/walter.cronkite.dead/index.html

{Flashback} JFK: The Mauser 7.65 rifle - Walter Cronkite of CBS News {"The Mauser 7.65 rifle which
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was used to kill the president" - Walter Cronkite lying non-stop to the American people.} (YouTube)
Various newsagencies reported the rifle to be a Mauser, until the correction was made, one - one and a half
day later. Amongst the reporters are Walter Cronkite-CBS News, Don Goddard-ABC News, and Charles
Collingwood also CBS news. From 'Evidence of Revision' - Conspiratus Ubiquitus.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1AqqNKsWCGY

{Flashback} Walter Cronkite, NWO, WTF - Ocotober 19, 1999: Video clip where Walter Cronkite calls
for world government, ending sovereignty, and [only half jokingly] "joining him to sit at the right hand
of Satan" as he says himself - Walter Cronkite speaks his mind and "by God he does!" {Cronkite calls
every Christian a criminal "that needs to be brought to justice" for desiring the Kingdom of Jesus
Christ and not embracing his global government concept.} (YouTube)
Comments: It absolutely amazes me that these seemingly educated people are so ignorant. Downright
stupid. They talk about ending all wars, when it's the globalists that cause the wars. They talk about saving
the planet when it's these same people that are the biggest polluters and rapists of natural resources. The
same people that hinder technology that would benefit mankind. I suppose that if you don't get involved in
politics you are doomed to be ruled by your inferiors. ... If you believe Hermit, giving the power to run the
world to a small group of people is a good thing Given the track record of globalists, military industrial
complex of starting wars, fixing prices, monopolies, reducing choice it makes no sense to give them ANY
power. How do we vote them out, if we disagree. YOU CANT How do you change the leaders YOU DON'T
Consolidation of Power to the cabal that financed Hitler, the Communists, C.American dictators ie
Rockefeller, P Bush is INSANE.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inu9vKXsrFA

!!!Highly Recommended - Moon Truth, Was landing for real? "Live from the surface of the moon" (34
Seconds - Google Video)
Moon Truth, Was landing for real?
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=7913514132856020129

!!!Highly Recommended - Did we really land Men on the Moon? {It looks very possible that the
astronauts, NASA and everyone involved including President Nixon thought the launch was a go to
the moon however it never was and immediately after Apollo 11 launched the mission was secretly
changed by a select few to a routine earth orbit mission like those that had already been completed
many times. The Apollo 11 astronauts didn't go to the moon but routinely orbited the earth for eight
days while one secret part of NASA fed the world pre-filmed studio footage from a practice-staged
studio lunar landing filmed in MGM-British Studios in Borehamwood, England while the rest of NASA
and the world thought they were actually landing on the moon. After eight days the Apollo astronauts
broke orbit and returned to earth and were told to play along that they had landed on the moon and
Buzz Aldrin and the rest Apollo astronauts were never the same.} (Google Video Download)
Greatest hoax yet, see astronauts refuse to swear on the Bible [that] they flew to the moon.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-2265515730495966561&ei=UR1hSuzzF4-OqQKm4pAa&q=Did+W
e+Really+Land+Men+On+The+Moon%3F&hl=en
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!!!Highly Recommended - TV France: Dark Side of The Moon (Google Video)
Dark Side of the Moon is a French documentary by director William Karel which ...originally aired on Arte in
2002 with the title Opération Lune. The basic premise for the film is the theory that the television footage from
the Apollo 11 Moon landing was faked and actually recorded in a studio by the CIA with help from director
Stanley Kubrick. It features some surprising guest appearances, most notably by Donald Rumsfeld, Dr. Henry
Kissinger, Alexander Haig, Buzz Aldrin and Stanley Kubrick's widow, Christiane Kubrick. The tone of the
documentary begins with low key revelations of NASA working closely with Hollywood [and Walt Disney] at
the time of the Moon landings. Over the course of the tale, Karel postulates that not only did Kubrick help the
USA fake the moon landings but that he was eventually killed by the CIA to cover up the truth. First hand
testimony backing these claims come from Rumsfeld and Dr. Kissinger, which lend credence to the story.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=2304895215368202642&hl=en

!!!Highly Recommended - French TV: Dark Side of The Moon - Shows another Part Missing from the
Google Segment 3 of 3 (YouTube)
Dark Side of the Moon is a French documentary by director William Karel which ...originally aired on Arte in
2002 with the title Opération Lune. The basic premise for the film is the theory that the television footage from
the Apollo 11 Moon landing was faked and actually recorded in a studio by the CIA with help from director
Stanley Kubrick. It features some surprising guest appearances, most notably by Donald Rumsfeld, Dr. Henry
Kissinger, Alexander Haig, Buzz Aldrin and Stanley Kubrick's widow, Christiane Kubrick. The tone of the
documentary begins with low key revelations of NASA working closely with Hollywood at the time of the Moon
landings. Over the course of the tale, Karel postulates that not only did Kubrick help the USA fake the moon
landings but that he was eventually killed by the CIA to cover up the truth. First hand testimony backing these
claims come from Rumsfeld and Dr. Kissinger, which lend credence to the story.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9j5PQpqiHiM

CNN: Could moon landings have been faked? Some still think so - It captivated millions of people
around the world for eight days in the summer of 1969 - It brought glory to the embattled U.S. space
program and inspired beliefs that anything was possible - Moon landing hoax theorists point to the
"rippling" flag as evidence the landings were faked - It's arguably the greatest technological feat of
the 20th century - And to some, it was all a lie - Conspiracy theories about the Apollo missions began
not long after the last astronaut returned from the moon in 1972 - Bill Kaysing, a technical writer for
Rocketdyne, which built rocket engines for NASA's Apollo program, published a 1974 book, "We
Never Went to the Moon: America's Thirty Billion Dollar Swindle" {We probably did send men to the
moon however most or all of the televised footage and info was scripted and pre-recorded down to
the second all before the launch ever took place. If it's on network TV it's not news it's their
pre-conceived story of events and that includes the news during the 1960's. A main purpose in going
to the moon was to find alien life and anything that would validate evolution. The astronauts were told
not to pick up random moon rocks but to look for and pick up rocks that might have a fossil or
something promoting evolution in it if they could find something like that, but they didn't. The moon
proved to have very little cosmic dust and a small amount of cosmic dust equals a very young moon.
The moon is not millions of years old but clearly young, new and only thousands of years old. It is
still unknown to man how the moon (to large in size and too close to the earth to be there naturally)
got into our earth's orbital system except of course for those who have read the Bible. -- Genesis 1:16
And God made two great lights; the greater light (sun) to rule the day, and the lesser light (moon) to
rule the night: He made the stars also.}
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Kaysing theorized NASA sent the Apollo 11 astronauts up in a rocket until it was out of sight, then transferred
the lunar capsule and its three passengers to a military cargo plane that dropped the capsule eight days later
in the Pacific, where it was recovered. In the meantime, he believed, NASA officials filmed the "moon landing"
at Area 51, the high-security military base in the Nevada desert, and brainwashed the astronauts to ensure
their cooperation. Some believe Kaysing's theories inspired the 1978 movie "Capricorn One," in which NASA
fakes a Mars landing on a remote military base, then goes to desperate lengths to cover it up. Others insist
NASA recruited director Stanley Kubrick, hot off "2001: A Space Odyssey," to film the "faked" moon landings.
Oh, and those moon rocks? Lunar meteorites from Antarctica. Decades later, Kaysing's beliefs formed the
foundation for "Conspiracy Theory: Did We Land on the Moon?" a sensational 2001 Fox TV documentary that
spotted eerie "inconsistencies" in NASA's Apollo images and TV footage. Among them: no blast craters are
visible under the landing modules; shadows intersect instead of running parallel, suggesting the presence of
an unnatural light source; and a planted American flag appears to ripple in a breeze although there's no wind
on the moon. The hour-long special sparked such interest in the topic that NASA took the unusual step of
issuing a news release and posting a point-by-point rebuttal on its Web site. The press release began: "Yes.
Astronauts did land on the moon." In various documents, NASA has countered that the Apollo astronauts
passed through the Van Allen belts too quickly to be exposed to dangerous levels of radiation; that the
module's descent engines weren't powerful enough to leave a blast crater; that the shadows in photos were
distorted by wide-angle lenses and sloping lunar terrain; and that the Apollo flags had horizontal support bars
that made the flags swing. Kaysing died in 2005, but not before grabbing the attention of Sibrel, a Nashville,
Tennessee, filmmaker who has since become the most visible proponent of the Apollo hoax theories. With
funding from an anonymous donor, Sibrel wrote and directed a 47-minute documentary in 2001 that
reiterated many of the now-familiar hoax arguments. Critics of moon-landing hoax theorists, and there are
many, say it would be impossible for tens of thousands of NASA employees and Apollo contractors to keep
such a whopping secret for almost four decades. But Sibrel believes the Apollo program was so
compartmentalized that only its astronauts and a handful of high-level NASA officials knew the entire story.
Sibrel spent years ambushing Apollo astronauts and insisting they swear on a Bible before his cameras that
they walked on the moon. "When someone has gotten away with a crime, in my opinion, they deserve to be
ambushed," Sibrel said. "I'm a journalist trying to get at the truth." In an episode made infamous on YouTube,
Sibrel confronted Aldrin in 2002 and called him "a coward, a liar and a thief." Aldrin, then 72, socked the
thirtysomething Sibrel in the face, knocking him backwards. ... In its information campaign against Apollo's
"debunkers," NASA may have a potent ace up its sleeve, however. Its Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter is now
circling the moon with powerful cameras, snapping crisp pictures that could reveal Apollo 11's Eagle lander
squatting on the moon's surface. Then again, conspiracy theorists may just say NASA doctored the photos.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/TECH/space/07/17/moon.landing.hoax/index.html

DebbieSchlussel.com: Yes, Anti-Semitism No Longer Exists "Tweet" of the Day - On Twitter, I
frequently get vile, anti-Semitic Tweets sent my way - Yup, I should stop "whining" about the rise in
anti-Semitism because, clearly, the problem has been eradicated - Sadly, some very prominent
conservative commentators and organizations are embracing and/or looking the other way on
anti-Semitism like this, and far worse {The vile, Satanic Bush family is still trying to sow their seeds
of hate, discord, death and disobedience especially against the children of God (Jews and
Christians). Every night on the news (Fox News) there are stories crafted and slanted with the
intention not to inform but to incite violence and to pit one group or race of people against another.
The murderous home invasion robbery in Florida and the bombings of American hotels in Jakarta,
Indonesia are recent examples of the evil legacy that the Bush family has advanced in America and
that is permeating throughout the world. Don't buy into the lies of Fox News and don't be a partaker
of their sins because all who disobey God and commit acts of evil against other human beings will
receive (Romans 1:18) of the wrath of God.}
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On Twitter, I frequently get vile, anti-Semitic Tweets sent my way, but usually they come from Muslims, Black
Muslims, and (in my e-mail inbox) Sarah Palin supporters. (You can follow me on Twitter here.) Today, an
apparently Japanese man who goes by the names "Fatmanippo" and "Samuraifat," weighed in:
Fatmanippo@DebbieSchlussel you wicked f-cking bagel fiending, bloodsucking, golden chocolate coin eating
whore of a jew - about 9 hours ago from web (By the way, he didn't use a dash in the f-word. I put that in to
try to minimize this site being blocked by certain software programs at the workplaces of my readers.) ... For
those inclined to send future anti-Semitic Tweets like this and in the interest of accuracy, please note the
other foods stereotypically associated with the Jews, which I don't like and don't consume: lox, cream
cheese, herring, smoked salmon, gefilte fish, {Norwegian} lutefisk (oh, wait, wrong ethnic group for that one).
I think that covers it. Yup, I should stop "whining" about the rise in anti-Semitism because, clearly, the
problem has been eradicated. **** UPDATE: Sadly, some very prominent conservative commentators and
organizations are embracing and/or looking the other way on anti-Semitism like this, and far worse. I'll be
writing about this in the near future, but here are some names: Thomas More Law Center, Sam Adams
Alliance, Hot Air/Ed Morrissey, Michelle Malkin, Hanan Tudor (who goes by the porn name, "Brigitte
Gabriel"), ACT for America, American Congress for Truth. All of them chose to look the other way on
Holocaust-denying Muslim death, rape, and torture threats on my life and that of my family members, and to
continue to promote individuals and organizations which praised and/or condoned it.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2009/07/yes_anti-semiti.html#comments

Bible verse: Mark 4:30-32 And He (Jesus) said, Whereunto shall we liken the Kingdom of God
[Christian Church - especially the Catholic Church]? or with what comparison shall we compare it? It
is like a grain of mustard seed, which, when it is sown in the earth, is less than all the seeds that be in
the earth: But when it is sown, it groweth up, and becometh greater ... the fowls [unclean] of the air
may lodge under the shadow [darkness] of it ... {The task at hand for Christians isn't to cut down our
overgrown Church structure but to expose the branches of darkness within the Church structure to
the light of the Word of God. Once exposed to light the unclean will have to reconsider their position
and either accept the Word of God or move on [darkness might temporarily try to stay within the
Church and even try to overcome the True light of the Christian Church but eventually God will again
separate the light from the darkness (Genesis 1:4)]. Every part of the earthly Kingdom Plant, the
Christian Church, has branches and shadows within it whether it is the Roman Catholic Church, the
smallest most stringent Protestant denomination, the ordinary home Bible study and even every
internet ministry. We all need more light and more knowledge into the Gospel of our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ in order to expose and expel the shadows of darkness from around us and to thrust us
further into the light of the Eternal righteous Kingdom of Jesus Christ.} - The complete Bible is
available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com
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Mark 4:30-32 And He (Jesus) said, Whereunto shall we liken the kingdom of God? or with what comparison
shall we compare it? It is like a grain of mustard seed, which, when it is sown in the earth, is less than all the
seeds that be in the earth: But when it is sown, it groweth up, and becometh greater than all herbs, and
shooteth out great branches; so that the fowls of the air may lodge under the shadow of it. -- John 3:19-21
And this is the condemnation, that light (Jesus) is come into the world, and men loved darkness [shadow]
rather than light, because their deeds were evil. For every one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh
to the light, lest his deeds should be reproved. But he that doeth truth cometh to the light, that his deeds may
be made manifest, that they are wrought in God. -- Ephesians 5:1-21 Be ye therefore followers of God, as
dear children; and walk in love, as Christ also hath loved us, and hath given Himself for us an offering and a
sacrifice to God [the Father and the Holy Spirit] for a sweetsmelling savour. ... Let no man deceive you with
vain (empty) words: for because of these things cometh the wrath of God upon the children of disobedience.
Be not ye therefore partakers with them. For ye were sometimes darkness, but now are ye light in the Lord:
walk as children of light: For the fruit of the Spirit is in all goodness and righteousness and truth; Proving what
is acceptable unto the Lord. And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove
them. For it is a shame even to speak of those things which are done of them in secret. But all things that are
reproved are made manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore He saith,
Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are evil. Wherefore be ye not
unwise, but understanding what the will of the Lord is. And be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but be
filled with the Spirit; Speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making
melody in your heart to the Lord; Giving thanks always for all things unto God and the Father in the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ; Submitting yourselves one to another in the fear of God. -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

ss and had breakfast before going to hospital, the Vatican said {I pray that the Pope will have
comfort, rest and a speedy recovery from his wrist injury and that he will be refreshed and renewed
while he continues in his duties as Pontiff.}">Pope Benedict XVI has an operation after breaking his
wrist in a fall - The Pope set off alarm bells early Friday when he was seen entering the emergency
wing of the Aosta hospital accompanied by his personal secretary Monsignor Georg Gaenswein - The
Vatican communique said an X-ray had determined that the German pope had a "slight fracture" to
the wrist - The pope celebrated mass and had breakfast before going to hospital, the Vatican said {I
pray that the Pope will have comfort, rest and a speedy recovery from his wrist injury and that he will
be refreshed and renewed while he continues in his duties as Pontiff.}
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AOSTA, Italy : Pope Benedict XVI underwent an operation in hospital on Friday after falling and breaking his
right wrist while on holiday in northern Italy, the Vatican said. It was the first health scare for the 82-year-old
pope since he became head of the Roman Catholic Church in April 2005. But Vatican spokesman Federico
Lombardi told AFP there was "no cause for concern". The pontiff fell during the night at a chalet where he is
staying in the mountain resort of Val d'Aosta, the Vatican said in a communique. Doctors used local
anaesthetic on the pope to operate on the wrist, Italian media reported. The pope, who is right-handed and
an avid pianist in his leisure time, began a two-week holiday in the hamlet of Les Combes d'Introd on
Monday. The pope had a piano sent to the chalet, media reports said. Vatican sources told ANSA news
agency the pope slipped and fell but was not ill and had not fainted. ... The pope set off alarm bells early
Friday when he was seen entering the emergency wing of the Aosta hospital accompanied by his personal
secretary Monsignor Georg Gaenswein. The Vatican communique said an X-ray had determined that the
German pope had a "slight fracture" to the wrist. The pope celebrated mass and had breakfast before going
to hospital, the Vatican said. He entered the hospital at 9:45 am (0745 GMT) and the operation began shortly
after noon. ANSA, citing "semi-official" hospital sources, said the pope also underwent an overall checkup
that revealed no serious problems. The Holy See does not issue regular bulletins on the pope's state of
health. Journalists have observed signs of fatigue in the pontiff following some of his overseas trips. When he
travelled to Australia last year, the pope took several days off in the country before beginning his official
appearances at World Youth Day celebrations in Sydney. - AFP/ms
http://www.channelnewsasia.com/stories/afp_world/view/443087/1/.html

ChurchLeaderInsights.com: FREE E-BOOK Church Systems 2.0 by Nelson Searcy Revised and
expanded! Maximize your church's effectiveness through healthy systems! (Registration Required)
Nelson Searcy's brand new Church Systems 2.0 E-Book has been completely revised and updated to include
diagnostic questions for you to determine the current health of your church's systems and to give you even
more practical help to lead your church to greater health and effectiveness. God designed all the parts of the
body - both the church body and the physical body - to work together, allowing us to fulfill God's purposes
and plans on this earth. And both of those respective bodies function best through well-developed systems.
And best of all, this brand new nuts-and-bolts report is our FREE gift to you!
http://www.churchleaderinsights.com/systems2/

Updated: Reasonable Faith with Dr. William Lane Craig: The Doctrine of Salvation Part 7 {Note: Our
original Salvation is only by faith [faith in the atonement cross and resurrection life of Jesus Christ]
therefore no-one is going to experience Salvation because it is not an experience it is by faith only. It
is by faith that we know we are 'born again' and that is why we never actually know the exact moment
in time when Jesus breathed His 'born again' Spirit into us. It is after we are 'born again' that we begin
to experience the Fruits of being born again and also the Empowerment of the Holy Spirit. The
empowerment (dunamis) by the Holy Spirit is often experiential in nature [and often confused as a
moment of Salvation] but the original receiving of the Holy Spirit is by faith it is not experiential
because it is not in experience that we are saved only in faith that are we saved. This is so important
because if people seek an experience for their Salvation moment then that can completely open up a
door for deception because the Bible mentions no experience but if people are looking for one then
the (demonic) spirits can easily provide a counterfeit experience moment creating a deceptive and
fragile foundation of faith and salvation that from the start is already chipping away at the firm
foundation of Jesus Christ as the base, belief and foundation of sustainable Christianity.} (Mp3's)
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Reasonable Faith aims to provide in the public arena an intelligent, articulate, and uncompromising yet
gracious Christian perspective on the most important issues concerning the truth of the Christian faith today,
such as: the existence of God, the meaning of life, the objectivity of truth, the foundation of moral values, the
creation of the universe, intelligent design [God's creation plan], the reliability of the Gospels, the uniqueness
of Jesus, the historicity of the resurrection, the challenge of religious pluralism. Reasonable Faith features the
work of philosopher and theologian Dr. William Lane Craig in order to carry out its three-fold mission:to
provide an articulate, intelligent voice for biblical Christianity in the public arena. To challenge unbelievers
with the truth of biblical Christianity. To train Christians to state and defend Christian truth claims with greater
effectiveness.
http://www.reasonablefaith.org/site/PageServer?pagename=podcasting_main

BasicChristian.org: Basic Christian Theology - Salvation (PDF)
Soteria (4991) Save, protect, heal, prevent harm, heal from past harms - Salvation means to be taken out of
harms way, "saved " from harm or danger, included in being saved is healing, emotional spiritual healing.
Where there is danger there is suffering and injury; where there is salvation there is healing. Our salvation
does not stop with us being saved from perishing in the fires of hell. We as Christians commonly ask others
"are you saved?" as though salvation is a one time finished work in our lives. Often what we are really asking
is if the person has a personal relationship with God. A relationship with God First involves redemption
(renewed relationship) with God, then through our new Spiritual relationship (sanctification) with God we are
continually being saved (healed). -- Salvation is separate and unique from redemption. Redemption means to
be returned back into the possession of a separated owner. We have been Redeemed on the cross of Jesus
signified, at the crucifixion, when the veil in the temple was torn from top to bottom revealing that the way into
the presence of God was now open to mankind. Redemption is represented in the Bible by the Old
Testament night of Passover in Egypt when Israel was redeemed back to God from the slavery of Egypt.
Salvation means healing. We are healed from sin when we receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit from Jesus.
The salvation process continues on in our lives as God continues to protect and heal us. Salvation is
represented in the Old Testament as the event when God parted the Red Sea, saving the Hebrews and then
destroying the pursuing enemy, the Egyptian army. Redemption is a work of God on the cross of Jesus.
Without the death of Jesus we wouldn't have redemption. Salvation is a work of God in the resurrection of
Jesus, without the resurrection of Jesus we wouldn't have salvation.
http://www.basicchristian.org/Theology.pdf

Bible verse: Ephesians 2:1-22 ... unto God in one body by the cross, having slain the enmity thereby:
And came and preached peace to you which were afar off, and to them that were nigh. For through
Him we both have access by one Spirit unto the Father - Now therefore ye are no more strangers and
foreigners, but fellowcitizens with the saints, and of the household of God; And are built upon the
foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief corner stone; In whom
all the building fitly framed together groweth unto an Holy Temple in the Lord: In whom ye also are
builded together for an habitation of God through the Spirit {The complete Bible is available at
ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
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Ephesians 2:1-22 And you hath He quickened, who were dead in trespasses and sins; Wherein in time past
ye walked according to the course of this world, according to the prince [Satan] of the power of the air, the
spirit that now worketh in the children of disobedience: Among whom also we all had our conversation in
times past in the lusts of our flesh, fulfilling the desires of the flesh and of the mind; and were by nature the
children of wrath, even as others. But God, who is rich in mercy, for His great love wherewith He loved us,
Even when we were dead in sins, hath quickened us together with Christ, by grace ye are saved; And hath
raised us up together, and made us sit together in heavenly places in Christ Jesus: That in the ages to come
He might shew the exceeding riches of His grace in His kindness toward us through Christ Jesus. For by
grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: Not of works, lest any man
should boast. For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath before
ordained that we should walk in them. Wherefore remember, that ye being in time past Gentiles in the flesh,
who are called Uncircumcision by that which is called the Circumcision in the flesh made by hands; That at
that time ye were without Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers from the
covenants of promise, having no hope, and without God in the world: But now in Christ Jesus ye who
sometimes were far off are made nigh by the blood of Christ. For He is our peace, who hath made both [Jew
and Christian] one, and hath broken down the middle wall of partition between us; Having abolished in His
flesh the enmity, even the law of commandments contained in ordinances; for to make in Himself of twain one
new man, so making peace; And that He might reconcile both unto God in one body by the cross, having
slain the enmity thereby: And came and preached peace to you [Gentiles] which were afar off, and to them
[Jews] that were nigh. For through Him we both have access by one Spirit unto the Father. Now therefore ye
are no more strangers and foreigners, but fellowcitizens with the saints (Christian Jews), and of the
household of God; And are built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself
being the chief corner stone; In whom all the building fitly framed together groweth unto an holy temple in the
Lord: In whom ye also are builded together for an habitation of God through the Spirit. -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

BasicChristian.org: The Royal Priesthood - The High Calling of each Christian - The Alter - Then there
is the Altar, made of Stone, to place the offering on - The Church individual likewise builds each altar
out of stone, our stones are not the physical stones of this world but our stones are the Spiritual rock
of Jesus Christ - We build our stone altar one stone or experience with Jesus at a time
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An altar needs to be built upon which the sacrifices are to be offered. God would name the location that the
stone altar was to be placed at. For the Levite, only an altar with a base of stones was acceptable to God.
The stones had to be natural stones, man could not chisel or shape the stones into man's desires, in fact for
man, any man, to modify what God has already done in shaping of each stone is to actually "profane it.
Exodus 20:25 And if thou wilt make Me an altar of stone, thou shalt not build it of hewn (carved) stone: for if
thou lift up thy tool upon it, thou hast polluted it. -- The Church individual likewise builds each altar out of
stone, our stones are not the physical stones of this world but our stones are the Spiritual rock of Jesus
Christ. We build our stone altar one stone or experience with Jesus at a time. For instance as we know and
perceive Jesus each instance is a stone in our Priestly altar of worship to God. Example: I do know that
Jesus loves me, that knowledge or experience is the placing of a Spiritual stone into the altar of our sacrifice
in this case a stone of love is placed into our altar. - Likewise, I know that Jesus personally sacrificed His life
for me on the cross, that I can live and be reunite to Him, there is another altar stone. - I remember when
Jesus took my hand and comforted me through some circumstances and tragedy, again more personal altar
stones. - I remember the sunset and praying to God and Jesus seemed so near that I felt His presence, altar
stone. - I remember reading the Bible and a verse that made almost no sense to me then God showed me
His wisdom and the meaning became perfectly clear, altar stone. - I remember witnessing to a person who so
desperately needed Jesus and that person responded to Jesus, I know I had nothing to do with it and seeing
the look of joy and relief on their face as they accepted Jesus reminded me of God's love and grace in my
own life, altar stone. -- As we go through life we build an altar, made of stone, made from encounters with the
living stone Himself Jesus, our altar is an Eternal memorial built of everlasting stone from the Eternal Rock
Himself forever memorializing our interaction with the Holy Almighty God. -- Acts 10:2-4 A devout man, and
one that feared God with all his house, which gave much alms to the people, and prayed to God always. He
saw in a vision evidently about the ninth hour of the day an angel of God coming to him, and saying unto him,
Cornelius. And when he looked on him, he was afraid, and said, What is it, Lord? And he said unto him, Thy
Prayers and thine Alms are come up for a Memorial before God.
http://www.basicchristian.org/royalpriesthood.html

TruthForLife.org: If you wield your tool [influence, notions, concepts] on it (the alter stones) [the
base-foundation sacrifice platform between God and His worshipers in the Holy Kingdom of God] you
profane it - God's 'altar' was to be built of unhewn [natural - God shaped] stones, that no trace of
human skill or labor might be seen upon it {The base of the 'alter' upon which the sacrifices were
burnt and offered to God was to be built from natural stones (Exodus 20:25). The alter rocks were not
to be chiseled or etched in any way with any type of design or alteration from man. The alter of God is
God's work alone it is for God's fellowship with His people alone. Any alterations would only detract
from the natural beauty that God has already accomplished and worse yet manmade markings would
put an emphasis on man, as though man had a part in the design of the alter of God and in the plans
of God and certainly it would take some of the focus of the worshipers [and their legitimate sacrifices
that they have offered to God on the alter of God] away from God and His alter placing it on man and
man's markings on God's Holy Kingdom alter.}
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God's altar was to be built of unhewn stones, that no trace of human skill or labor might be seen upon it.
Human wisdom delights to trim and arrange the doctrines of the cross into a system more artificial and more
congenial to the depraved tastes of fallen nature; instead, however, of improving the Gospel carnal wisdom
pollutes it, until it becomes another gospel and not the truth of God at all. -- All alterations and amendments
of the Lord's own Word are defilements and pollutions. The proud heart of man is very anxious to have a
hand in the justification of the soul before God; preparations for Christ are dreamed of, humblings and
repentings are trusted in, good works are put forth, natural ability is much vaunted, and by all means the
attempt is made to lift up human tools upon the divine altar. -- It would be best if sinners would remember that
so far from perfecting the Savior's work, their carnal confidences only pollute and dishonor it. The Lord alone
must be exalted in the work of atonement, and not a single mark of man's chisel or hammer will be endured.
There is an inherent blasphemy in seeking to add to what Christ Jesus in His dying moments declared to be
finished or to improve that in which the Lord Jehovah finds perfect satisfaction. Trembling sinner, away with
your tools, and fall upon your knees in humble supplication; accept the Lord Jesus to be the altar of your
atonement, and rest in Him alone. -- Many professors may take warning from this morning's text as to the
doctrines that they believe. There is among Christians far too much inclination to square and reconcile the
truths of revelation. This is a form of irreverence and unbelief; let us strive against it and receive truth as we
find it, rejoicing that the doctrines of the Word are unhewn stones, and so are all the more fit to build an altar
for the Lord.
http://www.truthforlife.org/site/News2?abbr=tls&page=NewsArticle&id=9091&news_iv_ctrl=1081

Bible verse: Psalm 50:5-23 ... When thou sawest a thief, then thou consentedst with him, and hast
been partaker with adulterers - Thou givest thy mouth to evil, and thy tongue frameth deceit - Thou
sittest and speakest against thy brother; thou slanderest thine own mother's son - These things hast
thou done, and I (God) kept silence; thou thoughtest that I was altogether such an one as thyself: but
I will reprove thee ... {The complete Bible is available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
Psalm 50:5-23 Gather My saints together unto Me; those that have made a Covenant with Me by sacrifice
[ultimately the sacrifice of Jesus Christ]. And the heavens shall declare his [a sinner's] righteousness: for God
is judge Himself. Selah. Hear, O My people, and I will speak; O Israel [those in a covenant relationship with
God], and I will testify against thee: I Am God, even thy God. I will not reprove thee for thy sacrifices or thy
burnt offerings, to have been continually before Me. I will take no bullock out of thy house, nor he goats out of
thy folds. For every beast of the forest is Mine, and the cattle upon a thousand hills. I know all the fowls of the
mountains: and the wild beasts of the field are Mine. If I were hungry, I would not tell thee: for the world is
Mine, and the fulness thereof. Will I eat the flesh of bulls, or drink the blood of goats? Offer unto God
thanksgiving; and pay thy vows unto the most High: And call upon Me in the day of trouble: I will deliver thee,
and thou shalt glorify Me. But unto the wicked God saith, What hast thou to do to declare My statutes, or that
thou shouldest take My covenant in thy mouth? Seeing thou hatest instruction, and castest My words behind
thee. When thou sawest a thief, then thou consentedst with him, and hast been partaker with adulterers.
Thou givest thy mouth to evil, and thy tongue frameth deceit. Thou sittest and speakest against thy brother;
thou slanderest thine own mother's son. These things hast thou done, and I kept silence; thou thoughtest that
I was altogether such an one as thyself: but I will reprove thee, and set them in order before thine eyes. Now
consider this, ye that forget God, lest I tear you in pieces, and there be none to deliver. Whoso offereth praise
glorifieth Me: and to him that ordereth his conversation aright will I shew the salvation [healing - eternal life] of
God. -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

Updated: SBC Repudiates Prayer for Obama's Death - The Southern Baptist Convention, the nation's
largest denomination, has been embarrassed by the comments of the [dictator] Rev. Wiley Drake, a
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former officer in the convention, who said he is praying for the death of the president {If Pastor Wiley
Drake was Catholic he would probably be gone having been dismissed and removed from his
ministry authorities for preaching a form of (witchcraft) violence, at least I hope he would be. The
problem with Protestantism [besides removing the Holy Spirit] is that we have traded one Pope for
every pastor a pope. Almost every protestant pastor thinks they are king and pope (and Holy Spirit) of
their church, they lead, they counsel, they spend, they decide, they make themselves an easy target
and put themselves in unnecessary spiritual jeopardy by being a sole authority. But here is the news
flash - it is God's Church not the pastor's Church and until the Protestant denominations can wake-up
and grasp that the people are there to worship Jesus Christ, not to serve the pastors needs [the
Pastor's needs will be met by the people from their abundant overflow directed to Jesus] that the
pastors are servants of Jesus Christ to serve the people's needs. Until the pastors and
denominational leadership of modern churhces realize that they are not dictators over men [and the
modern liberal pastors are the most dictatorial in trying to enforce their beliefs (unbiblical politically
correctness) onto the congregations] but are servants for Jesus' sake then the modern cult-like
protestant denominations are going to continue to see their relevance in society decline. -- Acts 20:28
Take heed (Pastors) therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over the which the Holy Ghost
hath made you overseers, to feed (nourish) the Church of God, which He (God/Jesus) hath purchased
with His own blood.}
The Southern Baptist Convention, the nation's largest denomination, has been embarrassed by the
comments of the Rev. Wiley Drake, a former officer in the convention, who said he is praying for the death of
the president. Drake, a former SBC vice president who ran for president last year, said in a recent interview
on Fox News Radio that he is praying an "imprecatory prayer" against the president. Those are prayers that
ask for evil or misfortune. Asked whether he was seriously praying that the president of the United States
would die, Drake said, "If he does not turn to God and does not turn his life around, I am asking God to
enforce imprecatory prayers that are throughout the Scripture that would cause him death, that's correct."
SBC officials have moved quickly to disavow the comments. SBC spokesman Sing Oldham told the
Associated Baptist Press that Drake is out of the denomination's mainstream. Oldham said he believes that
most Southern Baptists are committed to praying for the president's well-being, which he said is called for in
Scripture.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/06/12/AR2009061203732.html

Manti Pageant 2009 Evangelism Training Sessions 2009 (Video Downloads)
During the two weeks of the 2009 Mormon Miracle Pageant in Manti, UT, evangelical Christians met during
the mornings for training. The talks mainly covered how to reach Mormons for Jesus.
http://www.archive.org/details/Manti2009

Urbana 09 Invite Videos - December 27-31, 2009 at St. Louis, Missouri - It's our prayer that Urbana 09
will be an eye-opening, life-transforming, commitment-producing call to join God's mission (Video Downloads)
Urbana 09 is intended for anyone interested in missions. The target audience is college-aged women and
men between the ages of 18 and 30. But every Urbana draws people from all over North America who want
to learn more about global realities, current missions issues, and their place in God's mission. ... Register
here at www.urbana09.org. A minimum $100 non-refundable, non-transferable deposit must accompany your
registration. The remaining balance should be paid by credit card, e-check, or check by December 15, 2009.
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http://www.urbana09.org/inviteothers.videos.cfm

Worship 24/7 Series (Mp3's)
Thanks for visiting the site! There's so much more I'd love to pass on than what a sermon or speaking event
can provide. So click around and hopefully you will find the content helpful.
http://www.buckleychurch.com/multimedia.cfm?filterMode=series&filterValue=1

Nazarene Bible College 2005-2006 Chapel Highlights - Claiming the Promise by Jennider Osborn
(Mp3)
Nazarene Bible College has a clear purpose, has a strong affiliation to the church, and provides quality
education. Clear Purpose: Our purpose is clear: Nazarene Bible College exists to glorify Jesus Christ as Lord
by preparing adults to evangelize, disciple, and minister to the world. Since 1967 Nazarene Bible College has
fulfilled its mission of preparing men and women for ministry. Strong Affiliation: Nazarene Bible College is one
of ten Nazarene institutions of higher education in the United States. It is one of the two institutions charged
by the denomination with the relatively exclusive task of preparing ministers. Quality Education: Nazarene
Bible College is accredited by both The Higher Learning Commission (HLC), a commission of the North
Central Association of Colleges and Schools, 2006 and the Commission on Accreditation of the Association
for Biblical Higher Education (ABHE), 1976.
http://www.nbc.edu/chapel/streaming-media.php?year=2005-2006

Dr. Don Bartlette - Friend of Bethel College (Mp3)
Chapel is often referred to as "the heartbeat of Bethel College." Chapel services unite the Bethel community
for a time of corporate worship through music and teaching. Chapel programs include guest speakers,
musical and dramatic groups, extended praise and worship times, faculty testimonies, as well as a variety of
series.
http://www.bethelcollege.edu/studentlife/chapel/archive/?page=spring_08

State of the Nation with Ken Ham '09 - Video Download - This video download is currently available at
a limited-time, introductory price of only $1.99! (Retail $7.99.) Don't pass up this opportunity to hear
firsthand from Ken Ham, co-author of the new book Already Gone! - *Before a newly created account
can be used, it must be activated (Mp4 Download - On Sale - $1.99)
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Australian-born Ham, in his dynamic style, recounts the secularization of American culture, the abandonment
of the biblical foundations of the USA, and explains why we are losing generations from the church-why, in
fact, they are already gone! Fast-paced and powerful, this video features over 200 PowerPoint illustrations
plus eye-opening video segments. Ham and Beemer present the results of a landmark new study which
addresses the current spiritual state of our nation-especially our churches and the young people who have
left.It is important to realize that, although America has more Christian resources and Bible colleges than ever
in its history, the nation is on a spiritual downward spiral. What has happened? Why is the church not
reaching the culture today as it has in the past? Get the full report-discover and share the reasons behind the
collapse of Christianity in the Western world!Ham's special presentation was recorded before a live audience
and webcast on June 25, 2009, from the great hall of the Creation Museum. This first-ever event was carried
on the American Family Association's network of 300 radio stations, and on SkyAngel satellite network plus
on various web sites, including CreationMuseum.org, OneNewsNow.com, AnswersinGenesis.org, and others.
Also available on DVD.
http://www.answersingenesis.org/PublicStore/product/State-of-the-Nation-with-Ken-Ham-09-Video-Download,
6153,435.aspx

Updated - Jesus did not have a wife or a child - Da Vinci Code (Jesus is only human) Cults Exposed!
(PDF)
Following is some material to consider regarding this very wrong and false topic. This is a startling topic yet it
is a good opportunity for us as Christians to define Christianity to others and to point out the errors of the
non-Biblical approach to defining Jesus. "Any marriage prior to the Cross would mean that Jesus was marring
a sinner and really teachings of an earthly marriage of Jesus are yet another false set of teachings that are
attempting to do away with the need of mankind for the sacrifice of Jesus on the Cross and of His Glorious
Resurrection and it is an attempt to deny the special relationship that Jesus has with His Bride - The Church."
http://www.basicchristian.org/JesusNoWife.pdf

s it to happen.} (YouTube)">Light: NWO SECRET PLAN THE TIMELINE - NWO 2054 - "2047 everyone
has his identity in the world social network created by Google - Google's earth Link: to be you must
be in Google's earth link to not be in Google's earth link is to not be, no more passports are needed" In this NWO context 'Light' means 'Luciferian light' - Lucifer actually means light bearer, before his
fall Lucifer was an Angel of God's Light now however since his fall he is Satan the Devil and he is
only out to falsely accuse God and to harm mankind {This video is both information and
disinformation. The human NWO agenda is probably true however the given timeline is a hoax much
of this is probably scheduled for as close to 2012 as possible not 2054. The very distant year 2054
would be more intended to put people to sleep while the NWO agenda blazes on. The NWO is going to
happen it's just that it will happen according to God's divine timeline not man's not in 1776, 1984,
2001 or 2012 but when God according to His purpose allows it to happen.} (YouTube)
Comments: Judging by observations of general societal mindset, I can't help but think that the actual goals of
the elite are ultimately to end up with a better place for everyone to live and share, but it just needs to be
carried out in a manner in which these folks won't ruin the outcome, which would explain all the shadow
actions and deceit. Of course, that's just wishful thinking really. The pessimist in me pretty well knows it's
game over unless you have a invitation. I'll go check my mail box now.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsYsbap10CE
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Bethel College - Chapel: Bethel College, affiliated with the Missionary Church, is a Christian
Community of scholars and learners dedicated to building lives of commitment for leadership in the
church, the nation and the world (Mp3's)
Bethel College, affiliated with the Missionary Church, is a Christian Community of scholars and learners
dedicated to building lives of commitment for leadership in the church, the nation and the world. Bethel
provides liberating academic programs to challenge the mind, to enlarge the vision and to equip the whole
person for lifelong service. -- What We Believe: God is the Creator and Sustainer of all things, and the Author
of salvation. The Bible is the divinely inspired, only infallible, authoritative Word of God, and the unchanging
rule of faith and practice. Man's relationship to God, which was lost through sin, is restored through faith in
the redeeming work of Christ, God's divine Son. The Church is composed of persons who are born of the
Spirit and empowered by Him to live a holy life devoted to the fulfillment of the Church's Great Commission.
The personal return of Christ will bring about the end of the present age, the Judgment and the beginning of
the glorious age to come.
http://www.bethelcollege.edu/studentlife/chapel/archive/

News sites swap Obama's birthplace like magic - UPI, Snopes change location within hours of WND
report - [It's simply Amazing how fast 'facts' information can change on the internet, what was true
one minute becomes unheard of the next minute] - To date, Obama has not revealed his original
long-form, hospital-generated "Certificate of Live Birth" that includes details such as the name of the
medical facility and the doctor who delivered him {This article is posted in regard to information on
the internet being coordinated and allegedly validated via just a few websites i.e. API, UPI, Wikipedia,
Snopes. Where the 44th president of the United States was born should be easily verifiable historical
fact not conjured up internet speculation and propaganda from a few select, suspect websites.
Obama was probably born in Kenya; the Bush family knows it, Hillary knows it, McCain knows it yet
they all remained silent to pull one over on the American people [and open the door for Jeb Bush in
2012 by suddenly finding Obama ineligible to run again]. I think even if Obama is shown to be born
out of the US he should get a second term because the leaders of the White House, Senate and
Congress didn't object the first time so why not have a second term.}
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If you happened to read online news sites such as United Press International or the popular hoax-busting
Snopes.com anytime up until Tuesday night, you would have seen definitive statements that President
Obama was born at the Queen's Medical Center in Honolulu, Hawaii. But checking back now, both sites are
suddenly providing an entirely different location, the Kapi'olani Medical Center for Women and Children, also
in the capital of the Aloha State. Within hours of a WND report revealing Obama's birth being reported at two
different Hawaiian hospitals, both sites changed their information to suddenly fall in line with the president's
claim that he was born at Kapi'olani. ... In response to a query from WND, Snopes sent WND a statement
reading, "A number of readers have written to us to point out that Wikipedia previously updated their
Obama-related entries to resolve the same discrepancy, so we included a similar clarification in our latest
round of updates." ... The same phenomenon happened with UPI, as these before and after screenshots from
the same online address demonstrate: Here is the screen shot from Snopes on July 7, before WND's report
was posted: ... A cached version of the UPI site on Google also shows the news agency originally reporting
Obama's birth at Queen's Medical Center. WND had contacted UPI on Tuesday to find out specifics about
why it had published the birthplace as Queen's, which is contrary to the president's new assertion in a White
House celebratory letter to Kapi'olani. The news agency says that story was a background piece compiled
from available sources, and it did not believe there was any original reporting or interview that UPI conducted
with Obama himself, but added it was looking into the matter. ... To date, Obama has not revealed his original
long-form, hospital-generated "Certificate of Live Birth" that includes details such as the name of the medical
facility and the doctor who delivered him. Here is an actual Hawaiian birth certificate from 1963 (the same era
as Obama's birth), which while redacted includes detailed information documenting a birth, including the
name of the birth hospital and the attending physician. Beneath it is the short-form "Certification of Live Birth"
offered by President Obama as proof of his Hawaiian birth. It is possible to have been born outside of Hawaii
and still obtain the latter form, but not the former:
http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=103465

Basic Christian: Memo Summer of 2009 "Divine? Or Simply Just Not Fine?" - Recently a fiberglass
and gold laden Maroni statue atop the latest LDS Temple was struck by lightning - Was it of God,
mankind, nature or perhaps the demonic realm that is the cause and effect of the seemingly
supernatural event or events?
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Was it of God, mankind, nature or perhaps the demonic realm that is the cause and effect of the seemingly
supernatural event or events? At a casual first glance it might appear that God struck the statue however was
it actually a Divine act from God or was it simply just another not so fine act of a demonic entity? With the
supernatural (demons, UFO's, Aliens, deception, etc.) revealing itself around us with increasing frequency
and intensity it is of utmost importance that we take into account the events and consider what is happening
asking ourselves [and God in prayer] just what is going on and just what are we supposed to believe and
what should be our reaction. These are decisions that we do need to reach, sometimes quickly and
oftentimes without a lot of info or without a lot of good reliable info. ... When faced with the extraordinary and
the unexplainable keep in mind that God's extraordinary word the Bible explains above all that God loves
each of us and that He has an eternal plan of salvation for each of our lives. It is the Divine Miracle
throughout all of the ages that God's love and fellowship is available to mankind if we would just seek after
Him. Then when a relationship with Jesus Christ is accomplished in our hearts and in our minds even mighty
lightning strikes and signs and wonders pale in comparison to the glory, majesty and justice of receiving the
Holy Spirit inside of us. -- Note: It's unjust not to have the Holy Spirit inside of us. On the cross Jesus said "It
is finished" or literally "It is paid in full." With full payment comes satisfaction the delivery the "Justice" the
receiving of the Holy Spirit. The injustice of the world is the withholding of the Holy Spirit. God is not
withholding the Holy Spirit, man is withholding the Holy Spirit as man seeks to deny God, by discounting the
Virgin Birth, corrupting the Cross and counterfeiting the Resurrection of Jesus Christ it is man that is
withholding justice both from themselves and from others. -- Also Note: After the rapture of the Christian
Church there is going to be another delivery it is the delivery of the Kingdom of this World into the hands and
authority of Satan for a short time. During the Time of Satan (Antichrist) the Holy Spirit will not be delivered to
be inside of people like He is now in the present Christian Church age. The post rapture Martyred Saints of
Revelation receive the Holy Spirit in fellowship but not inside, not in the 'born again' regeneration manner that
the people of the Christian Church have received. During the Time of Satan - Time of Tribulation, Satan is
going to deliver his particular form of justice and government upon mankind and it won't go very well for
mankind few will even live through it. The Martyred Saints of Revelation do not receive the Holy Spirit inside
of them because after the rapture it is during the time of Satan's Kingdom when God's Eternal Justice for
mankind is now in Heaven separate and away from Satan's Kingdom on earth and also because their
remaining lifetime on earth will be short, so short that they receive their eternal Satisfaction and eternal
Justice in heaven after their unjust martyrdom at the hands of Satan.
http://basicchristian.org/Article_Featured.html

AtlanteanConspiracy.com: The Atlantean Conspiracy Exposing the Illuminati from Atlantis to 2012 Masonic (Satanic) Hand Signs - of Global Leaders (Photos)
Buy The Atlantean Conspiracy - Purchase The Atlantean Conspiracy 318-page paperback with full-color
cover and hundreds of black-white photos now for USD $30
http://www.atlanteanconspiracy.com/

SECRET SYMBOL OLYMPIC 2012 London - Warning: this is a screeching sounding and annoying
video but it's short and makes a few points among all the obvious heavy-handed anti-Israel bias {It's
always interesting that the 'Zionist' whatever that is (often redefined) gets all the blame for the world's
ills yet the majority of the global leaders are actually Satanists but no blame there.}
(YouTube-Secular)
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Comments: 2012 the Nibiru year. Dunno bout those aliens, but something will change, either in our minds, or
in our galaxy, it's all the same, but i feel there's something about to happen... in fact.. it's already happening,
people becoming aware! Awakening. Finally opening their eyes to the tyranny that is already going on for
centuries, without a lot of people even suspecting it. Thanks for the upload mate!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ikjJG5AvBs

2012 London exposed by Rik Clay R I P - Banned and Reposted 1 - London 2012 the New Jerusalem
[now in London] {Apparently England - European Illuminati want to replace Jerusalem Israel with
their own Antichrist Temple in London England [and that would explain why they are always busy
trying to wipe the true Israel and Jerusalem off of the map]. Built on the last plot of available land in
London that just happens to have been set aside for centuries for just such a purpose and there are
tons of Ley Lines and Symbols as well regarding the Olympic 2012 - New Jerusalem land. Note: as
soon as 2012 comes and goes and London is Not the New Jerusalem then finally the world can move
beyond British Zionism, we can only hope so!} (YouTube)
Aged 25, I attended and completed both compulsory education (the national mind-control curriculum) and
university, whilst working on a musical endeavour in which I released 2 albums nationwide, shot music videos
and toured the UK & Europe religiously. My band 'FULC' received rave reviews and praise in the likes of
Kerrang, Metal Hammer and Rock Sound magazine. The band occupied a good 6 years of my life in which I
was lead guitarist and backing vocalist. Due to my musical passion, I developed skills in graphic design / web
design / flash and all other things multimedia, as an aid for promotion. ... Yet Rik's blog came down on the
13th June 2008. So if Rik suddenly became so ill that day, after posting that he was going to reveal stuff, so ill
that he didn't have the capacity to contemplate going on the web - then who took down his blog? Rik Clay
found dead in his bed, few days after his interview with Red Ice Creations on August of 2008.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7ux-eW2DNI

TruthForLife.org: Forget not all His benefits - Psalm 103:2 It is a delightful and profitable occupation
to mark the hand of God in the lives of ancient saints and to observe His goodness in delivering them
-- Surely the goodness of God has been the same to us as to the saints of old - Let us, then, weave
His mercies into a song - Let us take the pure gold of thankfulness and the jewels of praise and make
them into another crown for the head of Jesus - Let our souls produce music as sweet and as
exhilarating as came from David's harp while we praise the Lord whose mercy endures forever
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It is a delightful and profitable occupation to mark the hand of God in the lives of ancient saints and to
observe His goodness in delivering them, His mercy in pardoning them, and His faithfulness in keeping His
covenant with them. But would it not be even more interesting and profitable for us to observe the hand of
God in our own lives? Should we not look upon our own history as being at least as full of God, as full of His
goodness and of His truth, as much a proof of His faithfulness and veracity as the lives of any of the saints
who have gone before? -- We do our Lord an injustice when we suppose that He performed all His mighty
acts and showed Himself strong for those in the early time but does not perform wonders or lay bare His arm
for the saints who are now upon the earth. Let us review our own lives. Surely in these we may discover
some happy incidents, refreshing to ourselves and glorifying to our God. Have you had no deliverances?
Have you passed through no rivers, supported by the divine presence? Have you walked through no fires
unharmed? Have you had no manifestations? Have you had no choice favors? The God who gave Solomon
the desire of his heart, has He never listened to you and answered your requests? That God of lavish bounty
of whom David sang, "who satisfies you with good," has He never filled you up to overflowing? Have you
never been made to lie down in green pastures? Have you never been led by the still waters? -- Surely the
goodness of God has been the same to us as to the saints of old. Let us, then, weave His mercies into a
song. Let us take the pure gold of thankfulness and the jewels of praise and make them into another crown
for the head of Jesus. Let our souls produce music as sweet and as exhilarating as came from David's harp
while we praise the Lord whose mercy endures forever.
http://www.truthforlife.org/site/News2?abbr=tls&page=NewsArticle&id=9087&news_iv_ctrl=1081

s Chrome products are a long way from being finished products they work somewhat but they also
somewhat dont work. My new computer OS strategy is to have one working MS Windows computer
and then any other computers i.e. HTPC to run on non-Microsoft operating systems. Intel and their
Moblin Operating system would be the preferred 2nd OS but Moblin has a long way to go before its
ready for day to day use.}">Google Set to Take On Microsoft With Desktop OS - Microsoft continues
behaving as though the Windows highway is endless - Google's announcement of its Chrome
desktop OS should come as no surprise, particularly in Redmond - There have been signs pointing in
this direction for several years {Google's Chrome products are a long way from being finished
products they work somewhat but they also somewhat don't work. My new computer OS strategy is
to have one working MS Windows computer and then any other computers i.e. HTPC to run on
non-Microsoft operating systems. Intel and their Moblin Operating system would be the preferred 2nd
OS but Moblin has a long way to go before it's ready for day to day use.}
Will Google Chrome OS be the undoing of Windows? For the past two decades, the biggest threat to
Microsoft has been that someone would create a new consumer operating system, popularize it, and then
grow the new OS to challenge Windows on all fronts. That is what I told Microsoft execs on numerous
occasions over many years. I encouraged them to build a modern operating system that could eventually
replace Windows. Instead, they built Windows 2000, XP, and Vista. Of the three, I actually liked Windows
2000 the best. If Microsoft had taken my advice and started fresh, they might not have Google kicking them
around today. Apple understood when its OS reached a dead end, and responded masterfully with Mac OS
X. Microsoft continues behaving as though the Windows highway is endless. ... Google's announcement of its
Chrome desktop OS should come as no surprise, particularly in Redmond. There have been signs pointing in
this direction for several years. What Google lacked was a hardware platform where Microsoft was at some
sort of a disadvantage. Android, primarily for smartphones, was the first salvo in the battle, launched against
Windows Mobile. Chrome OS will use Microsoft's need to (now) almost give netbook operating systems away
to defend share, while still charging full price for the same OS running on a laptop, as a wedge. I have
changed my thinking a bit and no longer believe Google will have to challenge Windows across the entire
computing marketplace to succeed. Google is betting on a new, web-driven, connected computing model that
plays to its strengths and is, essentially, is a place that Microsoft isn't. At least not right now. If Google can
find success on netbooks and other consumer/personal devices, I think the business desktop/laptop market
may, over time, take care of itself and head in Google's direction. By then, of course, it is likely to be
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Microsoft's direction, too.
http://www.pcworld.com/article/168036/google_chrome_desktop_os.html

Intel® Turbo Memory for 2008 - Demmo for Laptop Turbo Memory 1 (Online-Video)
Provides an overview of the new capacities, form factors and new pinning application for Intel® Turbo
Memory.
http://video.intel.com/?fr_story=4860a526df90396d7fc77e1cca092d8ae8d43226&rf=bm

Hardware.info: New Intel Motherboards - Intel P55 and [P57] motherboard gallery - Also part of the
gallery are a number of P57 chipset boards. This is the more luxurious version of the P55 chipset and
features the Brainwood technology. These are expansion cards with flash memory that will be used
as a hard disk buffer - It's rumored that Intel will be branding this technology Turbo Memory 2 {Turbo
Memory 2 is a small memory slot for a SSD type memory module. Desktop computers with more
memory and better HDD drives that already provide significant cache don't benefit in performance in
normal use from SSD drives as much as Laptops do, a laptop really needs an SSD drive for both data
safety and performance. Turbo Memory is cheaper and better for a desktop computer than an SSD
but you need a new Intel P57 motherboard [Fall 2009] with the small Turbo Memory slot.} (Photos)
One of the most important things on the Computex convention are the motherboards with Intel's upcoming
P55 chipset, shown by almost every manufacturer. These boards -featuring socket 1156- are intended for the
to-be-released Core i5 processors. Since the name Core i5 hasn't officially been announced by Intel yet, the
companies still refer to it by its codename Lynnfield. Because the Core i5 will not be introduced before
September, most manufacturers aren't too keen on disclosing much about their new motherboards. Though
the shown prototypes give a decent impression, they surely aren't finished yet. It's quite possible that
additional options will be added prior to the CPU launch. This means that it's possible for high-end
motherboards to feature a simple cooling block right now; the final version of the cooling system is just not
completed yet. Information about the P55 chipset is starting to find its way to the surface. Several companies
have confirmed that the chipset supports Serial ATA 600. This is no surprise, given the current situation in the
SSD market. Though there are no official announcements made, one manufacturer claimed that the P55 is
also SLI-compatible, if a set amount is paid in royalties to nVidia. That's a remarkable fact, since nVidia also
has a license on the DMI-bus, thus making it possible for the company to create its own chipset. It's possible
that the strategy was decided upon as a result of a time shortage. Each manufacturer shows its own P55
boards on their respective stands, but Intel makes it easy for us to compare the different models. The Intel
stand has all shown motherboards, displayed side-by-side. For your convenience, we have placed an
overview of the motherboards below. -- Also part of the gallery are a number of P57 chipset boards. This is
the more luxurious version of the P55 chipset and features the Brainwood technology. These are expansion
cards with flash memory that will be used as a hard disk buffer. It's rumored that Intel will be branding this
technology Turbo Memory 2. The slot for a Brainwood module looks the most like a mini DIMM-slot and is
positioned next to the conventional memory slots. It's possible that additional specifications of the individual
boards will be released throughout the week. If that is the case, we'll keep you updated on the situation.
http://www.hardware.info/en-US/newsbygroup/1/

Intel ready to launch new 34nm SSDs in two weeks? - the drives are expected to ship in 80, 160 and
320GB capacities, the last being significant for more practically replacing a conventional hard disk
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Intel may be ready to launch new solid-state drives based on 34nm NAND technology within two weeks or
less, a report claims. Rumored since January, the drives are expected to ship in 80, 160 and 320GB
capacities, the last being significant for more practically replacing a conventional hard disk. Other capacities
may also be in the works, dense enough to replace many notebook hard drives, a source says. The 34nm
process is said to offer several advantages, including not only higher capacities but faster performance. Intel
may also be able or willing to lower prices, traditionally the greatest obstacle to SSD adoption; an
SSD-equipped MacBook Air, for instance, is $300 more than one using the default hard drive. Airs are not,
however, believed to currently use Intel drives.
http://www.electronista.com/articles/09/06/26/intel.34nm.ssds.soon/

July 08, 2009: British Scientists Claim to Create Human Sperm - British scientists claim they have
created human sperm from stem cells. But other experts have questioned their data
LONDON - British scientists claim they have created human sperm from stem cells. But other experts have
questioned their data. Researchers at Newcastle University and the NorthEast England Stem Cell Institute
say they used a new technique to derive what they described as sperm cells from embryonic stem cells. ...
But many other British experts say they are unconvinced by the research. They also say the sperm cells
created in the laboratory were clearly abnormal.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,530621,00.html

How do you know that there is real blood (and not paint or a stain) on the Shroud of Turin? - 1980
They (Gilbert and Gilbert) concluded that the blood flecks are real blood - Several claims have been
made that the blood has been found to be type AB - The blood appears to be so old that the DNA is
badly fragmented
Alan Adler was an expert on porphyrins, the types of colored compounds seen in blood, chlorophyll, and
many other natural products. He and Dr. John Heller, MD, studied the blood flecks on the STURP sampling
tapes [Heller and Adler, Applied Optics 19, (16) 1980]. They converted the heme into its parent porphyrin,
and they interpreted the spectra taken of blood spots by Gilbert and Gilbert. They concluded that the blood
flecks are real blood. In addition to that, the x-ray-fluorescence spectra taken by STURP showed excess iron
in blood areas, as expected for blood. Microchemical tests for proteins were positive in blood areas but not in
any other parts of the Shroud. -- Several claims have been made that the blood has been found to be type
AB, and claims have been made about DNA testing. We sent blood flecks to the laboratory devoted to the
study of ancient blood at the State University of New York. None of these claims could be confirmed. The
blood appears to be so old that the DNA is badly fragmented. Dr. Andrew Merriwether at SUNY has said that
"… anyone can walk in off the street and amplify DNA from anything. The hard part is not to amplify what you
don't want and only amplify what you want (endogenous DNA vs contamination)." It is doubtful that good
DNA analyses can be obtained from the Shroud. It is almost certain that the blood spots are blood, but no
definitive statements can be made about its nature or provenience, i.e., whether it is male and from the Near
East.
http://www.shroudstory.com/faq/turin-shroud-faq-02.htm

CLONED ANTICHRIST BEAST REVEALED 8/12 - Cloned from blood removed [1978] from the Shroud
of Turin [possibly cloned/gene-spliced with Prince Charles sperm and] used to impregnate Princess
Diana (married 1981 to Prince Charles 13 years her senior) for the 1982 timed birth [30 in 2012] of
Prince William {Princess Diana's son William turning 30 in 2012. The age of 30 is the biblical legal
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priestly age (before 30 a Levite could only be an assistant priest), both John the Baptist (Levitical and
Jesus [Melchizedek Priest]) began their ministries at the legal age of 30 [John's mother and Mary
were of the House of David/Judah but John's father was a Levitical Priest (Luke 1:8) a descendant of
Aaron from the house of Levi]. Also the London 2012 Olympics the XXX Olympiad (unholy trinity
Olympiad) is deliberately timed and placed to be in London in 2012 the birth of the New Age, for a
desired Satanic awakening in 2013 [Fox News uses the numer 13 in everything now]. It will also
probably come out that Prince Charles is unable to naturally have children as Henry, the younger
brother of Prince William is already considered by most not to be the son of Prince Charles but the
son of James Hewitt.} (YouTube)
Dr. Joye shocks George Noory on Coast-to-Coast - February 9, 2009.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYNnmp1vWRA

IUC World Exclusive: Prince Charles Not Harry's Real Father - the fact that Diana's ex lover James
Hewitt is the Harry's real father - Diana stopped having sex with Charles years before Harry was born
- Just the way they killed Diana they'll kill James
A longtime employee of Harry's mother Princess Diana told IUC that the Royal Family was involved in a
massive coverup to hide the fact that Diana's ex lover James Hewitt is the Harry's real father. According to
the source Prince Philip threatened Hewitt's life if he didn't go along with the coverup. "They made him lie
about the timeline," the source told IUC. "Prince Philip told Hewitt he would destroy him if it ever leaked out.
It's impossible that Charles is Harry's real father. Hewitt was on the scene as Diana's lover two years before
Harry was born. Diana stopped having sex with Charles years before Harry was born. Harry looks exactly like
Hewitt." -- The massive coverup involved Hewitt lying to the world about when his dalliance actually began
with Diana. Originally he told the world he met Diana in 1986. Harry was born in 1984. Under hypnosis for a
tv interview Hewitt admitted he met Diana in 1981 or 1982, had sexual relations with her then - some two
years before Harry was born. A relative of Hewitt told IUC that privately Hewitt has always believed he's
Harry's dad but has denied it in public because he fears for his life. He also wants to protect his son from
being dethroned. ... The relative added that this is another example of why the Royal Family should be
abolished. "They're the biggest crooks and liars in the world," he said. "All the evidence clearly demonstrates
that James is Harry's real father. Just the way they killed Diana they'll kill James. You'll see, one day his body
will be found mysteriously in a hotel room and the Royals will try to convince the world that James committed
suicide."
http://ianundercover.com/2009/05/31/iuc-world-exclusive-prince-charles-not-harrys-real-father-ex-diana-loverkeeps-silents-because-of-death-threats-from-royal-family/

ANTICHRIST - PRINCE WILLIAM 2012 - Is Prince Williams the Face on the Shroud of Turin? Is the
Image on the Shroud the Antichrist - The Image of the Beast? (YouTube)
This video is intended to be just a "teaser" to the very real possibility that Prince William is the Beast of
Revelation. Comments: Of course, his name is Will-I-Am; a play on the words of what God Himself said, "I
Am."
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GT34cIASFqM

cuttingedge.org: 2012 - Is This The Year When (British) Antichrist Might Arise? - "All right, I have seen
enough calculations and discerning facts to convince me: Antichrist will arise from the House of
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Windsor (British Royalty) - If the timing is soon, Prince Charles will be that man; if the timing is
delayed, Prince William will be Antichrist. However, Prince William must turns 30, which is the Jewish
minimum age for a man to be a Rabbi. Williams turns 30 on 2012. Since the Illuminati always has a
"Plan A" and a "Plan B", this scenario could be very probable
Suddenly, both Christian and New Age leaders are teaching that the year 2012 might be the year in which
Antichrist arises. Cutting Edge weighs in on this discussion, with our knowledge of the occult, to conclude that
2012 might, indeed, be the year when the Masonic Messiah comes to the world scene! ... What Is So Special
About 2012? This is the year in which the ancient, pagan Mayan Calendar changes to a New Age, an age in
which a Messiah is supposed to arise. Listen to the official write-up from a New Age website. ""It is my great
honor and privilege as Master Quetzalcoatl to return to Earth in this overt fashion to spearhead so to speak
and bring to your attention the I AM University End of the Mayan Calendar and Countdown Project! As you
might know, I Am Quetzalcoatl, Grand Master of the Mayan days … You all know that the Mayan calendar as
has been channeled and introduced to the Earth in the Ancient Days from Higher Cosmic Sources, ends in
the year 2012 - on December 21st at 21:21:59 pm to be precise. This exact date and time marks the Official
Ending of the Kali Yuga or Dark Age and the Official Birth of the Age of the Christ / Buddha / Krishna /
Mohammed / Moses, and God! It is December 21st 2012 at 22:00 pm which marks the Official Return or
Second Coming of the Christ, Imam Mahdi, Buddha Maitreya, Kalki Avatar, Great Tao, and Messiah!" ... The
House of Windsor: The time in which a knowledgeable Christian will make a discerning decision regarding
the identity of the man who will be Antichrist will be before he is arisen; and, this knowledge beforehand will
require Biblical discernment, knowledge of Scripture, and a series of calculations! With this point made to me
by a pastor, I bought Antichrist And A Cup of Tea and began to read, albeit still with a high degree of
skepticism. About three-fourths of the way through this book, I set it down and said to myself, "All right, I have
seen enough calculations and discerning facts to convince me: Antichrist will arise from the House of
Windsor. If the timing is soon, Prince Charles will be that man; if the timing is delayed, Prince William will be
Antichrist. However, Prince William must turns 30, which is the Jewish minimum age for a man to be a Rabbi.
Williams turns 30 on 2012. Since the Illuminati always has a "Plan A" and a "Plan B", this scenario could be
very probable.
http://www.cuttingedge.org/NEWS/n2275.cfm

Renaissance Radio #6: the New World Order's fake alien invasion set for the 2012 London Olympics
(Mp3-Secular)
Renaissance Radio #6: Renaissance Radio is back to talk about Project Blue Beam, Rik Clay's murder, and
the New World Order's fake alien invasion set for the 2012 London Olympics.
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/renaissance-radio/page/2

Rik Clay - London-Zion-2012 - London the New Jerusalem - The New World Order's fake alien
invasion likely being prepared for the 2012 London Olympics [iPaper Book - Right Click and Print]
(Book-iPaper-Secular)
Thanks to infowarrior Andrew for compiling the entirety of Rik Clay's research on the New World Order's fake
alien invasion likely being prepared for the 2012 London Olympics. Why is it both the Beijing and London
Olympic logos can be arranged to form the word "Zion"? What is the plan for Project Bluebeam's top secret
holographic technology? Why was Rik Clay killed (quite probably) shortly after releasing all this information
on his blog?
http://www.atlanteanconspiracy.com/2009/02/rik-clay-london-zion-2012-book.html
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Ex-Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara Dies at 93 - He also enlarged the defense secretary's role,
handling foreign diplomacy and the dispatch of troops to enforce civil rights in the South [Southern
United States] - The idea of the United States losing a war seemed impossible when Mr. McNamara
came to the Pentagon in January 1961 as the nation's eighth defense secretary - As he had done at
the Pentagon and Ford, Mr. McNamara sought to remake the [world] bank - When he arrived on April
1, 1968, the [world] bank was lending about $1 billion a year - That figure grew until it stood at $12
billion annually (Predatory Lending Practices) in loans, credits and grants when he left in 1981 - In
some cases corruption in the governments that the bank aimed to help undid its good intentions Many of the poorest nations, overwhelmed by their debts to the [world] bank, were not able to repay
loans {Robert S. McNamara head of the Department of Defense was not a military expert he was a
Social Engineering expert. McNamara and the institutions that he came from [Harvard, Ford - Ford
Foundation] were intent on remaking America and the Globe into a new world society the NWO that
we know today.}
Robert S. McNamara, perhaps the most influential defense secretary of the 20th century, who helped lead
the nation into the maelstrom of Vietnam and spent the rest of his life wrestling with the war's moral
consequences, died early Monday at his home in Washington, the Associated Press reported, citing his wife,
Diana. He was 93, and according to the news agency, had been in failing health for some time. Serving
Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson from 1961 to 1968, Mr. McNamara oversaw hundreds
of military missions, thousands of nuclear weapons and billions of dollars in military spending and foreign
arms sales. He also enlarged the defense secretary's role, handling foreign diplomacy and the dispatch of
troops to enforce civil rights in the South. "He's like a jackhammer," President Johnson said. "No human
being can take what he takes. He drives too hard. He is too perfect." -- As early as April 1964, Senator
Wayne Morse, Democrat of Oregon, called Vietnam "McNamara's War." Mr. McNamara did not object. "I am
pleased to be identified with it," he said, "and do whatever I can to win it." ... The idea of the United States
losing a war seemed impossible when Mr. McNamara came to the Pentagon in January 1961 as the nation's
eighth defense secretary. He was 44 and had been named president of the Ford Motor Company only 10
weeks before. He later said, half-seriously, that he could barely tell a nuclear warhead from a station wagon
when he arrived in Washington. "Mr. President, it's absurd, I'm not qualified," he remembered protesting
when asked to serve. He said that Kennedy had replied, "Look, Bob, I don't think there's any school for
presidents, either." -- Kennedy called him the smartest man he had ever met. Mr. McNamara looked
steely-eyed and supremely rational behind his wire-rimmed glasses, his brown hair slicked back precisely
and crisply parted on top. Mr. McNamara had risen by his mastery of systems analysis, the business of
making sense of large organizations - taking on a big problem, sorting it out, studying every facet, finding
simplicity in the complexity. ... The industrialized nations created the [world] bank at the end of World War II
originally to help rebuild Western Europe, but it later expanded its membership and shifted its focus to lending
in the third world to increase economic growth and forestall war. In 1973 Mr. McNamara dedicated himself to
the reduction or abolition of what he called "absolute poverty - utter degradation" in Africa, Asia, and Latin
America. As he had done at the Pentagon and Ford, Mr. McNamara sought to remake the bank. When he
arrived on April 1, 1968, the bank was lending about $1 billion a year. That figure grew until it stood at $12
billion annually in loans, credits and grants when he left in 1981. By that time the bank oversaw some 1,600
projects valued at $100 billion in 100 nations, including hydroelectric dams, superhighways and steel
factories. The ecological effects of these developments had not been taken into account, however. In some
cases corruption in the governments that the bank aimed to help undid its good intentions. Many of the
poorest nations, overwhelmed by their debts to the bank, were not able to repay loans.
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/07/07/us/07mcnamara.html

The Socialization of the Police by Robert P. McNamara [Assistant Professor of Sociology at Furman
University, in Greenville, South Carolina] (Published in 1999) [no relation to Robert S. McNamara] What is important about socialization, then, is that people learn to behave according to the
expectations of their culture and transmit that way of life from one generation to the next - THE
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SOCIALIZATION PROCESS IN OCCUPATIONS: Of the many roles that a person is called on to
perform, few surpass the importance of possessing the skills and attitudes necessary for one's
[employment] occupation - an individual's worldview, attitudes toward others, and general well-being
are influenced {Robert S. McNamara (Secretary of Defense 1961-1968) head of the Department of
Defense was not a military expert he was a Social Engineering expert coming from the social
engineering centers of Harvard, Yale, Cornell, Ford (Ford Foundation) etc. McNamara and the
institutions that he came from were intent on remaking America and the Globe into a new world
society the NWO that we know today. Robert S. McNamara is quoted as saying that the long duration
of the Vietnam War was necessary not for Vietnam but as a mechanism for bringing about social
change in America. [Much like the long drawn-out ambiguous "War on Terror" is today.]} (Online
Book)
The Socialization of the Police (by) Robert R. McNamara 1999. The concept of socialization has been
subjected to extensive analysis, with the definitions of the concept varying widely. Generally speaking, we
can say the term socialization is used to describe the ways in which people learn to conform to their society's
norms, values, and roles. Many sociologists contend that people develop their own unique personalities as a
result of the learning they gain from parents, siblings, relatives, teachers, and all the other people who
influence them throughout their lives ( Elkin and Handel 1989). What is important about socialization, then, is
that people learn to behave according to the expectations of their culture and transmit that way of life from
one generation to the next. In this way, the culture of a society is reproduced (see, for instance, Parsons and
Bales 1955; Danziger 1971). It is also important to note that socialization occurs throughout an individual's life
as he or she learns the norms of new groups in new situations. Generally speaking, there are three
categories of socialization: primary, which involves the ways in which the child becomes a part of society;
secondary, where the influence of others outside the family become important; and adult socialization, when
the person learns the expectations of adult roles and statuses in society. This last type of socialization
includes learning the standards set by one's occupation. -- THE SOCIALIZATION PROCESS IN
OCCUPATIONS:Of the many roles that a person is called on to perform, few surpass the importance of
possessing the skills and attitudes necessary for one's occupation. This is especially true in modern society,
where occupation has a central place in the life of the vast majority of adults. In fact, occupation is challenged
only by the family and the peer group as the major determinant of behavior and attitudes ( Moore 1969). To
the degree that adequate socialization occurs to permit one to adequately perform in an occupation, an
individual's worldview, attitudes toward others, and general well-being are influenced.
http://www.questia.com/PM.qst?a=o&d=23339986

Missing, Presumed Dead [POW/MIA] - Documentary Trailer {Through extended American involvement
in the Vietnam War and the prolonged expense and distraction that detracted from building America
up, there emerged the socially engineered American counterculture, the hippie-drug, rebellious,
alternate New Age religion culture that probably could not have come about without the events of a
long unpopular war.} (Youtube)
Trailer for the documentary "Missing, Presumed Dead the Search for America's POW's"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaTNN09ocgM

Missing, Presumed Dead: The Search for America's [more than eight thousand unreturned] POWs Award-winning documentary - MISSING, PRESUMED DEAD, unveils the mystery of why these POWs
were abandoned, the likelihood some are still alive in North Korea and Southeast Asia, and why our
government doesn't want them back {A part of the Vietnam War was about social change to change
American society away from Patriotism and into a NWO worldview. Part of that new world view is to
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reveal to the American public and condition the American people that the government would entangle
their sons in unwinnable (Corporation) wars and would leave their sons behind for any and all
political purposes. Conditioning people into a society where the State has supreme authority over the
lives and activities of all the individual people. [In short reconstituting and reinstating the slave
societies of ancient biblical Rome (the revived Roman Empire - the largest slave state to ever exist),
Ancient Atlantis and the even more Ancient Mystery Babylon.]} (DVD)
A POW/MIA of American POWs from the Korean War were abandoned in North Korea after hostilities ended
in 1953. When it became apparent that repatriating these men would not be feasible, the U.S. government
declared them, "missing, presumed dead." These missing servicemen were forgotten until POW/MIA activists
forced the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations to form a POW/MIA select committee to investigate
recent reports that POWs are still alive in Vietnam and North Korea and that the Pentagon has kept this
secret from the public. MISSING, PRESUMED DEAD, unveils the mystery of why these POWs were
abandoned, the likelihood some are still alive in North Korea and Southeast Asia, and why our government
doesn't want them back.
http://www.missingpresumeddead.com/

Kiss the Boys Goodbye: How the United States Betrayed Its Own POWs in Vietnam - The bestselling
expose of a major political scandal - The story of a five-year investigation by two award-winning
journalists, Kiss the Boys Goodbye reveals heartbreaking evidence of POWs abandoned in Vietnam
[Korea, WWII], of official obstruction and missing files, censored testimony and thinly veiled threats
from government sources (Book)
Product Description: The bestselling expose of a major political scandal--in the tradition of All the President's
Men and Spycatcher. The story of a five-year investigation by two award-winning journalists, Kiss the Boys
Goodbye reveals heartbreaking evidence of POWs abandoned in Vietnam, of official obstruction and missing
files, censored testimony and thinly veiled threats from government sources. -- Comments: This is a book that
should make ordinary American citizens exceedingly sad and angry. Although some may argue that its
message is old news, and certainly very dated information, the horror and outrage it should occasion is
neither old nor dated. For what the authors contend, and go on to impressively prove, is that our national
government deliberately and maliciously betrayed its own soldiers trapped as Prisoners Of War (POWs) in
Vietnam, abandoning them in favor of a quick and otherwise painless exit from the war in Southeast Asia.
This, as the authors argue, is a truly devastating indictment of the Nixon administration, and one for which
they cannot be forgiven.However, it is more than that. It is also a bizarre story of men left behind for the sake
of political expedience and due to a number of highly classified clandestine operations, which were purposely
kept from the American people. The story line begins with the sad saga of a young ex-marine who escaped
from Vietnam on the late 1970s and claimed to have seen a large number of fellow American servicemen still
being held by the Vietnamese. However, he was quickly charged with desertion and collaboration with the
enemy, in what seemed to be a desperate effort on the part of governmental officials to bury both him and his
story of American prisoners as deeply as possible from public view. From here the plot takes a number of
bizzare twists and turns. ... There are many of us who have long believed that Nixon and Kissinger made a
pact with the devil himself in order to to extricate the United States fro the ongoing horror of Vietnam. What is
truly mind-boggling is to discover just how right we were to suspect that they, and many others in the
government since that time, would take such drastic action as they have to conceal these facts and to evade
the truth. This is a worthwhile book, and one that demands to be read. I hope you can approach it with an
open mind. Its arguments and the evidence associated with it are, in my opinion, very convincing. Enjoy!
http://www.amazon.com/Kiss-Boys-Goodbye-Betrayed-Vietnam/dp/0525249346
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Movie: The Fog of War - Eleven Lessons from the Life of Robert S. McNamara - People who watch
Errol Morris' Fog of War will be left with a lot to think about - what was intended to be a 20 minute
interview turned into a several hour candid conversation - we see that McNamara still doesn't accept
much responsibility for what he did during the Vietnam War - He thinks of himself as just being an
employee working for the president {This is an excellent interview DVD, it covers many topics and
ideas about government and leadership, it is highly recommended viewing.} (DVD)
People who watch Errol Morris' Fog of War will be left with a lot to think about. There are a number of
parallels to be drawn between what Americans faced during the Vietnam War era and what Americans face
now with middle-east conflicts. Morris has directed several controversial documentaries, but Fog of War is
very different. He allows the subject of the documentary, Robert McNamara, to remain the focus of the film
from beginning to end. Fog of War is very stylish but the artistic features don't take away from the social and
political commentary. Instead, they add to it and make the film more enjoyable. This is an important film and
while McNamara deserves most the credit for its success, Morris presented the content of this film in a way
that made it both provocative and entertaining. -- When Morris had an opportunity to interview Robert
McNamara, he had no idea what was about to happen. Morris was making a film about Vietnam, not
McNamara specifically. However, what was intended to be a 20 minute interview turned into a several hour
candid conversation. This interview turned conversation became the backbone of Fog of War. It is obvious
that something like guilt has been bugging McNamara and for whatever reason, Morris brought it out. ...
Probably the most important moment of Fog of War is when McNamara talks about mankind and its inability
to learn from history. He seems very pessimistic but has moments where he seems to think people can learn
from the past. It's easy to think about Donald Rumsfeld and wonder what sort of conversations he might have
with McNamara. Another great moment in Fog of War is when McNamara gets to meet a general from the
Vietnamese army, one of McNamara's adversaries from 30 years ago. It's then where we see that McNamara
still doesn't accept much responsibility for what he did during the Vietnam War. He thinks of himself as just
being an employee working for the president. Fog of War makes people think about a lot, but that's because
of Robert McNamara more than Errol Morris. This was McNamara's film and Morris just happened to hold the
camera in place when he probably felt like cringing or even laughing at times. During his famous acceptance
speech for Fog of War, which won an Academy Award for Best Documentary, Morris reminded the worldwide
audience to be careful, because the United States seems to be making the same mistakes it made during the
Vietnam War. That's up to the audience to decide, but Fog of War definitely makes everybody think about
that.
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0317910/

Breaking News: Robert S. McNamara (1916-2009), ex-defense secretary, dies - a key architect of the
U.S. war in Vietnam under presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson - overseeing the U.S.
military commitment there as it grew from fewer than 1,000 advisers to more than half a million troops
- he later said both administrations were "terribly wrong" to have pursued military action beyond
1963 - "External military force cannot reconstruct a failed state, and Vietnam, during much of that
period, was a failed state politically" he told CNN in a 1996 interview - After leaving the Pentagon in
early 1968, McNamara spent 12 years leading the World Bank
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(CNN) -- Former U.S. Defense Secretary Robert McNamara, a key architect of the U.S. war in Vietnam under
presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson, has died at age 93, according to his family. McNamara
was a member of Kennedy's inner circle during the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962, when the United States and
the Soviet Union stood on the brink of nuclear war. But he became a public lightning rod for his management
of the war in Vietnam, overseeing the U.S. military commitment there as it grew from fewer than 1,000
advisers to more than half a million troops. Though the increasingly unpopular conflict was sometimes
dubbed "McNamara's War," he later said both administrations were "terribly wrong" to have pursued military
action beyond 1963. "External military force cannot reconstruct a failed state, and Vietnam, during much of
that period, was a failed state politically," he told CNN in a 1996 interview for the "Cold War" documentary
series. "We didn't recognize it as such." ... Casualties mounted, as did domestic opposition to the war. In
1965, a Quaker anti-war protester, Norman Morrison, set himself on fire outside McNamara's office window.
In 1967, tens of thousands of demonstrators marched on the Pentagon, which was ringed with troops. By
November 1967, McNamara told Johnson that there was "no reasonable way" to end the war quickly, and
that the United States needed to reduce its forces in Vietnam and turn the fighting over to the
American-backed government in Saigon. By the end of that month, Johnson announced he was replacing
McNamara at the Pentagon and moving him to the World Bank. But by March 1968, Johnson had reached
virtually the same conclusion as McNamara. He issued a call for peace talks and announced he would not
seek re-election. After leaving the Pentagon in early 1968, McNamara spent 12 years leading the World
Bank. He said little publicly about Vietnam until the publication of a 1995 memoir, "In Retrospect."
http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/07/06/robert.mcnamara.obit/index.html

Bible verse: Psalms 122:1-9 ... Pray for the peace of Jerusalem: they shall prosper that love thee ...
['Pray for the peace of Jerusalem' - not for the destruction of Jerusalem as some are praying.] {The
complete Bible is available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
Psalms 122:1-9 A Song of degrees of David. I was glad when they said unto me, Let us go into the house of
the LORD. Our feet shall stand within thy gates, O Jerusalem. Jerusalem is builded as a city that is compact
together: Whither the tribes go up, the tribes of the LORD, unto the testimony of Israel, to give thanks unto
the name of the LORD. For there are set thrones of judgment, the thrones of the house of David. Pray for the
peace of Jerusalem: they shall prosper that love thee. Peace be within thy walls, and prosperity within thy
palaces. For my brethren and companions' sakes, I will now say, Peace be within thee. Because of the house
of the LORD our God I will seek thy good. -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

jpost.com: 'Watch out, missionaries!' - He said he wasn't against Christians, just against missionaries
who proselytize Jews {World events seem to be moving really fast - it's almost as though the final
stage is being set for the Tribulation Period. The Jews have had a big part in human history in
bringing in the Messiah (Christ) and in delivering through the Jewish Prophets the Holy Scriptures of
God to all mankind. The Jews will continue to have one of the bigger parts in the coming End Time Tribulation Period, with the Jews ultimately awaiting God's arrival. Just be aware that God already
has a plan for the Jews and a big part of God's plan for the Jews is that Christians and the World
would have mercy, patience and reverence towards the Jews. Romans 11:30-33 For as ye (Gentiles)
in times past have not believed God, yet have now obtained mercy through their unbelief: Even so
have these also now not believed, that through your (Christian) mercy they (Jews) also may obtain
mercy. For God hath concluded them all [Gentiles and Jews] in unbelief, that He might have mercy
upon all. O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable are
His judgments, and His ways past finding out! -- 2 Corinthians 6:3-4 Giving no offence in anything,
that the (Christian) ministry be not blamed: But in all things approving ourselves as the ministers of
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God, in much patience, in afflictions, in necessities, in distresses, …}
Members of the Arad congregation, which numbers about 50, say they've had their tires slashed dozens of
times. They've been surrounded, threatened and cursed by Gur Hassidim in the market, on the streets or in
their homes for about five years. In all this time they can only recall one arrest of a suspect, and he was
released immediately. I tried three times, in person and by phone, to speak to Yuval Paz, Arad's police chief,
and he was never available, nor did he call me back. ... He said he wasn't against Christians, just against
missionaries who proselytize Jews, insisting that this was against the law. (In fact, it isn't. Israeli law only
forbids proselytizing minors or "bribing" potential converts with money or material favors.) "This is not their
land, this is the land of the Jews," he said. "All these missionaries have to be removed." From Arad? I asked.
"From Israel," he replied. -- ISRAEL'S MESSIANIC Jewish congregations, which are heavily mixed with born
Christians like the Beckfords, have been hounded by the haredim in numerous cities over the years. But no
congregation has gotten it worse than the one in Arad. In nearby Beersheba, the main local Messianic group
also receives much more than its share of trouble from local haredim. Yoyakim Figueras, the Israeli-born
leader of the local congregation, says that when the demonstrations outside his family's Arad house began a
few years back, "they used to yell 'Nazi,' and 'Nazi dog.' Now they've become more sophisticated and they
chant, 'Stop baptizing Jews into Christianity.'" The congregation in Arad includes Christians, Arabs, African
refugees, foreign students and workers and Russian immigrants who weren't brought up Jewish, says
Figueras. Asked if there were also "standard" Israeli Jews - those raised Jewish by a Jewish mother and
father - he replied, "Very few."
http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?cid=1246443701838&pagename=JPost/JPArticle/ShowFull

Gwinnett: No Money, No Fireworks - They canceled, months ago, the county's annual "Gwinnett
Glows" July 4th fireworks show at the Gwinnett County Justice and Administration Center in
Lawrenceville - Duluth: Fireworks Tonight - But this event is so important - The celebration of our
nation - At the same time, with so many people going through so many difficult times, we're trying to
step in, help with the can collections, and still bring everybody together in the community"
LAWRENCEVILLE, Ga. -- Gwinnett County government administrators are still trying to get the word out:
They canceled, months ago, the county's annual, "Gwinnett Glows" July 4th fireworks show at the Gwinnett
County Justice and Administration Center in Lawrenceville. "Our financial situation is serious, here in
Gwinnett," said Joe Sorenson, the Communications Director for Gwinnett County Government. "And this is
one of our ways of, we think managing it responsibly." The county was facing a budget shortfall of $40 million,
was looking for places to cut, and eliminated the July 4, 2009 fireworks show, which was expected to cost
$200,000. "Sponsorships have dried up over the last couple of years," Sorenson said -- corporate
sponsorships that paid for close to half of the total cost. The popular "Gwinnett Glows" celebration was a
fixture in Lawrenceville every July 4th for 20 years, and attracted, Sorenson said, up to 50,000 people each
year. "We knew that the community was going to miss the event. But the hope is that times will improve, you
know times will improve, so we might must see this event back here." Towns and counties across Georgia
have been struggling to pay for fireworks this year, wanting to celebrate and honor the nation on its birthday,
but barely able to balance their budgets. ... Also, for the first time, Duluth wants to take advantage of the
crowds to help the community's struggling families. "We're asking people to bring canned goods when they
come," Mayor Harris said. A non-profit will manage distribution to the families. "So we're going to be giving
these canned goods to them that come in tomorrow night. We're expecting around 40,000 people." "We're a
very patriotic city," said Duluth City Councilmember Greg Whitlock. "We're keeping with the personality and
the character of our city and citizens. The city is making [budget and services] sacrifices. We've cut back
considerably. But this event is so important. The celebration of our nation. At the same time, with so many
people going through so many difficult times, we're trying to step in, help with the can collections, and still
bring everybody together in the community."
http://www.wxiatv.com/news/local/story.aspx?storyid=132088&catid=40
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STUNNER: A Palin announcement: Resigning in weeks; "It hurts to make this choice. But I'm doing
what's best for Alaska" - Lt Gov. Sean Parnell says he receives announcement with a "heavy heart"
Thanks Sarah for inspiring so many
Palin: "I love my job. I love Alaska. It hurts to make this choice. But I'm doing what's best for Alaska." Tears in
her eyes. Says she will be able "to effect change from the outside." America needs protectors of individual
rights now more than ever. Promises to always be there for Alaska. Wants to work not just for Alaska, for the
rest of the country. Taking a fight for Alaska in a new direction. Quotes MacArthur: "We are not retreating, just
advancing in a different direction." Lt Gov. Sean Parnell says he receives announcement with a "heavy
heart." Thanks Sarah for inspiring so many. More from press conference: After touting Alaska's
accomplishments, Palin laments "politics of personal destruction." Notes attacks. $500,000 in legal bills. "Life
is about choices. I choose a path of fruitfulness and productivity. Life is too short to compromise time and
resources…I will work very hard for others…I will support others…" -- Chuck Heath, Palin's brother, on FNC
talking about incessant attacks. Very emotional. "It's weighed on her a long time." Couldn't effectively govern
when having to defend herself against attacks. --- FNC's Chris Wallace take the announcement as a sign that
Palin is not interested in pursuing national politics.
http://michellemalkin.com/2009/07/03/a-palin-announcement/

College Republicans Banned at Two Religious Universities - Liberty University in Virginia, which
banned its College Democratic club in May for holding positions on abortion and gay marriage that
were contrary to its conservative Christian values, recently de-listed its College Republican club as
well {That seems to be a step in the Right (pun intended) direction! Nowadays in order to move to the
right with conservative, moral values and views you have to be separated from the Republican Party
the Party of compromised ideals that is on its way to an early, self-serving demise.}
It's hard enough to be a Republican on most campuses these days. Now you can't even be a member of the
Republican Club at two of America's most conservative colleges -- because the clubs have been banned.
Liberty University in Virginia, which banned its College Democratic club in May for holding positions on
abortion and gay marriage that were contrary to its conservative Christian values, recently de-listed its
College Republican club as well. And in a similar move, Brigham Young University at Idaho, a school run by
the Mormon Church, demoted both its Republican and Democratic clubs to informal status. While no one
questions that a private university has the legal right to ban political speech on campus, the moves have
been subject to criticism -- particularly, in these cases, from conservatives who say that campuses that
espouse conservative social values should not be barring Republican clubs. -- Liberty's chancellor, Jerry
Falwell Jr., told FOXNews.com in an interview that he did not de-list the school's Republican club in response
to pressure he received from booting the Democrats from campus. Rather, he said, he was applying
standards equally. He said he decided that both clubs would become "unofficial" -- meaning they receive no
student funding but can meet on campus under approved circumstances.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/07/01/college-republicans-banned-religious-universities/?test=latestne
ws

Vatican Radio Report JULY 1, 2009: - The new Archbishop of Westminster - [Very Informative
Interviews and Information] *Limited Availability (Mp3)
LINK TO LONDON: The new Archbishop of Westminster talks about the special ties that bind him to the
successor of St Peter... HOLY LAND REVISITED: Cardinal Walter Kasper returns to Israel as papal envoy for
the closing of the Pauline year... PAPAL AUDIENCE: Pope Benedict gives his weekly catechesis for pilgrims
at his general audience..
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http://www.radiovaticana.org/en1/indicehq.asp?RedaSel=43&CategSel=20

Actor Karl Malden dead at 97 - Veteran actor Karl Malden, who won an Academy Award for his role in
"A Streetcar Named Desire" has died at age 97, his manager said Wednesday - His other well-known
screen roles include his performances in "Patton" in which he played World War II Gen. Omar Bradley
alongside George C. Scott's title character -- Malden's "Streetcar" Oscar had its own mini-drama - In
1985, he sent it to the manufacturer in Chicago for replating - But he discovered the award sent back
to him was a fake in 2006, when the original appeared for sale on Ebay - The Academy sued the
sellers, Randy and Matt Mariani, who eventually returned the award
LOS ANGELES, California (CNN) -- Veteran actor Karl Malden, who won an Academy Award for his role in
"A Streetcar Named Desire," has died at age 97, his manager said Wednesday. Born Mladen George
Sekulovich in Gary, Indiana, the bulb-nosed actor made his New York stage debut in 1938 and first appeared
in films in the 1940 melodrama "They Knew What They Wanted." After serving in the Army Air Corps in World
War II, he made his mark in the New York production of "Streetcar," by Tennessee Williams. ... A memorial
service is expected to be held within the next three to four weeks, Ross said. Malden was the president of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences from 1989 to 1992. The Academy is best known for its annual
awards, the Oscars. Malden's "Streetcar" Oscar had its own mini-drama. In 1985, he sent it to the
manufacturer in Chicago for replating. But he discovered the award sent back to him was a fake in 2006,
when the original appeared for sale on Ebay. The Academy sued the sellers, Randy and Matt Mariani, who
eventually returned the award. In 2004, he received the Screen Actors Guild Life Achievement Award.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/SHOWBIZ/TV/07/01/karl.malden.obit/index.html

Wiki: Tennessee Williams (1911-1983) - an American playwright who received many of the top
theatrical awards for his works of drama - He moved to New Orleans in 1939 and changed his name to
"Tennessee" the state of his father's birth - Williams died on February 24, 1983, after he choked on an
eyedrop bottle cap in his room at the Hotel Elysee in New York - He would routinely place the cap in
his mouth, lean back, and place his eyedrops in each eye - The police report, however, suggested his
use of drugs and alcohol contributed to his death - Toxic drugs including barbiturates were found in
the room
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Tennessee Williams (born Thomas Lanier Williams, March 26, 1911 - February 25, 1983) was an American
playwright who received many of the top theatrical awards for his works of drama. He moved to New Orleans
in 1939 and changed his name to "Tennessee", the state of his father's birth. He won the Pulitzer Prize for
Drama for A Streetcar Named Desire in 1948 and for Cat on a Hot Tin Roof in 1955. In addition, The Glass
Menagerie (1945) and The Night of the Iguana (1961) received New York Drama Critics' Circle Awards. His
1952 play The Rose Tattoo received the Tony Award for best play. ... Death: Williams died on February 24,
1983, after he choked on an eyedrop bottle cap in his room at the Hotel Elysee in New York. He would
routinely place the cap in his mouth, lean back, and place his eyedrops in each eye. The police report,
however, suggested his use of drugs and alcohol contributed to his death. Toxic drugs including barbiturates
were found in the room, and Williams' gag response may have been diminished by the effects of drugs and
alcohol.Williams' funeral took place on March 3, 1983 at St. Malachy's Roman Catholic Church in New York
City. Williams' body was interred in the Calvary Cemetery, St. Louis, Missouri. Williams had long told his
friends he wanted to be buried at sea at approximately the same place as the poet Hart Crane, as he
considered Crane to be one of his most significant influences.Williams left his literary rights to The University
of the South in honor of his grandfather, Walter Dakin, an alumnus of the university, which is located in
Sewanee, Tennessee. The funds support a creative writing program. When his sister Rose died after many
years in a mental institution, she bequeathed $7 million dollars from her part of the Williams estate to The
University of the South as well. In 1989, the University City Loop (in a suburb of St. Louis) inducted
Tennessee Williams into its St. Louis Walk of Fame.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tennessee_Williams

April 13-19, 2005: Tennessee Williams' tragicomic heroine in "A Streetcar Named Desire" Her name
was and will always be Blanche DuBois - "Deliberate cruelty is not forgivable. It is the one
unforgivable thing in my opinion and it is the one thing of which I have never, never been guilty"
(written as a play - 1947) -- "Alfred Kinsey (1894-1956) was very interested in 'Streetcar' (movie - 1951)
and wanted to get case studies of every member of the cast!" {A Streetcar Named Desire is a
portrayal of traumatic sex crimes - where the traumatized victim gets a ruined life and the blame 'they
wanted it' while the sex offender gets away and goes on to traumatize more innocent life.}
This whole gorgeous play, burnt into our minds and souls for 58 years now, revolves around one other line
that Tennessee Williams gives Blanche DuBois to say … to throw into the teeth of Stanley Kowalski:
"Deliberate cruelty is not forgivable. It is the one unforgivable thing in my opinion and it is the one thing of
which I have never, never been guilty." "Yes," said Natasha Richardson, the Blanche DuBois of the
Roundabout production of "A Streetcar Named Desire" at Studio 54 on Broadway, "it WAS cruel, of course,
what she did, an act of cruelty, killing the person she loved. But it was out of the moment. It wasn't deliberate.
She hadn't thought about it before . . . 'premeditated' is the word I'm looking for. "We can all understand one
another or MISunderstand one another, but I agree that THAT" - deliberate cruelty - "is not forgivable." ...
Liam Neeson, by the way, is giving on current screens what this writer happens to feel is one of Neeson's
best performances in years as Alfred Kinsey, the bow-tied sexual researcher whose entire lesson was:
Anything goes. -- "Interestingly enough," Mrs. Neeson said, "Liam yesterday showed me some
correspondence between Alfred Kinsey and Tennessee Williams. Kinsey was very interested in 'Streetcar,'
and wanted to get case studies of every member of the cast!" - Marlon Brando, Jessica Tandy (and/or Vivien
Leigh), Karl Malden, Kim Hunter. Probably of Elia Kazan too. Our newest Blanche did see the Jessica
Lange/Alec Baldwin "Streetcar" of some few seasons ago, and has more than once in her life seen the 1951
film, "but it's a little too vivid, so during my reading and research for this job, I decided NOT to see it again." A
new movie of her own is "Asylum," a thriller that at one time was to be directed by Jonathan Demme (it ended
up being directed by David Mackenzie). "When Jonathan was to do it, he said to me: 'Why do you want to
play women who go to such a dark place, over the edge?' I said: 'Because there but for the grace of God … '"
http://www.thevillager.com/villager_102/tennesseewilliams.html
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GoodFight.org: The Kinsey Syndrome - Working secretly in his attic, Dr. Alfred Kinsey was one of
America's original pornographers - "The number of victims of childhood sexual abuse and
molestation grows each year - This horrific crime is directly tied to the growth of pornography on the
Internet" - Among his workers was a Nazi pedophile whose relationship to Kinsey was exposed in a
German court (DVD)
This documentary shows how "The Kinsey Reports" have been used to change the laws concerning sex
crimes in America, resulting in the minimal sentences so often given to rapists and pedophiles. Further
explained is that the Kinsey data laid the foundation for sex education -- training teachers, psychologists and
even Catholic priests in human sexuality. What has been the consequence? And what was Kinsey's research
really based upon? Working secretly in his attic, Dr. Kinsey was one of America's original pornographers. His
influence inspired Hugh Hefner to launch Playboy Magazine - the "soft" approach to porn - which in time
would escalate the widespread use of pornography through magazines, cable TV and the Internet. In 2006
the California Child Molestation & Sexual Abuse Attorneys reported that: "The number of victims of childhood
sexual abuse and molestation grows each year. This horrific crime is directly tied to the growth of
pornography on the Internet." Perhaps most disturbing, Alfred Kinsey has been accused of training
pedophiles to work with stopwatches and record the responses of children being raped - all in the name of
"science." Among his workers was a Nazi pedophile whose relationship to Kinsey was exposed in a German
court. The information from these crimes was then recorded in "Table 34" of Kinsey's Sexual Behavior in the
Human Male. How can lawmakers use such a document to define the moral parameters of our society? Why
has the truth about Kinsey been suppressed for so long? And what can Americans do to make a difference?
http://www.goodfight.org/store/resources_main_video.html

Steve Hill gives his Testimony - "World Says Imagine, Jesus says Remember"
world-says-imagine-jesus-says-remember.mp3 - Originally posted at LostSeed.com (Mp3's)
Speaker: Steve Hill Size: 5.36 MB.
http://basicchristian.info/mp3/

***Pastor Steve Hill Presents - A Prodigals Only Website - Jesus wants them back! - So it is our job as
Endtime Laborers to go out and seek after them (Online Presentation)
Pastor - Steve Hill - was given the vision from the Lord to reach the Prodigals around the world. As we all
know, Prodigals are a group of people who once walked with the Lord but have since walked away from Him
and have totally hardened themselves to the things of God. You will not likely find them at a Christian
gathering seeking after a "word from the Lord" or seeking to get their lives right with Him. In other words, you
will not find them in church. So it is our job as Endtime Laborers to go out and seek after them. Be assured of
this one thing - Jesus wants them back! This is the vision that the Lord Jesus gave to Pastor Steve. Out of
this vision was birthed this awesome tool of evangelism. You have got to visit this site to see for yourself. It is
packed with rich materials and resources.
http://www.prodigalsonly.com/prodigal-story-intro.html

Moore's Chapel - Christian Videos - The Prodical Son - A Short Video Drama (Video Downloads)
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We thought that we would gather together some Christian videos that have been "hiding" on the net. We
have "massaged" some of them into various video formats for a decent video presentation. We will be adding
more Christian videos as time permits.... For viewing these Christian videos you may need the Macromedia
Flash plug-in, the Realmedia Player, QuickTime Player, and/or the latest Windows Media Player. We
encourage you to visit the websites listed for the Christian videos and explore their many evangelism
resources. OR... Visit the Moore's Chapel Christian Video channel on YouTube or MySpace !!
http://www.mooreschapel.org/videos/christian-evangelistic-videos.html

State of the Nation with Ken Ham '09 - Video Download - This video download is currently available at
a limited-time, introductory price of only $1.99! (Retail $7.99.) Don't pass up this opportunity to hear
firsthand from Ken Ham, co-author of the new book Already Gone! - *Before a newly created account
can be used, it must be activated (Mp4 Download - On Sale - $1.99)
Australian-born Ham, in his dynamic style, recounts the secularization of American culture, the abandonment
of the biblical foundations of the USA, and explains why we are losing generations from the church-why, in
fact, they are already gone! Fast-paced and powerful, this video features over 200 PowerPoint illustrations
plus eye-opening video segments. Ham and Beemer present the results of a landmark new study which
addresses the current spiritual state of our nation-especially our churches and the young people who have
left.It is important to realize that, although America has more Christian resources and Bible colleges than ever
in its history, the nation is on a spiritual downward spiral. What has happened? Why is the church not
reaching the culture today as it has in the past? Get the full report-discover and share the reasons behind the
collapse of Christianity in the Western world!Ham's special presentation was recorded before a live audience
and webcast on June 25, 2009, from the great hall of the Creation Museum. This first-ever event was carried
on the American Family Association's network of 300 radio stations, and on SkyAngel satellite network plus
on various web sites, including CreationMuseum.org, OneNewsNow.com, AnswersinGenesis.org, and others.
Also available on DVD.
http://www.answersingenesis.org/PublicStore/product/State-of-the-Nation-with-Ken-Ham-09-Video-Download,
6153,435.aspx

***Recast Now Available ~ THE COLLAPSE OF CHRISTIAN AMERICA-LIVE WEBCAST FROM THE
CREATION MUSEUM with Ken Ham, president of Answers in Genesis (Online - DVD Available)
Ken Ham, president of Answers in Genesis, will present powerful new research as part of our first-ever live
video webcast addressing the current spiritual state of our nation. Find out the reasons behind the collapse of
Christianity in the Western world, then participate in a live chat with Britt Beemer, founder of America's
Research Group, and Ken following the webcast. They are the co-authors of the new eye-opening book
Already Gone. America has more Christian resources and Bible colleges than ever in its history, yet the
nation is on a spiritual downward spiral. What has happened? Why is the church not reaching the culture
today as it has in the past? Get the full report on June 25 at 8:00 p.m. as Ken, in his dynamic style, recounts
the secularization of American culture and explains why we are losing generations from the church-why, in
fact, they are already gone! Don't miss this free webcast. Mark your calendar and visit
www.creationmuseum.org June 25 at 8:00 p.m. (EDT).
http://www.answersingenesis.org/events/state-of-the-nation

***SWRC: APRIL 2008 - How to Enjoy Jesus, (Part 1 & 2) with Larry Spargimino and Carroll Roberson
- Part 2 Highly Recommended (Online Audio)
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Thank you for being a new listener to Southwest Radio Ministries! We hope our programs encourage and
strengthen you in the Christian faith as we present the soon coming of our Blessed Hope, the Lord Jesus
Christ. Southwest Radio Church was founded in 1933 by Dr. E. F. Webber and has continued under the
direction of Rev. Noah Hutchings, expanding into a worldwide Christian ministry. To find out more about
Southwest Radio Ministries, please go to the History and About SWRC sections of our website.
http://www.swrc.com/ministry/schedule/archives2008.html

Updated: Ethiopian church speaks out on Ark of the Covenant - won't be displayed - However, Grant
Jeffrey, host of TBN's Bible Prophecy Revealed and well-known author of "Armageddon:
Appointment With Destiny" does not believe claims that the Ark is in Ethiopia - He claims that after
the Ethiopian civil war, Israel sent in a group of commandos [including] from the tribe of Levi and
they carried the Ark onto a plane and back to Israel in 1991 - "It is being held there secretly, waiting in
the eyes of the religious leaders of Israel, for a supernatural signal from God to rebuild the temple" he
said {Grant Jeffrey is a leading Bible scholar - Jerusalem expert and if he thinks the Ark is in Jewish
possession that's a very good indicator that the Ark of the Covenant is indeed in Israel. Note: In the
mid 90's I was blessed to have a brief conversation with a very devout Jewish person, while in the
Los Angeles area, about the rebuilding of the 3rd Jewish Temple in Jerusalem. The person was telling
me how important the Temple is to the Jews and about all of the implements being gathered and how
exciting and meaningful it is for the Jews. I could tell that the person had a newfound excitement and
I said "you are excited and looking for all of these Temple implements but you didn't once mention
the main implement the Ark of the Covenant" and I said "I get the impression that Israel is not looking
for the Ark, that Israel has the Ark." Well that comment didn't go over very well at all, so then I
wondered even more that Israel might already have their Ark. I usually keep an eye out in the news for
stories about Israel searching for the Ark and since the 90's there seldom seems to be any news
about Israel trying to locate and return to Israel their Ark of the Covenant. -- Also Note: In about 2004 I
was attending a Men's Fellowship Bible Study, Chuck Missler was the guest speaker that morning
and he had just returned from a trip to Ethiopia to look for the Ark in fact he still had jetlag from his
return flight from Ethiopia. To me he seemed very disappointed (jetlag aside), apparently he had gone
over there on an invitation and had high hopes but now had hardly anything to say about his entire
trip to Ethiopia other than that the people were great and that it was a great place to visit but not
much about the Ark. - My guess is that Israel does have the original Ark of the Covenant (1st
Covenant) [the body of Jesus Christ is the Ark (container) of the New Covenant] and that soon it will
be revealed to the world.}
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There was considerable confusion last week when the leader of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church apparently
told an Italian news agency of an upcoming announcement about the possible public display of the Ark of the
Covenant - the box holding the Ten Commandments - and then the prescribed time passed with no word.
However, there was no equivocation today in an e-mail received by WND from the webmaster of a church
website in response to an inquiry about the truth of the matter. "It is not going to happen so the world has to
live with curiosity," said the statement ... Cornuke said he also met with the president of Ethiopia nearly nine
years ago and had a one-on-one conversation with him in his palace. He asked if Ethiopia had the Ark of the
Covenant. According to Cornuke, the president responded: "Yes, we do. I am the president, and I know. It's
not a copy. It's the real thing." -- Well-known author Grant JeffreyHowever, Grant Jeffrey, host of TBN's Bible
Prophecy Revealed and well-known author of "Armageddon: Appointment With Destiny," does not believe
claims that the Ark is in Ethiopia. He told WND he spoke extensively with Robert Thompson, former adviser
to former Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie. Jeffrey said Thompson told him the Ark of the Covenant had
been taken to Ethiopia by Menelik, purported son of the Queen of Sheba and King Solomon. When Menelik
became emperor, he claims royal priests entrusted him with the Ark of the Covenant because King Solomon
was slipping into apostasy. A replica was then left behind in Israel. "The Ethiopian royal chronicles suggest
that for 3,000 years, they had been guarding the ark, knowing that it had to go back to Israel eventually,"
Jeffrey said. He claims that after the Ethiopian civil war, Israel sent in a group of commandos from the tribe of
Levi and the carried the Ark onto a plane and back to Israel in 1991. "It is being held there secretly, waiting in
the eyes of the religious leaders of Israel, for a supernatural signal from God to rebuild the temple," he said.
"They are not going to do it before that. When that happens, they will bring the Ark into that temple." -- But
author and Bible teacher Chuck Missler, founder of Koinonia House, told WND the theory of Menelik
obtaining the Ark is not biblical, though he believes there is a possibility that the Ethiopians may have the real
deal. "The fact that the Ethiopians may have been guarding the Ark of the Bible is very possible," he said.
"They cling to a belief that is clearly not biblical in terms of how the Ark got down there. But that doesn't mean
they don't have it." Missler said there is no biblical basis for the Menelik account, and he believes there was a
reason for that version of events.
http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=102532

FEMA.gov: Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS) - The Integrated Public Alert and
Warning System (IPAWS) is the nation's next-generation infrastructure of alert and warning networks
- FEMA established the IPAWS Program Management Office (PMO) in April 2007 {Note: We just had
the looongest blaaaast of a PA Public Warning System Announcement ever. The annoying sound just
resonated on and on, after a while I had to cover one ear and then both ears and still my head is
spinning. -- The FEMA warning system needs a warning system!}
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Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS) - What is IPAWS?: During an emergency, the
President, federal, state, territorial, tribal, and local officials and emergency managers must provide the public
with life-saving information quickly. The Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS) is the nation's
next-generation infrastructure of alert and warning networks expanding upon the traditional audio-only radio
and television Emergency Alert System (EAS) by providing one message over more media to more people
before, during, and after a disaster. The vision of IPAWS builds and maintains an effective, reliable,
integrated, flexible and comprehensive system that enables the American people to receive alert and warning
information through as many means as possible. IPAWS ensures the President can alert and warn the public
under all conditions. IPAWS will provide federal, state, territorial, tribal, and local warning authorities the
capabilities to alert and warn their respective communities of all hazards impacting public safety and
well-being via multiple communications pathways. -- IPAWS Background: Since 2004, FEMA has served as
the Federal Executive Branch lead agency for developing IPAWS. In June 2006, the President signed the
Public Alert and Warning System Executive Order to drive the creation of a more "effective, reliable,
integrated, flexible, and comprehensive system that enables the American people to receive alert and
warning information through as many means as possible." In response, FEMA established the IPAWS
Program Management Office (PMO) in April 2007. -- IPAWS is designed to improve public safety through the
rapid dissemination of emergency messages to as many people as possible over as many communications
devices as possible. To do this, IPAWS is planning to expand the traditional EAS to include more modern
technologies. At the same time, FEMA is upgrading the alert and warning infrastructure so that no matter
what the crisis, the public will receive life-saving information. Why IPAWS in Today's Electronic Media
Environment?: The advent of new media has brought a dramatic shift in the way the public consumes
information. IPAWS, as the next generation emergency alert and warning system, capitalizes on multiple
electronic media outlets to ensure that the public receives life-saving information during a time of national
emergency.
http://www.fema.gov/emergency/ipaws/

'Oldest' (late 300's A.D.) image of St. Paul discovered - Archaeologists have uncovered a 1,600 year
old image [idealized caricature - the Apostle Paul had already been deceased for generations] of St
Paul, the oldest one known of, in a Roman catacomb
A photograph of the icon shows the thin face of a bearded man with large eyes, sunken nose and face on a
red background surrounded with a yellow circle - the classic image of St Paul. The image was found in the
Catacomb of St Thekla, close to the Basilica of St Paul Outside the Walls in Rome, which is said to be built
on the site where he was buried.St Thekla was a follower of St Paul who lived in Rome and who was put to
death under the Emperor Diocletian at the beginning of the 4th Century and who was subsequently made a
saint but little else is known of her. Barbara Mazzei, the director of the work at the Catacomb, said: "We had
been working in the Catacomb for some time and it is full of frescoes. ... "It is a sensational discovery and is
of tremendous significance. This is then first time that a single image of Saint Paul in such good condition has
been found and it is the oldest one known of. "Traditionally in Christian images of St Paul he is always
alongside St Peter but in this icon he was on his own and what is also significant is the fact that St Paul's
Basilica is just a few minutes walk away. "It is my opinion that the fresco we have discovered was based on
the fact that St Paul's Basilica was close by, there was a shrine to him there at that site since the 3rd Century.
"This fresco is from the early part of the 4th Century while before the earliest were from the later part and
examples have been found in the Catacombs of Domitilla." Archbishop Gianfranco Ravasi, the Vatican's
culture minister, said:"This is a fascinating discovery and is testimony to the early Christian Church of nearly
2000 years ago.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/vaticancityandholysee/5675461/Oldest-image-of-St-Pauldiscovered.html
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Pope: Bone Fragments Found in Tomb Are [Apostle] Paul's - The first-ever scientific test on what are
believed to be the remains of the Apostle Paul "seems to confirm" that they do indeed belong to the
Roman Catholic saint, Pope Benedict XVI said Sunday - "This seems to confirm the unanimous and
uncontested tradition that they are the mortal remains of the Apostle Paul," Benedict said - Paul and
Peter are the two main figures known for spreading the Christian faith after the death of Christ
ROME - The first-ever scientific test on what are believed to be the remains of the Apostle Paul "seems to
confirm" that they do indeed belong to the Roman Catholic saint, Pope Benedict XVI said Sunday. It was the
second major discovery concerning St. Paul announced by the Vatican in as many days. On Saturday, the
Vatican newspaper L'Osservatore Romano announced the June 19 discovery of a fresco inside another tomb
depicting St. Paul, which Vatican officials said represented the oldest known icon of the apostle. Benedict
said archaeologists recently unearthed and opened the white marble sarcophagus located under the Basilica
of St. Paul's Outside the Walls in Rome, which for some 2,000 years has been believed by the faithful to be
the tomb of St. Paul. Benedict said scientists had conducted carbon dating tests on bone fragments found
inside the sarcophagus and confirmed that they date from the first or second century. "This seems to confirm
the unanimous and uncontested tradition that they are the mortal remains of the Apostle Paul," Benedict said,
announcing the findings at a service in the basilica to mark the end of the Vatican's Paoline year, in honor of
the apostle. Paul and Peter are the two main figures known for spreading the Christian faith after the death of
Christ. According to tradition, St. Paul, also known as the apostle of the Gentiles, was beheaded in Rome in
the 1st century during the persecution of early Christians by Roman emperors. ... The pope said that when
archaeologists opened the sarcophagus, they discovered alongside the bone fragments some grains of
incense, a "precious" piece of purple linen with gold sequins and a blue fabric with linen filaments.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,529346,00.html

exMormon: Heart of the Matter a Live One Hour Call-in Show - 06/23/2009 Episode 171 Mountain
Meadows Pt VII - at about 27 minutes into the show during the call-in portion Danny from Georgia
calls in and among other things comments that "he is believing for the Lord to change millions of
lives" [Danny is in a sense prophesying that millions of people are about to come out of the LDS
organization and into true Christianity. Is the LDS about to come crashing down as a failed, bankrupt
organization? I hope so and I certainly agree with Danny and Heart of the Matter on this one!]
{Though the Basic Christian ministry is not a part of the ministry to the LDS movement it does join in
prayer and in the hope that millions of people will be delivered from the LDS and into the glorious
light of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Note: Basic Christian is a Theology, Bible Study and Current
Events ministry and sometimes the current events involve LDS issues. Above all the Basic Christian
ministry is a Servant Ministry serving people by providing Links, Information and Resources to
Christian material. - The Basic Christian ministry is not a Leadership ministry, not a Teaching
ministry and not a Counseling ministry. The Basic Christian ministry does seek to use the Spiritual
gifts of Discernment, Word of Knowledge and Word of Wisdom in its ministry capacity.} (Online
Video)
About Heart of the Matter Started in early 2006, Heart of the Matter is a TV show produced in the Mecca of
Mormonism, Salt Lake City. It's where Mormonism meets Biblical Christianity face to face! Shawn McCraney,
the host of Heart of the Matter, provides great entertainment value and valuable knowledge of Mormonism
and what it means to be a Born-Again Christian. Shawn is the author of "I Was a Born-Again Mormon" and
the pastor of Calvary Campus. -- Live One Hour Call-in Show - Airs Tuesdays 8pm MST - Rebroadcasts
Tuesdays 11am MST -Salt Lake City Channel 20 KTMW - Boise, Idaho Channel 18 KCLP.
http://hotm.tv/shows/20090623.htm
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Egyptian Born (1929-2004) Yasser Arafat's French Death Certificate Forged with Jerusalem Birthplace
- While his official biography claims he was born in Jerusalem, numerous biographers agree that he
was born in Cairo [Egypt], where his Gaza-born father owned a business - "I don't understand how
when Arafat arrived in France he had been born in Cairo and when he left France he had been born in
Jerusalem" {Yasser Arafat and the NWO that put him in power, financed him and kept him in power is
the religion of the forged birth certificate. Even this very moment the New Age - NWO practitioners
are attempting to forge for themselves a birth certificate into heaven and eternal life. It's an idea and
effort that simply will not work. -- John 3:3 Jesus answered and said unto him, Verily, verily, I say
unto thee, Except a man be Born Again, he cannot see the Kingdom of God. - Holy Bible.}
Israel's ambassador criticised the French government for issuing a death certificate for Yasser Arafat stating
his place of birth as Jerusalem. "I cannot understand how the French government agreed to issue a death
certificate based on false information," ambassador Nissim Zvili told a press conference in Montpellier.
Municipal officials at Clamart, the suburb of Paris where Arafat died on November 11, said they issued the
document based of a family record book issued by the French foreign ministry in 1996, after Suha Arafat
became a naturalized citizen of the Third Republic. Arafat was born Mohammed Abdel-Rawf Arafat al-Qudwa
al-Hussaini, on August 4, 1929. While his official biography claims he was born in Jerusalem, numerous
biographers agree that he was born in Cairo, where his Gaza-born father owned a business. -- Zvili said the
affair was "very badly perceived in Israel", adding that those responsible for issuing the "false document"
could be subject to a legal process. "I don't understand how when Arafat arrived in France he had been born
in Cairo and when he left France he had been born in Jerusalem," he said. ... Last month, Zvili said that a
growing number of members of the Jewish community in France are questioning their whole future in the
country amid a rise in anti-Semitism. "The phenomenon of anti-Semitism in France has reached worrying
proportions. There have been lots of attacks against Jews, against people and their possessions, and fear is
becoming deep-rooted in the Jewish community," he said. Between 2,000-2,500 Jews are leaving France
each year for Israel, according to the ambassador. The Jewish community in France, at about 700,000, is the
largest within the European Union.
http://web.israelinsider.com/Articles/Diplomacy/4464.htm

Jerusalem, Israel - Jerusalem, by virtue of the number and diversity of people who have held it
sacred, may be considered the most holy city in the world - To the Jewish people it is Ir Ha-Kodesh
(the Holy City), the Biblical Zion, the City of David, the site of Solomon's Temple [1st Temple], and the
eternal capital of the Israelite nation - To Christians it is where the young Jesus impressed the sages
at the Jewish Temple, where he spent the last days of his ministry [Holy Week], and where the Last
Supper, the Crucifixion and the Resurrection took place - Also greatly venerated by the Muslims, it[?]
is where the prophet Muhammad ascended to heaven - [Note: The Koran says a faraway place Jerusalem is not mentioned once in the Koran. The Koran does not mention Jerusalem as a holy city
to Islam or even as a place in existence.] {Jerusalem is Holy because God chose it as His Holy City.
1st Kings 11:36 And unto his son (Solomon's son) will I give one tribe (Judah), that David My servant
may have a light always before Me in Jerusalem, the city which I have chosen Me to put My name
there. -- Daniel 9:24 Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people (Jews) and upon thy Holy City
(Jerusalem), to finish the transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for
iniquity, and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision and prophecy, and to
anoint the most Holy (Jesus Christ).}
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Jerusalem, by virtue of the number and diversity of people who have held it sacred, may be considered the
most holy city in the world. To the Jewish people it is Ir Ha-Kodesh (the Holy City), the Biblical Zion, the City
of David, the site of Solomon's Temple, and the eternal capital of the Israelite nation. To Christians it is where
the young Jesus impressed the sages at the Jewish Temple, where he spent the last days of his ministry, and
where the Last Supper, the Crucifixion and the Resurrection took place. Also greatly venerated by the
Muslims, it is where the prophet Muhammad ascended to heaven. While highly charged with intense religious
devotion and visited by countless pilgrims and sages, Jerusalem has also been ravaged by thirty centuries of
warfare and strife. It is a place of beauty and divinity, mystery and paradox; a sacred site which no modern
spiritual seeker should fail to experience. ... The First Temple of the Jews was built during the reign of David's
son, Solomon. King David had planned to build the Temple at the exact place where he had experienced a
revelatory vision of angels ascending a golden ladder into the sky. This site, the threshing floor of Ornan the
Jebusite was originally sacred to the harvest deity known as Tammuz (another name for the deity Adonis).
God, through Nathan the prophet, rejected David's wish, evidently on the grounds that he had shed blood,
and instead informed him that the Temple would be erected by his son Solomon (II Sam.7:12-13). The
Temple 's construction took seven years and was completed in 957 BC. Soon after the Temple 's
construction, Nebuchadrezzar II of Babylon forced the Jews into exile, removed their temple treasures in 604
BC and 597 BC, and finally completely destroyed the temple in 586 BC. In 539 BC, Cyrus of Persia
conquered Babylon and allowed the Jews to return to Jerusalem. Reconstruction began and the Second
Temple was completed by 515 BC. This temple however, did not enshrine the Ark of the Covenant as that
sacred object had disappeared sometime before the plundering by Nebuchadrezzar. ... Over the next five
centuries Jerusalem was captured by Alexander the Great, controlled by Hellenistic, Egyptian, and Seleucid
empires as well as experiencing occasional periods of Jewish freedom. In 64 BC, the Roman general
Pompey captured Jerusalem, ushering in several centuries of Roman rule. During this period Herod the Great
(ruled 37-4 BC) rebuilt and enlarged the Second Temple and created the famous Western Wall (also called
the Wailing Wall) as part of the supporting structure for the enlarged Temple Mount. In 6AD the Romans
turned the governance of Jerusalem over to a series of administrators known as procurators, the fifth of
whom, Pontius Pilate, ordered the execution of Jesus. During the next two centuries the Jews twice revolted
against their Roman oppressors, the city of Jerusalem suffered greatly and the Second Temple was
demolished in 70 AD. In the year 135 AD, the Roman Emperor Hadrian began construction of a new city,
called Aelia Capitolina, upon the ruins of old Jerusalem. Upon the site of the destroyed Jewish temple,
Hadrian built a temple to the god Jove (the Greek Jupiter), but this temple was itself demolished by the
Byzantines after the empire became Christian. -- The conversion to Christianity of the Byzantine Emperor
Constantine (306-337) and the pilgrimage of his mother, Empress Helena, to Jerusalem in 326 inaugurated
one of the city's most peaceful and prosperous epochs. According to Christian legends, Empress Helena
discovered the relics of the 'True Cross of the Crucifixion' at the place of the Resurrection upon Mt. Calvary.
Scholars however, believe this so-called 'finding' of the relics to be a story fabricated for political reasons by
Constantine and his mother, and that the cross relics were most probably manufactured, as were so many
other relics during early and medieval Christian times. Whatever the case, Helena's pilgrimage and
Constantine's royal support made possible the building of many Christian shrines in the city. Foremost among
these Christian shrines was the Church of the Holy Sepulchre which marked the site of the Resurrection and
which soon became the supremely sacred place in all of Christendom. Finished in 335 AD, the great basilica
was apparently built upon the foundations of an earlier Roman shrine dedicated to the goddess Aphrodite.
http://www.sacredsites.com/middle_east/israel/jerusalem.html

Updated - The Third Temple - According to 2nd Thessalonians 2:4 in the last days, the Antichrist will
desecrate the Third Temple which Paul calls, "the Temple of God" - "Let no man deceive you by any
means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away first, (Gk apostasia) and that
man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition" - So there is general 'falling away' or apostasy - We saw
an example of that in Obama's Cairo speech where it was all about religion and God and faith and
peace and love - As he wound it up, Obama admitted that HIS real faith is in human beings, not in
Yahweh, Jesus or Mohammed, although he invoked all three names throughout his speech - and
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nobody blinked an eye {Note: The Third Temple which Paul calls, "the Temple of God" is God's
Temple because it will be built by the Jews God's chosen people, it will be built in God's chosen city
Jerusalem and it will have End Time Biblical implications, but the Temple will not have actual Holy
standing with God. The Temple's Levitical priestly duties will not be acceptable (Isaiah 66:1-3) nor will
any sacrifice offerings be acceptable to God (Jesus being the acceptable sacrifice once and for all).
Though built in Jerusalem and on the Temple Mount it will not be located on the outer court of the
Gentiles where the Dome of the Rock mosque has been built and set aside (Revelation 11:2) but
God's third Temple will again be located near or on the exact spot of the Holy of Holies where the first
two Temples were built.}
Q. According to 2nd Thessalonians 2:4. in the last days, the Antichrist will desecrate the Third Temple which
Paul calls, "the Temple of God." Is the Third Temple legitimate? How does that square with Church Age
doctrines of salvation by grace through faith? A. The Thessalonians were in the grip of a heresy spreading
through their church to the effect that the Day of Christ [the Rapture] had come and gone and they had been
left behind. Paul sought to reassure them by giving them a series of signs that will precede the revelation of
the Antichrist. Paul said that before the Antichrist would be revealed, there would first come a great 'falling
away' from the true faith. "Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there
come a falling away first, (Gk apostasia)and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition." So there is
general 'falling away' or apostasy. We saw an example of that in Obama's Cairo speech where it was all
about religion and God and faith and peace and love. As he wound it up, Obama admitted that HIS real faith
is in human beings, not in Yahweh, Jesus or Mohammed, although he invoked all three names throughout his
speech - and nobody blinked an eye. Obama has made much of his alleged Christianity, but the world-wide
apostasia is so pervasive I don't think anybody even noticed there's a difference between faith in Christ and
faith in humanity. I've been paying attention to the reaction to the Cairo speech, as I am sure most of you
have been as well. Obama didn't catch it. His speechwriters didn't catch it. His fact-checkers didn't catch it.
He delivered it as written and nobody that heard his speech caught it either. At least, nobody noticed it that I
am aware of - a textbook example of the world-wide apostasy of the last days. Paul says that this 'falling
away' is so grievous that nobody will notice how wrong the Antichrist is until he "as God sitteth in the temple
of God, shewing himself that he is God." Exasperated, Paul asks, "Remember ye not, that, when I was yet
with you, I told you these things?"
http://www.prophezine.com/PZArticles/TheThirdTempleByJackKinsella/tabid/897/Default.aspx

Movie - The Body (2001) - An Israeli widow [and archeologist] (Olivia Williams) uncovers a hidden
tomb in Jerusalem, and there is some suggestion that it might be that of Christ - This causes a
considerable stir in the Vatican because, after all, Christ's body shouldn't be there unless he was an
ordinary man - So they send Father (Antonio Banderas) down there to investigate, telling him ahead
of time, so that he doesn't misunderstand his mission, that "the body is not that of Christ" {This
movie is really a must watch! It lays out many of the plots and intrigues that face Jerusalem and
Christianity today. The move also points out that Christianity stands on the Resurrection of Jesus
Christ! No resurrection, no Christian faith. Hint: For the record the bones are not the bones of Jesus
Christ, He Resurrected.}
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Well, an Israeli widow, Olivia Williams, uncovers a hidden tomb in Jerusalem, and there is some suggestion
that it might be that of Christ. This causes a considerable stir in the Vatican because, after all, Christ's body
shouldn't be there unless he was an ordinary man. So they send Father Antonio Banderas down there to
investigate, telling him ahead of time, so that he doesn't misunderstand his mission, that "the body is not that
of Christ." ... Banderas and Williams form at first a kind of mismatched cop/buddy team, he instense and
inhibited, she breezily outgoing and scientific. But they soon run into trouble that pulls them together in their
goals. I admit I didn't understand all of the reasons why so many groups wanted to interfere with the
investigation or to exploit the find for political purposes. The first trouble they run into is an orthodox Jewish
sect whose members bombard them with rocks and steal an important artifact. Then there is the leader of a
Palestinian group, the PLO, I mean the FLP, or rather the PDQ. He wants his henchmen to get their hands on
the bones. I forget why but I'm sure the purpose is nefarious. You can tell because he's got a face on him like
the assassin in Hitchcock's "The Man Who Knew Too Much." And you can identify his thugs when you see
them because they're all swarthier than everybody else. The head Israeli honcho in this business, Shrapnel,
informs the Vatican that as soon as Jerusalem is recognized as the sole capital of a united country, the bones
will be released. (I understood that.) This all leads to a final semi-violent confrontation between the PDQ
leader and the priest, in which the latter is wounded and the former is blown to smithereens. Oh, that reminds
me, there is some comic relief from a sloppy young Irish priest who is a computer hacker. The question of
whose body it is, is resolved at the end, but nobody in the movie finds out about it, only the viewer. Father
Banderas resigns his commission and decides to follow God in his own way. He writes a very nice letter to
Williams, but the movie stops short of having them fall into each other's arms. Let's not disturb anybody by
raising REAL problems. This isn't a puzzle that I find particularly interesting, although I don't know why.
Religious belief leads so regularly to violence and intrigue. But I don't really think that if a body were positively
identified as Christ's it would change things very much. Cognitive dissonance theory suggests that, if
anything, it would strengthen our beliefs in some way. (Cf., "When Prophecy Fails.") The problem would at
least be papered over somehow. I'm happy that I watched it, I suppose, if only because of Olivia Williams and
Antonio Banderas, both of whom are worth watching, for somewhat different reasons, but in fact I did spend
two hours following this complicated story and may just be reducing post-decision dissonance.
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0201485/

r their religion.}">Jun 24, 2009: Largest Underground Man-made Cave Discovered in Israel Discovered in the Jordan Valley, Israel - When entering, they found - a grand expansive underground
structure supported by 22 pillars, each decorated with various symbols - A wheel-shaped engraving,
assumed to be a Zodiac symbol - There are plenty of crosses, little ones, big ones, mostly late
Roman, Byzantine, which mean something, but we have to go on with the research {Why find a quarry
cave and why now? 1. They need 'authentic' stone to build the third temple in Jerusalem. I doubt any
of the graffiti carvings are authentic it's really a "one world religion" smorgasbord of a cave. 2. If or
when the NWO builds the third Temple in Jerusalem they seem to want to dictate all world religions
from a one HQ Temple center. Christians should not have any ties to a Temple in Jerusalem or
otherwise because 'born again' Christians are the Temple of the Holy Spirit built without hands. 3.
Jerusalem is the home of the Jews and it is for their religion.}
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Discovered in the Jordan Valley, Israel, as part of an ongoing archaeological survey since 1978, excavators
from the University of Haifa have uncovered the largest artificial underground cave ever built in Israel. Prof.
Adam Zertal, lead excavator told The Epoch Times, "We came across an opening in the ground, then came
two Bedouins, a father and son, who warned us not to go down, saying there was some kind of curse on the
cave and some predators [wolves and hyenas] below. When entering, they found no wolves or hyenas but a
grand expansive underground structure supported by 22 pillars, each decorated with various symbols.
"Anyway, we went down, it was about ten metres deep below the surface and that was the beginning. First
we saw the magnificent size of the place. ... "There are plenty of crosses, little ones, big ones, mostly late
Roman, Byzantine, which mean something, but we have to go on with the research. Then we had some
letters, some Roman, some Greek; we had a kind that looked like flags of Roman Legion and then another
thing like a zodiac or a sun, very odd, very strange. I can't decipher exactly what it means but there are other
things as well." Prof. Zertal believes the three-metre high cave was originally a large quarry during the Roman
and Byzantine era and was unique for its times. It was originally four metres high, but earthquake damage
since has lowered the ceiling. The floor has been covered by fallen rocks and is yet to be excavated.
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n2/content/view/18565/

Jesus & the Shroud of Turin (DVD)
In 1898, Secondo Pia was the first man to photograph the Shroud of Turin, the burial cloth believed to have
covered Christ's body after the Crucifixion. This video examines skepticism over the shroud's authenticity,
debunking scientists who recently claimed that it could not be more than 600 years old. Yet, even now, as a
new millennium dawns, scientists have found there is still much we don't know about this, the most
celebrated and controversial artifact in the history of Christianity. If you are a cynic, this video will challenge
your skepticism. If you already believe, it will strengthen your faith. Approx. 60 minutes.
http://www.christianbook.com/Christian/Books/product?event=AFF&p=1008467&item_no=559445

Part 2 of 3 in a special report on the Church of Scientology - in September 1995, Lisa McPherson was
designated "clear" meaning that through Scientology counseling, she had rid herself of all
interference from troubling memories buried in her subconscious - Two months later she had a
nervous breakdown - After 17 days in Scientology's care, she was dead - She drew her last breaths in
the back seat of a van as they drove her to a hospital in the next county - it was the leader himself
who determined that she had reached an enhanced mental state that Scientologists call "clear" {The
Church of Scientology was founded in 1955 by L. Ron Hubbard a follower of "British Intelligence
occultist" Aleister Crowley. Wiki.com}
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McPherson, a 36-year-old parishioner in apparent good health, had spent 17 days in a guarded room at the
church's Fort Harrison Hotel. Scientology staffers tried to nurse her out of a mental breakdown, but she
became ill. She drew her last breaths in the back seat of a van as they drove her to a hospital in the next
county. Her death on Dec. 5, 1995, triggered nine years of investigations, lawsuits and worldwide press
coverage. Alive on the Internet, it stains Scientology's reputation still. ... Supervising was Janis Johnson, a
doctor unlicensed in Florida, who was a (Scientology) church medical officer. For more than two weeks, they
tried to calm, feed and medicate McPherson. They gave her chloral hydrate, a mild sedative. A staff dentist,
unlicensed in Florida, mixed aspirin, Benadryl and orange juice in a syringe and squirted it down her throat.
The staffers kept logs of what they did. Trying to calm McPherson, a staffer tried to force three Valerian root
caplets down her throat, but McPherson spit them out. "My idea of closing her nose so she has to swallow so
she can breathe through her mouth is only marginally successful," the staffer wrote. McPherson slapped and
screamed at her caretakers. She babbled, she vomited her food. She destroyed the ceiling lamp and broke
glass in the bathroom. She jumped off the bed, fell on the floor, ran around the room. She pondered a light
bulb, saying, "You have to follow the light, as light is life." "She was like an ice cube," one caretaker wrote.
"She refused to eat and spit out everything she took. Her breath was foul … had a fever to my touch." By the
evening of Dec. 5, McPherson had lost about 12 pounds. Johnson, the church doctor, telephoned David
Minkoff, a Scientologist and a doctor at Columbia New Port Richey Hospital. Minkoff said to take McPherson
to Morton Plant Hospital down the street. But Alain Kartuzinski, a church counseling supervisor, told Minkoff
he feared that McPherson would be exposed to psychiatric care at Morton Plant, and Johnson assured
Minkoff that McPherson's condition was not life-threatening. What they didn't tell Minkoff: McPherson was
limp and unable to walk. Her breathing was labored, her eyes fixed and unblinking. Her face was gaunt, a
sign of severe dehydration. Minkoff agreed to see her. With McPherson in the back seat of a van, her
caretakers drove 45 minutes to the Pasco hospital, passing four other hospitals on the way. They rolled her
into the ER splayed across a wheelchair. She had no pulse, no heartbeat and was not breathing. Minkoff
pronounced McPherson dead.
http://www.tampabay.com/news/article1012234.ece

Energy Bill Sticker Shock - GOP leadership calls climate bill passed in the House 'a bureaucratic
nightmare,' warns it will hurt economy - Forty-four Democrats broke rank to oppose the bill - The
"razor-thin vote in the House spells doom in the Senate" said Sen. James Inhofe, R-Okla., the top
Republican on the Senate's environment panel [let's hope so - with legislation and voting like this
there is no reason to even have a Republican Party] - Rep. Mike Pence, R-Ind., declaring it "amounts
to the largest tax increase in American history under the guise of climate change" {The energy tax bill
only passed because several Republicans crossed the isle and voted for it - The Republicans are the
fraud of the New Millennium!}
As President Obama urges senators to follow the House on a controversial climate change bill, Republican
leadership warns that the legislation will hurt the U.S. economy -- from big business down to the individual
taxpayer -- with House Minority leader John Boehner calling the bill "a bureaucratic nightmare." The House
narrowly passed the sweeping climate change bill during a late-night session Friday by a vote of 219-212.
Forty-four Democrats broke rank to oppose the bill. The legislation mandates reductions in greenhouse
gases, puts emission limits on industry, and puts tighter restrictions on coal. The Congressional Budget Office
estimates it will cost $175 a year per household. "By imposing a tax on every American who drives a car or
flips on a light switch, this plan will drive up the prices for food, gasoline and electricity," said Boehner,
R-Ohio, in the Republicans' weekly radio and Internet address. Boehner calls the bill "a bureaucratic
nightmare. It will cost jobs, depress real estate prices, put the government in the part of the economy, where
it has no role." The sharply debated bill's fate is unclear in the Senate, and Obama used his weekly radio and
Internet address to ratchet up pressure on the 100-seat chamber. ... It will "make our nation the world leader
on clean energy jobs and technology," said Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif., who negotiated deals with dozens
of lawmakers in recent weeks to broaden the bill's support. Republicans saw it differently, with Rep. Mike
Pence, R-Ind., declaring it "amounts to the largest tax increase in American history under the guise of climate
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change."
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/06/27/house-gop-leadership-warns-climate-change-hurt-economy-calls
-legislation/

For Republicans, a Narrowing List of Presidential Prospects - Nevada Sen. John Ensign's and South
Carolina Gov. Mark Sanford's extramarital affairs are the latest blow to the GOP as the Republican
presidential herd thins fast -- leaving many to wonder who will lead the party in its attempt to reclaim
the White House - "It's way too early to be playing the name game" said Dana Perino, former White
House press secretary for President George W. Bush {Not only is not "way too early" for 2012 politics
it's actually getting to be way too late. The Obama Express is leaving the station, if it hasn't left
already and it won't be able to be called back. Besides there is only one name on the Republican list
for 2012 and it's John Bush (Jeb) but still the Republicans play their games.}
The Grand Old Party's 2012 presidential pool isn't looking so grand these days. Add Nevada Sen. John
Ensign's and South Carolina Gov. Mark Sanford's extramarital affairs to Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal's
unconvincing TV speech and Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin's family dramas, and the Republican presidential herd
is thinning fast -- leaving many to wonder who will lead the party in its attempt to reclaim the White House.
Former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney, Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour, Virginia Rep. Eric Cantor,
Minnesota Gov. Tim Pawlenty and Indiana Gov. Mitch Daniels are the names now being whispered in
Republican circles as potential winners -- although observers admit political speculations can change
overnight. "It's way too early to be playing the name game," said Dana Perino, former White House press
secretary for President George W. Bush.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/06/25/pub-gop-presidential-prospects/

Walter Cronkite's Family: "He Is Not Expected to Recuperate" - Television's most famous news
anchor is seriously ill - once considered the most trusted man in America
Television's most famous news anchor is seriously ill. Walter Cronkite, once considered the most trusted man
in America, is suffering from cerebrovascular disease "and is not expected to recuperate," his family said in a
statement. The family said it was forced to speak out "to dispel false rumors." Last week news reports stated
the 92-year-old former CBS News stalwart was in gave condition. Cerebrovascular disease affects the blood
vessels in the brain, according to WebMD, and is often caused by high blood pressure. "He is resting
comfortably at home with family, friends and a wonderful medical team. We thank you for your prayers and
good wishes."
http://www.eonline.com/uberblog/b131537_walter_cronkites_family_he_not_expected.html

{Flashback} Walter Cronkite, NWO, WTF - Ocotober 19, 1999: Video clip where Walter Cronkite calls
for world government, ending sovereignty, and [only half jokingly] "joining him to sit at the right hand
of Satan" as he says himself - Walter Cronkite speaks his mind and "by God he does!" {Cronkite calls
every Christian a criminal "that needs to be brought to justice" for desiring the Kingdom of Jesus
Christ and not embracing his global government concept.} (YouTube)
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Comments: It absolutely amazes me that these seemingly educated people are so ignorant. Downright
stupid. They talk about ending all wars, when it's the globalists that cause the wars. They talk about saving
the planet when it's these same people that are the biggest polluters and rapists of natural resources. The
same people that hinder technology that would benefit mankind. I suppose that if you don't get involved in
politics you are doomed to be ruled by your inferiors. ... If you believe Hermit, giving the power to run the
world to a small group of people is a good thing Given the track record of globalists, military industrial
complex of starting wars, fixing prices, monopolies, reducing choice it makes no sense to give them ANY
power. How do we vote them out, if we disagree. YOU CANT How do you change the leaders YOU DON'T
Consolidation of Power to the cabal that financed Hitler, the Communists, C.American dictators ie
Rockefeller, P Bush is INSANE.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inu9vKXsrFA

Michael Jackson's Death Leaves Tour Promoter (AEG) In Tough Spot - Most fans of the deceased
Michael Jackson who bought tickets to his 50-date London tour will get their refunds. However,
Jackson's death Thursday will bear a potentially heavy burden on AEG Live, the promoter of the tour
- Tickets for the much-anticipated shows ran from 50 to 75 pounds ($83 - $124), however, tickets
showed up on eBay priced at 16,000 pounds - While ticket buyers will get a refund, those who bought
from unauthorized dealers may not be covered by the insurance - However, Jackson's cause of death
may play a factor in their coverage, reports Billboard
AEG Live fields concerns over ticket refunds and production costs - Most fans of the deceased Michael
Jackson who bought tickets to his 50-date London tour will get their refunds. However, Jackson's death
Thursday will bear a potentially heavy burden on AEG Live, the promoter of the tour. The summer run of
concerts that was scheduled to begin July 13 at the 02 Arena, which AEG Live owns and operates, sold
750,000 tickets. Tickets for the much-anticipated shows ran from 50 to 75 pounds ($83 - $124), however,
tickets showed up on eBay priced at 16,000 pounds. While ticket buyers will get a refund, those who bought
from unauthorized dealers may not be covered by the insurance AEG Live took out on the concert tour,
according to a British fan-to-fan ticket exchange website, Seatwave. It has been confirmed that the promotion
company, a subsidiary of Anschutz Entertainment Group, has placed some insurance on the concerts in the
world's leading insurance market Lloyd's, a spokesman for Lloyd's said. However, Jackson's cause of death
may play a factor in their coverage, reports Billboard. AEG Live chief executive Randy Phillips was quoted in
March as saying that he was prepared to insure amid concerns about Jackson's health heading into a
rigorous summer schedule. Despite passing a four-and-a-half hour physical exam, concerns persisted until
Thursday when Jackson died in his Los Angeles home. Ticket refunds are just the beginning for AEG Live,
who apparently invested $20 to 30 million on the production of Jackson's concerts. Additionally, the company
will have to scramble to fill those 50 dates on short notice. Overall, AEG Live could have up to 300 million
pounds in liabilities. Jackson stood to make $400 million in a long-term contract with AEG.
http://www.thecelebritycafe.com/features/29526.html

'Bruno' Cuts Scene Mocking Jacksons Hours Before Premiere - Also on Thursday, fans mourning
Michael Jackson poured on to Hollywood Boulevard to lay flowers on his walk-of-fame star However, they were on the wrong Michael Jackson - Because the singer's star is currently covered by
the red carpet put down for the "Bruno" premiere, passersby accidentally went to the star belonging
to radio talk show host Michael Jackson, the Wall Street Journal reported {"passersby accidentally
went to the (Hollywood Boulevard) star belonging to radio talk show host Michael Jackson" -- Note:
Going to the wrong 'star' happens to everyone and it often happens at the least opportune time
because amazingly the right star [the right info] is often covered or hidden from view either
accidently or even intentionally. This news item is just an example of how important it is to check and
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double check and triple check your info, actions and intentions and even then don't be so sure that
everything is in the proper status, however do trust in God that He will sort it all out and that God is
ultimately in control and above all, especially above our own limited decisions and actions.}
Michael Jackson's death sent producers of Sacha Baron Cohen's latest comedy "Bruno" into a tailspin
Thursday as they scrambled to cut scenes in which the comedian takes more than a few shots at Jackson's
sister, LaToya Jackson, hours before the film's Los Angeles premiere, AFP reported. In "Bruno," Cohen
convinces LaToya that he is an Austrian fashion journalist while poking fun at her, but producers felt the joke
was in bad taste after hearing of her brother Michael's death. ... Also on Thursday, fans mourning Michael
Jackson poured on to Hollywood Boulevard to lay flowers on his walk-of-fame star. However, they were on
the wrong Michael Jackson. Because the singer's star is currently covered by the red carpet put down for the
"Bruno" premiere, passersby accidentally went to the star belonging to radio talk show host Michael Jackson,
the Wall Street Journal reported.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,529135,00.html

re both extremely talented and gifted individuals and they certainly left their mark on society and on
the world. Their lives were their lives and they lived them however they chose and I hope and pray
that in the end they both found peace with God in Jesus Christ. I also pray that their friends, family
and supporters will find comfort and peace in God during this time of loss and mourning.}">June 25,
2009 - Two Lost Icons: For Generation X, a Really Bad Day - The man-child named Michael Jackson
and the luminous girl known as Farrah Fawcett-Majors jumped into our consciousness at a plastic
moment in American culture a time when the celebrity juggernaut we know today was still in diapers When they departed Thursday, just a few hours and a few miles apart, they left an entire generation a
very strange generation [not that strange] indeed without two of its defining figures - lost between
Boomers and Millennials and sandwiched between Vietnam and the War on Terror, Gen X has always
been an oddity [not that odd] - one that struggled to find its place [some of us have found our place in
Jesus Christ and with it meaning, satisfaction and life's fulfillment!] {Farrah Fawcett and Michael
Jackson were both extremely talented and gifted individuals and they certainly left their mark on
society and on the world. Their lives were their lives and they lived them however they chose and I
hope and pray that in the end they both found peace with God in Jesus Christ. I also pray that their
friends, family and supporters will find comfort and peace in God during this time of loss and
mourning.}
A record-shattering vinyl album and its moonwalking maestro. A paper poster of a golden-haired beauty in a
one-piece swimsuit that was gossamer and clingy in all the right places. It all seems so quaint now, the
fragmented dream memories of a fleeting micro-era that began with words like "bicentennial" and "pet rock"
and ended with MTV, Atari and absurdly thin cans of super-hold mousse. The man-child named Michael
Jackson and the luminous girl known as Farrah Fawcett-Majors jumped into our consciousness at a plastic
moment in American culture - a time when the celebrity juggernaut we know today was still in diapers. When
they departed Thursday, just a few hours and a few miles apart, they left an entire generation - a very strange
generation indeed - without two of its defining figures. ... It was a long time coming. Cynical, disaffected, rife
with ADD, lost between Boomers and millennials and sandwiched between Vietnam and the war on terror,
Gen X has always been an oddity. It was the product of a transitional age when we were still putting people
on celebrity pedestals but only starting to make an industry out of dragging them down. Its memorable
moments were diffuse and confusing - the Ronald Reagan assassination attempt, the dawn of AIDS, the
explosion of the Space Shuttle Challenger. It had no protest movement, no opponent to unite it, none of the
things that typically shape the ill-defined beast we call an American generation. ... In the end, finally, they
stand as the relics of a generation - one that struggled to find its place and now, suddenly, while still young,
one that must wonder if it is as passe as the paper and vinyl that its icons' most memorable moments were
etched upon. We don't need another hero? After this week, are we sure?
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http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,529126,00.html

Basic Christian: Memo Summer of 2009 "Divine? Or Simply Just Not Fine?" - Recently a fiberglass
and gold laden Maroni statue atop the latest LDS Temple was struck by lightning - Was it of God,
mankind, nature or perhaps the demonic realm that is the cause and effect of the seemingly
supernatural event or events?
Was it of God, mankind, nature or perhaps the demonic realm that is the cause and effect of the seemingly
supernatural event or events? At a casual first glance it might appear that God struck the statue however was
this actually a Divine act from God or was it simply just another not so fine act of a demonic entity? That is
the important consideration that we each need to ask ourselves (and God in prayer) and it is a decision that
we do need to reach, sometimes quickly when events happen. ... When faced with the extraordinary and the
unexplainable keep in mind that God's extraordinary word the Bible explains above all that God loves each us
and that He has an eternal plan of salvation for each of our lives. It is the Divine Miracle throughout all of the
ages that God's love and fellowship is available to mankind if we would just seek after Him. Then when a
relationship with Jesus Christ is accomplished in our hearts and in our minds even mighty lightning strikes
and signs and wonders pale in comparison to the glory, majesty and justice of receiving the Holy Spirit inside
of us. -- Note: It's unjust not to have the Holy Spirit inside of us. On the cross Jesus said "It is finished" or
literally "It is paid in full." With full payment comes satisfaction the delivery the "Justice" the receiving of the
Holy Spirit. The injustice of the world is the withholding of the Holy Spirit. God is not withholding the Holy
Spirit, man is withholding the Holy Spirit as man seeks to deny God, by discounting the Virgin Birth,
corrupting the Cross and counterfeiting the Resurrection of Jesus Christ it is man that is withholding justice
both from themselves and from others. -- Also Note: After the rapture of the Christian Church there is going to
be another delivery it is the delivery of the Kingdom of this World into the hands and authority of Satan for a
short time. During the Time of Satan (Antichrist) the Holy Spirit will not be delivered to be inside of people like
He is now in the present Christian Church age. The post rapture Martyred Saints of Revelation receive the
Holy Spirit in fellowship but not inside, not in the 'born again' regeneration manner that the people of the
Christian Church have received. During the Time of Satan - Time of Tribulation, Satan is going to deliver his
particular form of justice and government upon mankind and it won't go very well for mankind few will even
live through it. The Martyred Saints of Revelation do not receive the Holy Spirit inside of them because after
the rapture it is during the time of Satan's Kingdom when God's Eternal Justice for mankind is now in Heaven
separate and away from Satan's Kingdom on earth and also because their remaining lifetime on earth will be
short, so short that they receive their eternal Satisfaction and eternal Justice in heaven after their unjust
martyrdom at the hands of Satan.
http://basicchristian.org/Article_Featured.html

***KJV 1611 Reader Edition PDF Bible - Formatted with no verse or chapter reference numbers {Did
Sir. Francis Bacon alter the KJV Bible? If Bacon was able to alter the KJV Translation it would be
most altered in the chapter and verse separations and numbering. The KJV 1611 is a translation from
the original Hebrew and Greek into the English language so anyone can look up the original words or
phrases and therefore render any alterations void. However slightly jumbling the KJV with too many
chapter separations and verse references has been a problem that has not been so easily overcome.
Some of the Bible's chapter and verse markings are in very inappropriate locations particularly the
Holy of Holies in the Old Testament book of the Prophet Isaiah chapter 53. A Christian would not (or
should not) have divided Isaiah 52-53 where it is divided. Isaiah 52:13 - Isaiah 53:12 are one comment
and should not have been divided.} (PDF)
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The Words of Jesus Formatted in Red. The Reader Edition of the KJV is a complete Bible with both the Old
and the New Testaments. In order to provide a consistent and enjoyable read the reader edition is formatted
without the verse or chapter references providing a continuous easy to read Bible. Note: The KJV 1611 Bible
is in the Public Domain, anyone can quote from the KJV 1611 and anyone can take any of the Basic Christian
KJV 1611 Bible versions (Red Letter, Reader Version, etc.) or types (PDF, HTML, DOC, etc.) and do
anything they want with them. The formatting, packaging even the meta-data info can be changed altered or
removed.
http://www.basicchristian.org/HolyBibleReaderKJV.pdf

wikipedia.org: Chapters and verses of the Bible - The original manuscripts did not contain the
chapter and verse divisions in the numbered form familiar to modern readers - By the time of the
Council of Nicaea in AD 325, the New Testament had been divided into paragraphs, although the
divisions were different from the modern Bible - Churchmen Archbishop Stephen Langton and
Cardinal Hugo de Sancto Caro determined different schemas for systematic division of the Bible
between 1227 AD and 1248 AD - It is the system of Archbishop Langton on which the modern chapter
divisions are based
Chapters: The original manuscripts did not contain the chapter and verse divisions in the numbered form
familiar to modern readers. Some portions of the original texts were logically divided into parts following the
Hebrew alphabet; for instance, the earliest known copies of the book of Isaiah use Hebrew letters for
paragraph divisions. (This was different from the acrostic structure of certain texts following the Hebrew
alphabet, such as Psalm 119 and the book of Lamentations.) There are other divisions from various sources
which are different from what we use today. The Old Testament began to be put into sections before the
Babylonian Captivity (586 BC) with the five books of Moses being put into a 154-section reading program to
be used in a three-year cycle. Later (before 536 BC) the Law was put into 54 sections and 669 sub-divisions
for reading. By the time of the Council of Nicaea in AD 325, the New Testament had been divided into
paragraphs, although the divisions were different from the modern Bible. An important canon of the New
Testament was proclaimed by Pope Damasus I in the Roman synod of 374. Pope Damasus also induced
Jerome, a priest from Antioch, to undertake his famous translation of the entire Bible, both Old and New
Testaments, from Hebrew and Greek into Latin, the official language of the time. This translation is known as
the Vulgate. The Church continued to finance the very expensive process of copying and providing copies of
the Bible to local churches and communities from that point up to and beyond the invention of the printing
press, which greatly reduced the cost of producing copies of the Scriptures.Churchmen Archbishop Stephen
Langton and Cardinal Hugo de Sancto Caro determined different schemas for systematic division of the Bible
between 1227 and 1248. It is the system of Archbishop Langton on which the modern chapter divisions are
based.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chapters_and_verses_of_the_Bible

Updated: CuttingEdge.org June 24, 2009: As Western Powers continued to attempt to overthrow the
Iranian hardline regime of President Ahmadinejad and Ayatollah Khamenei, that regime suddenly got
some traction of its own - First, let us examine the West's continued efforts to negate the election and
install the key opposition leader {Suddenly "Western Powers continued to attempt to overthrow the
Iranian hardline regime" that clearly has not been the objective of Western leaders. David Bay
'Director' [the CIA has directors, ministries have ministers] of Cutting Edge Ministries an anti KJV
1611 proponent is one of the most suspect CIA disinformation agents [along with Joseph Farah of
World Net Daily] on the internet. -- The "Secret Mysteries of America's Beginnings" DVD series that
David Bay is a front for does have interesting info however it is not David Bay's exclusive project it is
backed by people with deep Illuminati and occult ties who are expressing and making public the
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knowledge of their occult agenda through the "Secret Mysteries" DVD series. As others have pointed
out the End Game of David Bay and the Secret Mysteries series is to discredit the 1611 KJV saying
that Francis Bacon wrote that version. First "that version" is a Translation so no one wrote it second
Bacon [who was not a member of the translation team] might have fiddled with some of the
placement of chapter and verse numbers and possibly a word or two here and there but the KJV 1611
remains the superior English Bible translation.}
First, let us examine the West's continued efforts to negate the election and install the key opposition leader.
NEWS BRIEF: "Obama Rips Iran in Tactical Shift", The Wall Street Journal, June 24, 2009 "WASHINGTON
-- President Barack Obama delivered his sharpest criticism of Iran's election and political crackdown ... After
days of criticism from Republicans, Mr. Obama opened a White House news conference saying he was
"appalled and outraged" by the threats and confrontations in the streets of the Iranian capital. He declined to
confirm whether a U.S. offer of direct talks with Iran will still stand, instead saying he would wait to see how
the postelection crisis there 'plays itself out'." You know the situation is serious when the most powerful man
in the world -- the American President -- uses the power of his bully pulpit to severely critize a foreign nation.
This criticism should be viewed in its correct light, i.e., as outward evidence of the Illuminati attempt to
overthrow the Iranian regime, a threat made quite public a few days ago by Henry Kissinger! - Secondly, let
us examine Iran's counterattack. NEWS BRIEF: "Iran now cracks down on Mousavi as tensions with West
mount", MySinChew.org, June 24, 2009 "TEHRAN (AFP) - Iran intensified its crackdown on opposition leader
Mir Hossein Mousavi, with the arrest of staff at his newspaper and vitriolic attacks from the hardline press on
Wednesday after he vowed to press on with his campaign against the disputed presidential election." When
Iran feels bold enough to arrest the newspaper staff of Mr. Mousavi, you can take that as a sign that the
hardline leadership feels secure enough to start bullying the very man whom Western Intelligence has raised
up to fight for regime change. Iran's leadership felt so confident in their ultimate success that they actually set
a date for Ahmadinejad to take his oath of office. NEWS BRIEF: "Iran sets date for Ahmadinejad to take oath
of office", Press TV, June 23, 2009 "After winning a landslide victory in Iran's closely-contested and disputed
10th presidential election, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad will be sworn in before parliament between July 26 and
August 19. On Tuesday, parliament's board of directors set July 26 to August 19 as the period for the
president's swearing-in and the introduction of the new cabinet, IRNA reported." One of the three candidates
for President abruptly withdrew his complaint of election fraud, thereby weakening the case of the opposition
against the hardline regime. NEWS BRIEF: "Iranian Candidate Withdraws Election Complaints: Weakening
case of opposition", Gulf News, June 24, 2009 ...
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/

Ahmadinejad Tells Obama Not to Interfere in Iran, Seeks Public Apology {This made for TV rift is
completely scripted not a single world leader would criticize Obama without expressed permission
from the NWO Agenda. This prolonged election event is being mightily used to institute various
agendas. CNN is vigorously promoting the events in Iran as a woman's world only revolution while
Fox News is playing the dialectic that US Conservatives are the ones creating change and supporting
Islamic Iran. The reality is that the new Iran is very much the same as the old Iran. Any leadership
change is just a shuffling of the cards from the same old stacked deck. All three Iranian candidates
needed permission from Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei even to just run as a
candidate in the knowingly rigged election. How much less change can there be then fixed
candidates appointed to run in a rigged election!}
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Iran President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad called on President Obama on Thursday not to interfere in Iranian
affairs after the U.S. president said he was "appalled and outraged" by post-election violence, a news agency
reported. "Mr. Obama made a mistake to say those things ... our question is why he fell into this trap and said
things that previously (former U.S. President George W.) Bush used to say," the semi-official Fars News
Agency quoted Ahmadinejad as saying. "Do you want to speak (with Iran) with this tone? If that is your stance
then what is left to talk about," said Ahmadinejad. "I hope you avoid interfering in Iran's affairs and express
your regret in a way that the Iranian nation is informed of it."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,529022,00.html

For the GOP the Hits keep coming South Carolina Gov. Sanford's admission of an affair adds to
ever-growing list of woes for the GOP as it looks to rebound against Obama and Democrats - The
governor of South Carolina, a rumored 2012 presidential contender, tearfully confessed to having an
affair with a woman in Argentina, dealing the latest blow to a struggling Republican Party - Sanford
did not answer directly whether the relationship with the woman was over - Meanwhile, first lady
Jenny Sanford at first told The Associated Press she did not know where her husband went for the
Father's Day weekend - The Republican Governors Association said Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour
would assume the duties as chairman {Having Gov. Haley Barbour return to lead the Republican
Governors Association is huge sign that the Republican Party is finished. Why doesn't the
Republican Party cultivate any new leadership? Why did the Bush family run the too old guard to win
John McCain (America's demographics are far too young to have elected McCain) because it's the
Republican leadership that is intent on destroying its own party and turning the country over to a one
Party dictatorship via the Democrats.}
COLUMBIA, South Carolina -- The governor of South Carolina, a rumored 2012 presidential contender,
tearfully confessed to having an affair with a woman in Argentina, dealing the latest blow to a struggling
Republican Party. Gov. Mark Sanford, who caused a ruckus after he could not be located by staff, family and
friends for several days, apologized to his wife and four sons and said he will resign as head of the
Republican Governors Association. ... "What I did was wrong. Period," he said. He refused to say whether he
will leave office. Sanford did not answer directly whether the relationship with the woman was over. He did
say, "I had, to the people of South Carolina, based on my boys, based on my wife, based on where I was in
life, based on where she was in life, a place I couldn't go and she couldn't go." Critics said he neglected his
gubernatorial authority and put the state at risk by leaving the country without formally transferring power. It
wasn't clear how his staff could reach him in an emergency. Sanford revealed Wednesday morning that he
had gone to Argentina for a seven-day trip. For two days after reporters starting asking questions, his office
had said he had gone hiking on the Appalachian Trial, a well-known hiking route along 2,178 miles (3,505
kilometers) of the eastern U.S. Sanford denied instructing his staff to cover up his affair, but acknowledged
that he told them he thought he would be hiking on the Appalachian Trail and never corrected that impression
after leaving for South America. "I let them down by creating a fiction with regard to where I was going,"
Sanford said. "I said that was the original possibility. Again, this is my fault in ... shrouding this larger trip."
Meanwhile, first lady Jenny Sanford at first told The Associated Press she did not know where her husband
went for the Father's Day weekend.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/06/25/sanford-scandal-latest-blow-republicans/

South Carolina (Republican) Gov. Admits Being 'Unfaithful' to His Wife, After Argentina Trip - South
Carolina Gov. Mark Sanford admits he cheated on his wife, steps down as chair of the Republican
Governors Association - In a stunning confession, South Carolina Gov. Mark Sanford admitted
Wednesday to being "unfaithful" to his wife during a press conference meant to clear up his
mysterious week-long absence - He said they first met eight years ago but the romantic relationship
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began more recently [yeah, sure - she is probably a second family] - he said his wife Jenny had
known about the affair for five months and they were trying to work through it - He said he is
resigning as chairman of the Republican Governors Association - Sanford did not say whether he'll
stay on as governor {Disgracing Republicans and kicking them out of positions of leadership and
authority is not even a challenge anymore for the NWO operatives. The Republicans tumble and fall
like pins in a bowling alley.}
In a stunning confession, South Carolina Gov. Mark Sanford admitted Wednesday to being "unfaithful" to his
wife during a press conference meant to clear up his mysterious week-long absence. The admission was the
latest, and most shocking, installment in the evolving story surrounding Sanford's disappearance. He left town
Thursday and returned Wednesday morning on a flight from Argentina, even though his staff had initially told
reporters Sanford was hiking the Appalachian Trail. Sanford on Wednesday afternoon admitted he was
visiting his mistress in the South American country. "I've let down a lot of people. That's the bottom line,"
Sanford said Wednesday. "I've been unfaithful to my wife." Sanford explained that he had "developed a
relationship with what started as a dear, dear friend" from Argentina. He said they first met eight years ago
but the romantic relationship began more recently. "It began very innocently as I suspect many of these
things do ... Over this last year it developed into something much more than that," he said. The governor
apologized profusely to his family, his staff and the people of South Carolina. He said he's let down his four
sons in a "profound way," though he said his wife Jenny had known about the affair for five months and they
were trying to work through it. ... The RGA announced shortly afterward that Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour
would assume Sanford's duties. Sanford did not say whether he'll stay on as governor.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/06/24/report-south-carolina-governor-traveled-argentina-appalachian-tr
ail/

l in less than 12 hours, but so far [12 days] not one member country of the UN Security Council has
come forward to call an emergency session about the flawed election">Wiesenthal.com - News: SWC
Calls for World Leaders to Convene Emergency UN Security Council Meeting on Iran - Iranian and
Interfaith Communities Join Together to Express Solidarity with People of Iran - An election, in the
minds of millions of people in Iran, has been stolen - And the question is, 'What is the world going to
do about it?' - Hier pointed out that the UN can put together a resolution condemning Israel in less
than 12 hours, but so far [12 days] not one member country of the UN Security Council has come
forward to call an emergency session about the flawed election
June 24, 2009 - A cross section of Los Angeles' Iranian American activist community were joined at the
Simon Wiesenthal Center Museum of Tolerance by Christian and Jewish leaders in a show of solidarity with
the people of Iran. The activists, academics and analysts discussed the current situation in Tehran and other
Iranian cities and the ways in which the international community should respond. The event, moderated by
Rabbi Abraham Cooper, associate dean of the Wiesenthal Center, brought a wide range of opinions from
"regime change" to careful, deliberative diplomacy. Rabbi Marvin Hier, founder and dean of the Wiesenthal
Center opened by asking, "Why are the lights out at the United Nations?" "An election, in the minds of
millions of people in Iran, has been stolen. And the question is, 'What is the world going to do about it?' Is
there an electricity strike at the United Nations that the lights went out and they can't act?" he added. Hier
pointed out that the UN can put together a resolution condemning Israel in less than 12 hours, but so far not
one member country of the UN Security Council has come forward to call an emergency session about the
flawed election. To demonstrate to protesters throughout Iran that there is strong international commitment to
punish their government's violence with swift sanctions, leaders have to offer more than careful statements.
"What is required is a meaningful response in terms of actions," said Hier. But instead, he concluded, "What
we have is total silence."
http://www.wiesenthal.com/
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Center statement concluded">Simon Wiesenthal Center Calls on World Leaders to Convene
Emergency UN Security Council Meeting on Iran - "The UN cannot be open for business only to
condemn Israel - It is unbelievable that to date, not a single country has called for UN agencies to act
- Now is the time for world leaders to call for an emergency session of the UN Security Council to
send the mullahs a clear message that any further violence against their own citizens will be met with
swift sanctions" the Wiesenthal Center statement concluded
Officials of the Simon Wiesenthal Center are urging world leaders including the United States, the European
Union, the Arab League and the Organization Islamic Conference to call for an immediate emergency
session of the United Nations Security Council on the brutal suppression of the Iranian people following the
sham elections in Iran. "The brave citizens of Iran, have against all odds, sent a clarion call to the world that
they want freedom and democracy but so far the world has turned their back as innocents have been killed
on the streets of Tehran and other cities," Rabbi Marvin Hier and Abraham Cooper, (founder and dean and
associate dean respectively) of the Jewish Human Rights NGO said in a statement from Los Angeles. "The
UN cannot be open for business only to condemn Israel. It is unbelievable that to date, not a single country
has called for UN agencies to act. Now is the time for world leaders to call for an emergency session of the
UN Security Council to send the mullahs a clear message that any further violence against their own citizens
will be met with swift sanctions," the Wiesenthal Center statement concluded. Read Chatham House analysis
of the 2009 Iranian elections here ...
http://www.wiesenthal.com/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=lsKWLbPJLnF&b=4441467&ct=7136545

Report: U.S. (Obama) Contacted Iran Supreme Leader (Ayatollah Ali Khamenei) Before Election - Prior
to this month's disputed presidential election in Iran, the Obama administration sent a letter to the
country's supreme leader
Prior to this month's disputed presidential election in Iran, the Obama administration sent a letter to the
country's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, calling for an improvement in relations, according to
interviews and the leader himself, The Washington Times reported Wednesday. Ayatollah Khamenei
confirmed the letter toward the end of a lengthy sermon last week, in which he accused the United States of
fomenting protests in his country in the aftermath of the disputed June 12 presidential election. U.S. officials
declined to discuss the letter on Tuesday, a day in which President Obama gave his strongest condemnation
yet of the Iranian crackdown against protesters. An Iranian with knowledge of the overture, however, told The
Washington Times that the letter was sent between May 4 and May 10 and laid out the prospect of
"cooperation in regional and bilateral relations" and a resolution of the dispute over Iran's nuclear program.
The Iranian, who asked not to be named because of the sensitivity of the topic, said the letter was given to
the Iranian Foreign Ministry by a representative of the Swiss Embassy, which represents U.S. interests in Iran
in the absence of U.S.-Iran diplomatic relations. The letter was then delivered to the office of Ayatollah
Khamenei, he said.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,528781,00.html
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